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NEW SENATOR HERE? . . . Four top officials of Minnesota's Democratic-Farmer-Labor Party attended Saturday 's
Minnesota-Iowa football game at Minneapolis and speculation
on a successor for Sen. Hubert Humphrey involves all feur.
Gov. Karl Rolvaag, left, could take Senate post, leaving

governorship to Lt. Gov. A. M. (Sandy) Keith, right. Atty.
Gen. Walter F. Mondale, second from right, and Agriculture
Secretary Orville Freeman also are Senate possibilities when
Humphrey becomes vice president. (AP Photofax )

Many Expect* Nixon Properly Tax
Bill Before
To Help Rebuild GOP Badger Soloiis

WASHINGTON (AP) — Many
influential Republicans across
the country expect Richard M.
Nixon to play a leading role in
rebuilding the GOP for what
most of them think will be a

strong 1966 comeback.
Nixon, the 1960 presidential
n o m i n e e , and GOP Govs.
George Romney of Michigan,
William W. Scranton of Pennsylvania and Nelson A. Rocke-

WHO'LL CONTROL PARTY?

Republicans
Divided on
Future Rule

By LOUIS HARRIS
In the painful reassessment that must surely take place,
rank and file Republicans feel that last Tuesday 's defeat was
mora a setback for Goldwater conservatism than for the overall cause of Republican conservatism.
According to a survey of a cross-section of GOP voters,
taken a few days before the election, there is a sense in Republican ranks that Barry Goldwater was as much a radical
as a genuine conservative . Now
Republicans would like to see a
I I I^B ms^wL^mm1
popular leader emerge who will
^^^
espouse a traditional conservatism that differs from that of
Sen. Goldwater.
The most ready example of
the kind of man these Republicans are prepared to follow as
a personality is former President
Dwight D. Eisenhower. But they
would also like to see as their
leader a man with a traditionia!
* conservative philosophy,
Most Republicans believe "<conservatives" rather than "moderates" should control their piarty in the future. At the same
time, the rank and file of thee GOP tend to believe that the
moderates will take
y over parrty control from the Goldwater
organization.
A special survey of registei:red Republicans reveals that the
deep cleavage that split ttie_ i
GOP in this past election is head. Republicans were asked :
likely to continue into the fore- "Which man on this list do
seeable future.
you feel now best represents the
Perhaps surprisingly, only real spirit of the Republican
GOP voters in the West de- Party?''
murred from the general na- WHO REPRESENTS SPIRIT
OF GOP?
tionwide consensus that they
Repnblicans
would prefer conservatives raVoting
ther than moderates in control
Total
— for—
of their party in the future .
All those who said they were
GOP Gold- JohnRepublicans were asked :
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By any measure , of course,
Neither
6
5
4
6 former President Dwlght D. ElNot sure . . . . . 12 19 21 13 senhower is the dominant figIt is clearly evident tbat many ure in the Republican Party
Republicans expect widespread today,
activity to unseat the Goldwater However , perhaps of more
group at the helm of the OOP. significance than the high esAnd it also is evident that Sen. teem In which Mr. Eisenhower
Goldwater does not now hold is held is the apparent vacuum
the position of popular loader that now exists at the leaderef his party, even though he ship levels of the party , at least
wears the mantle as titular ln the eyes of the rank and file.

feller of New York were most
frequently mentioned as prospective leaders of this comeback in an Associated Press
survey.
The survey, reaching GOP
officials in all sections of the
nation, disclosed little enthusiasm for another presidential
race by defeated Sen. Barry
Goldwater. There . were many
suggestions that he yield control
of the party machinery as the
result of the shattering impact
's landofJEj^Mdent Johnspn
Nixon , who campaigned actively foi^Goldwater, was mentioned by Republicans from all
sections of the country as a man
to be reckoned with in the next
four years.
Oklahoma State Chairman
John W. Tyler* commented: "I
think we're going to see an awful lot of Mr. Nixon real quick. I
think he's the only man who can
pull the party together. "
South Carolina State Chairman J. Drake Edens Jr. said
Nixon "is the man you have to
watch in the party." Robert L,
Pierce, Wisconsin national committeeman, observed that "Nixon looks good," in party fortunes at this point. Wisconsin
State Chairman Talbot Peterson
said he thinks the reins of national party control should be
handled to somebody like Nixon.
"I heard more good things
about Nixon this time and there
are Some who will never be
convinced that things wouldn't
have been different if he had
been the nominee again," Peterson said.
Benjamin F. Dillingham, Hawaii national committeeman,
said the party should regroup
around "someone who will represent the true consensus of the
conservatives. " He named Nixon and Scrantqn as possibilities,
Minnesota National ' Committeeman George Etzell forecast
that Nixon will play a strong
future party role.

MADISON, Wis. Mf i—A correction in a bill granting property
tax relief to the elderly is one
of the major items of unfinished business facing the fourth
and final session of the 1963 Wisconsin Legislature opening this
afternoon. *~ :
Thirty-one of the legislature's
133 members are retiring or
were defeated in Tuesday's election. They'll be sitting as "lame
duck" lawmakers, to be replaced by newcombers in January.
The "correction to the property
tax bill will make it clear that
only persons with annual incomes- of $3,000 or less are eligible for tax relief. The change
was endorsed by the Legislative
Council in September.
The session was expected to
end by the end of the week.
Some 277 items are pending
and it's doubtful that many will
be cleared by the time the 1963
legislature adjourns.
A blU to abolish Wisconsin's
bounty on predatory animals
and to appropriate the $360,000
biennially for the establishment
of county conservation projects
will be considered by the Agriculture"Committee.
The Judiciary Committee will
study a bill to create a Supreme
Court Advisory Commission.
The Labor , Taxation, Insurance and Banking Committee
will take up a bill to rewrite
the law regulating the selling
and cashing of checks.

Skydiver Killed
When Chute
Fails to Open
OSCEOLA, Wis. Wl - A
member of the St. Croix
Valley Skydiving C l u b
plunged 5,500 feet to his
death Sunday when his parachute failed to open during
a skydiving exhibition. The
body of Michael B. Roberto
Jr., 28, of St. Paul landed
in a cornfield.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Four hunters were killed and
more than a dozen wounded in
shooting accidents on the opening weekend of tbe Minnesota
deer season. Another hunter was
missing and feared drowned.
Charles Midthun, 15, of Trommaid, Minn., was hunting alone
in his home area some 15 miles
northeast of Brainerd when he

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
CAP ). — A Vietnamese mortar
barrage meant for the Communist Viet Cong killed a U.S.
Army captain Sunday night and
wounded another American,
reliable sources reported today.
The captain was the 220th
American to die in combat in
Viet Nam since 1961.
He was identified in Washington as Capt. Agriverto A. Garcia, 31, of Laredo, Tex.
Two Vietnamese officers were
killed in the misdirected barrage and six other Vietnamese
wounded, the sources said.
The rounds reportedly fell on
the government unit as it waited
in an ambush laid for the Viet
Cong near Due Hoa, about 18
miles northwest of Saigon.
The two Americans were with
about 60 Vietnamese infantry
troops on a night patrol.
The sources said the unit
called for the mortar fire on a
suspected Viet Cong emplacement. At least one round fell on
the unit.
An investigation was being
made.
"It was terribly sad," said
another American adviser, "but
it was just one of those-things
that can happen. It was night,
and it is always more dangerous
then. But we will continue with
'
these operations."
A U.S, spokesman announced
two other U.S. Arm} officers
were wounded by shell fragments while piloting an armed
helicopter against Viet Cong positions southeast of Saigon
A U.S. Army enlisted man
was slightly wounded while assisting in clearing a boobytrapped area 100 miles west of
Saigon.
In Saigon, opponents of Sonth
Viet Nam's new civilian government made plans for further
demonstrations despite a government show of force that
checked them Sunday.

When Honeymoon 's
Over
The honeymoon is over
when you've stopped holdirn
hands in the taxi and started holding bundles in the
subway . . . A sure-fire way
to get people "to believe everything you say is to whisper it to them . . . The human body is strange bit of
machinery. For instance, if
you pat a man on the back,
it'll make his head swell
. . . A business is too big
when it takes a week for
gossip to goVfrom one end
of the office to the other.

COA^P^

(For more laughs see Earl
Wilson on Page 4.)

GOLDWATER SWIMS . . . Sen. Barry Goldwater, vacationing at the Hotel Royal Caribbean in MontegojBay,
Jamaica, is shown during a swim. Goldwater said he would
rest and do some fishing. The Arizona senator arrived by
private plane Saturday afternoon with his wife and six others.
(AP Photofax)

Johnson Reviews
Defense Budget
With McNamara
JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP)
— President Johnson meets
today with Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara as he
pushes his campaign to keep
next year 's federal budget under $100 billion.
McNamara was invited to be
Johnson's guest at the 400-acre
LBJ Ranch to discuss Pentagon
budgeting that will be crucial to
the over-all federal spending
plan destined for delivery to
Congress in January,
Flying west from Washington
with VMcNamara was Deputy
Secretary of Defense Cyrus
Vance.

McNamara, coming to the
Texas hill country without any
formal agenda for his talks with
Johnson, was ) to arrive late
today. He will be an overnight
guest at the ranch where the
President has been relaxing
since the Nov . 3 election.
McNamara will be joined here
Tuesday by Secretary of State
Dean Rusk. The President and
the two key Cabinet members
will jointly canvass some of the
global military and diplomatic
problems.
Johnson, for the second year
in a row, is hopeful of keeping
the federal budget from exceeding $100 billion.
Pentagon outlays, accounting

'THE ARMY GOES ROLLING ALONG'

General Help s Gir l Win an A

WASHINGTON (AP) - This Marines ', then I named the
may jolt her teacher , but 7th Caisson Song for the Army.
"He so sweetly said no. After
grader Debbie Greenbcrg is
right about th<e official Army this response my heart sank to
song.
Debbie and her teacher had a
difference of opinion on this
question recently.
She contended the Army's
tune is the "Caisson Song. " He
insisted it is "The Ballad of
Rodger Young."
Debbie knew it Is hard to win
an argument with a teacher
unless you have some evidence
on your side.
80 she went to the source.
writing a letter from her home
at Westbury, N.Y„ to "United
States Army, c/o the Pentagon
Building, Washington, D.C. "
"I know you are very busy
and cannot be bothered with
heavy nonsense, but I have an
important favor to ask you,"
she started out.
llien Debbie told about her
discussion with ber teacher :
"1 had to name four service
songs. I named the Navy 's (no
offense ) , the Air Force 's, the

was hit in the stomach by gunshot. When the boy didn't return
home by late afternoon Saturday, his parents notified sheriff's officers, who sent out
searchers.
/) ~
A CAP plane spotted the body
Sunday afternoon. Crow Wing
County Sheriff Charles Warnberg said apparently Charles
shot himself accidentally. An au-

the bottom of my stomach. I Almost plaintively, Debbie
argued in a polite way that I said she had consulted every
was right. He thinks the Army library and reference source —
song Is 'Rodger Young.'"
"I have even stopped every kind
of serviceman on the street."
"I hate to bother you men in
Washington , " she apologized ,
"but this means a lot to me. I
am not trying to show my
teacher up, all I am interested
in Is the Army song.

Debbie (ireenberg and Her Mother
Army Proved Her Rig ht About Ojficial Sunt)

"If yon are too busy to write
back , maybe you could have one
of the soldiers in a remote section of the world answer me."
After signing the letter , Debbie added as a P.S.": "You 're
very sweet. Thanks a million. "
Maybe it was the P.S. that did
It
Anyway, the matter came to
the attention of a general who
wrote back a "Dear Debbie"
letter confirming that "our song
Is 'The Army Goes Rolling
Along' and it ls based on the old
Caisson Song"
"My answer will please you
but it probably -will not do tho
same for your teacher ," the
general said wryly.

for about half of all federal
spending, will have a decisive
impact on whether or not he
achieves his goal for the fiscal
year that begins next July 1.

New Premier
Of Japan
Takes Over

TOKYO (AP) — Japan's new
Premier Eisaku Sato completed
formation of his Cabinet tonight.
Official sources said he retained
all the ministers
in the government of bis predecessor, ailing
Hayato Ikeda.
The new government is expected to carry
on Ikeda 's firmly pro-Western
foreign policy.
S a 10 , 63, an
e c 0 n o mic expert, formed his
Sato
Cabinet a few hours after Parliament elected him to succeed
Ikeda. After four years in office,
Ikeda resigned because of a
throat tumor. Both he and Sato
are members of the ruling
Liberal Democratic party .

topsy is scheduled.
Richard Carlson, 18, Minneapolis, died in a Minneapolis
-hospital today of a chest wound
suffered Sunday while hunting
with two companions in northern Anoka County.
John Ostrander, 56, Duluth,
was fatally shot in the head by
a companion, Knute Chalstrom,
56, Duluth, when a deer ran between them in early morning
fog sue miles west of Barnum
Sunday, Carlton County Coroner
Robert Barr reported.

Harlen Heinricb, 13, of Carver
was fatally injured late Saturday by a .410 shotgun he pounded against a hunter's car while
apparently scouting for deer
with a six-year-old brother near
Carver, the Carver County
sheriff's office reported. Officers
said the boys' parents did not
know Harlen had taken the gun.
Donald Christiansen, 30, International Falls, a father of four
children aged 3 to 9, was believed drowned in Rainy Lake
while on his way to open a deer
hunting camp on Saginaw Bay.
A search, begun after companions found bim missing Saturday, located This overturned
canoe and a life preserver.
Authorities gave these accounts of critically wounded
hunters:
Mrs. Melvin Witthus, 36, Gaylord, listed as critical at University Hospitals. She was hit in
the head by a stray shot while
bunting in northern Itasca County Sunday.
John Heider, 68, Thief River
Falls, hunting near that community Saturday when he was
struck in the back, just above
the heart, by a stray bullet.
Clair Bartels, Minneapolis,
shot in the stomach by bis brother Loren while hunting in
heavily wooded country north of
Reiner Saturday.
Delbert Anderson, 36, Grand
Rapids, critically wounded when
his automatic shotgun went otf
as he set it against a tree while
hunting near Coleraine Saturday.
These other wounded were
listed:
David Craven, Minneapolis his
left arm shattered by a blast
from his shotgun as be tried to
get into a tree near Hinckley
Saturday.
Howard Swanson, 17, Sandstone, shot in the foot with his
own rifle while hunting in northern Pine County Saturday.
David Cooke, 33, rural Duluth,
shot in the upper right leg when
three men fired at a deer near
Island Lake 20 miles north of
Duluth Saturday.
Gary Witt, 14, Little Falls,
shot in the foot when his gun
fell near Nashwauk Saturday.

Floyd F. Kopp, 30, Sonth St.
Paul, hit in the right arm when
his brother fired at a deer in
Itasca County Saturday.
Arnold Christenson, 58, Spicer,
shot in the right arm while hunting alone near that community
Saturday.
Larry Paulson, 19, Brainerd,
wounded when a .22 pistol on his
hip discharged as he got out of
a car near Littlefork Saturday.
Richard Kuhlman, 50, Buffalo,
hit in the left arm by a ricco*
cheting bullet fired by a partner
south of Hill City Saturday.
David Hauger, 13, Badger,
In the voting in the lower shot in the leg, apparently by
house of the Diet, Sato received another member of his party,
2*83 votes , Socialist Jotaro Ka- north of Badger Saturday.
wakami got 137, Suehiro Nishio
of the Democratic-Socialists got Jon Howard OJa, 15, Eveleth.
23, and Sanzo Nosaka, a Com- wounded in the right thigh and
both legs by someone in his
munist, got 4.
The 250-mernber upper house, party while hunting near Zim
voting simultaneously, gave Saturday.
Swen Larson. 51, rural UnderSato 146 votes, a majority.
wood,
wounded by a companion
Sato's election was assured
as
he
hunted
near Dalton, southearlier today when the Liebral
Democrats nominated him for east of Fergus Falls, Saturday.
Herbert Stacy, 62, Becker,
the post after a prolonged struggle within the party. State Min- Minn., died of a heart attack
ister Ichiro Kono, and former Saturday in the Buyck area, in
Foreign Minister Aiichiro Fugi- Si. Louis County. Dr. W.C.
Heiam of Cook , deputy coroner,
yama also were contenders.
said Stacy was on a deer drive
when he was stricken

WEATHER

FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Mostly fair through Tuesday.
Cooler tonight and Tuesday.
Low tonight 28-34, high Tuesday
55.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the 24
hours ending at 12 m. Sunday:
Maximum, &2; minimum, 30;
noon, 62; precipitation , none,
Official observations for the 24
hours ending at 12 m. today :
Maximum, SB; minimum, 50;
noon, 56, precipitation, none,

Boy, 10, Killed
At Lino Lakes
LINO LAKES, Minn. (AP) Richard Linnerooth, 10, was
fatally shot in the head Sunday
with a .22 caliber rifle his parents did not know he had taken,
Anoka County sheriff's officers
reported.
They said the gun dlschargnd
when the boy bent to tie a shoelace. Officers said Rlchurd and
his brother Jeffrey. 8, had taken
the rifle and • .410 gauge shotgun to "go hunting,"

St. Peter's Pupils
To Present Progra m
On Sundav Eveninq

DEAR ABBY:

Many Teen-age
Girls Like This

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: We have two teen-age girls who read your
column so maybe if you answered this in the paper it would
help. Why can't they be in bed with their homework done
and their clothes laid out by 11 o'clock on school nights? At
11: ?3© they are poking around , just starting to wash their
hair, and I know all their homework isn't finished. The next
morning it's a madhouse deciding what to wear. I have
all 1 can do to get a bite of breakfast down them with all
that rushing around, if you can solve
this problem, you 're a genius.
INADEQUATE MOM
DEAR MOM : If it's any comfort to
you , your problem is shared by millions. The cause is lack of organization. Believe it or not, the busiest people in the world are teen-agers. Their
days are filled with school, sports, music lessons, dental appointments, social
activities , clubs, homework , television
and telephoning. They should put themABBY
selves on a FIRST-THINGS-FIRST
schedule. After appointments which cannot be changed,
their homework should be done. The most subtle thieves
of time , television and telephoning, should be allowed
only after the homework is finished. The selection of
clothes, however, cannot be made the night before because according to the teen code, they must first see
what the weather is like, and then check with friends
to find out what THEY are wearing.
BEAR ABBY *. My fiance has a habit of sniffing. It does
not bother me because I am very much in love with him,
but it bothers my parents to distraction. They are constantly at me to tell him to quit sniffing. I have told him to
please try to stop, but I know it is something he can't
help. He has gone to all kinds of nose specialists and to
allergists, too. and they all say it can't be helped. He has
had this condition almost all his life , Abby. Is there anySNIFFER'S GIRL
thing I can do about it?
DEAR GIRL : Yes, tell your parents that HE has
learned to live with it, -end because you love him, you
will , too. And since it can't be helped, you would appreciate their not mentioning it any more as THEIR
nagging is more distracting than HIS sniffing.
BEAR ABBY: I can remember my mother foolishly
turning purple and green whenever some female looked at
my father. I try to guard against that same sort of jealousy myself , knowing where my reactions stem from.
Tell me, how would you like it if your husband was confined to his bed for a few weeks and his office kept calling
him with messages like, "Miss Anderson says to tell him she
loves him." And, "When Gloria heard how sick he was, she
just broke down and bawled."
Remarks like these just make my insides churn. Have
I a legitimate gripe, or should I try to "understand"?
JUST HIS WIFE
DEAR JUST: Try to understand. And thank heavens
for such a likable husband.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SICK ONE" IN HILLSBOROUGH: Your doctor should have told you that tranquilizers and booze don't mix. But he prescribed only the
tranquilizers. The booze was youi^ own idea.
Troubled? Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles
Calif. For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-ad
dressed envelope.

Nevada Vote
Under Study

Barry Carries Own
State by 4,859
PHOENIX , Ariz. (AP) Defeated Republican presidential nominee Barry Goldwater
has won his home state by 4,859
votes.
The counting of absentee ballots in the state was completed
Saturday, and showed Goldwater with 242,443 votes and
Johnson with 237,584.

HOKAH, Minn. - Students of
St. Peter's High School will present a Veteran's Day tribute in
narration and music Sunday
evening at the Hokah Village
Hall.
Intrewoven with narration of
the history of American wars ,
as read by Miss Barbara Von
Arx , will be music provided by
St. Peter's band.
Various members of the student body will be in uniforms
of different branches of service
as they appeared during different wars.

WASHINGTON (AP ) -^ Once
again it looks as though Congress might do something for
President Johnson that it didn't
do for President John F. Kennedy.
The word at the Capitol today
was that Johnson, if he asks for
it , can get congressional approval of a new Cabinet department to handle urban affairs
and housing.
Congress had refused to go
aloi.j with Kennedy's plan for
the department. Similarly, it
didn't pass the civil rights law
he asked, nor a Social Security
link for medical care for the
aged.

But Johnson got the civil
rights bill through this year ,
and is all set to push in the'new
Congress for medical care. He
may not have to work nearly so
hard to get the new Cabinet
department for urban affairs.
President Kennedy twice tried
to get Congress to let him wrap
up city affairs and housing in
one department. First, a proposed law got blocked in a
House committee. Then, when
he sent his plan to Congress in
the form of a government reorganization , the House vetoed it.
However, a good many of
those who voted against Kennedy 's plan were defeated for reelection Tuesday. The Democratic majority in the House
was increased by approximately
40 seats, a formidable bloc.
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• The only practical way to build a solid founda tion for financial happiness for you and your family is with a Savings Account at Merchants
National Bank. It starts by depositing a certain amount of what you
earn each month, and as time passes, watching it grow and grow! You
will really be amazed how fast your total savings accumulate. Stop at
Merchants National and open your "blueprint for happiness" . . .
A Savings Account.
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One of the reasons rtKennedy
lost was that he announced
beforehand that if Congress
approved the new department,
he would pick a Negro to head ' MMMMM
¦
BBUI
it. This displeased many Southerners and set off Republican
protests that Kennedy was injecting the racial issue.
The Negro then in line for the
job was Robert C. Weaver, federal housing and home finance
f|§|
administrator, Whether Johnson
ing
would appoint him remains to
be seen.
ZlmjS
Weaver has called for creation of the new department as
•HI
"symbolic recognition of the
right of the 73 per cent of the
IB
people of the nation living in
urban areas to be represented
at the Cabinet level. "
Ha

¦

DALLAS, Tex. (AP ) - A
parachute carrying an Air
Force instrument package ,
believed to weigh more than !.000 pounds , dropped into the
front yard of the John Dale
residence Sunday.
Air Force spokesmen in New
Mexico said the parachute was
dropped from a 1 .6-million-cubic-foot helium balloon during
a test flight.
The balloon was launched Friday. The instruments were designed to record pressure, humidity, temperature and other
metcfl-roloRical information.

DENVER, Colo. (AP) - The
entire $lOO-million winter wheat
crop in Colorado may be wiped
out by drought.
Even a -drenching rain or
snow would come too late to
heln. a state official said Sun-

Urban Affairs,
Housing Posts
Seen in Cabinet

RENO, Nev. (AP ) - Representatives of the Democratic
and Republican national committees are in Nevada today
observing a canvass of votes
cast in last Tuesday's election
for Sen. Howard W. Cannon Arizona has five electora)
seeking re-election, and Repub- votes.
lican challenger Paul Laxalt.
Sunday Cannon's lead shrank
to 64 votes. The newest total
gave Iiim 67,303 votes and Laxalt 67 ,239.
Cannon had led by 114 votes In
the unofficial state tally, but the
official jcanvass in Lander County gave Laxalt 50 votes more
than earlier reported.
A recount may be ordered to
GOLDEN YELLOW
decide the winner . The official /
state canvass is Nov. 25 and the
deadline for conducting a recount is Dec. 3.

Air Force Chute
Drops Into Yard

Drought Perils
Colorado Crop

day. Laurence Phelps, director
of Administrative Services for
Buying a Color TV
the Colorado Agriculture Department, termed the severe
on Termt?
dryness which started three
It will be obsolete before
years ago the worst drought
you get it paid for , UNsince the 1930s.
LESS it's a . .
23" MOTOROLA
The income of Colorado farmOIL
JOMIR
ers has fallen from $178 million
COLOR tV
in 1961 to $135 million last year
froni
and "every town in the state is
in economic trouble," Phelps Winona Flro & Powor
ISI West taeone ftrtrt
¦MONIH44
said. He said continued dry
Equlpmofit Oo.
weather would '- wipe out the
AcrHiVrwn M II. HrtOaa ut
entire wheat
crop."
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Mild Weather
To Continue;
55 on Tuesday

A little cooler tonight and
Tuesday but generally fair la
predicted for Winona and vicinity, continuing the mild fall
weather which has marked the
season to date.
A low of 28-34 is forecast for
tonight and a high of 55 Tuesday. Temperature slightly above
normal and uncertain precipitation is the outlook for Wednesday.
THE TEMPERATURE rose to
a pleasant 68 Sunday afternoon,
coming within one degree of the
all-time Nov. 8 record of 69 set
for Winona in 1931. The Saturday high was 53. <¦
Low Sunday morning was 39
and tbis morning 50. At noon
today the reading was 56.
A year ago the high was 61,
the low 40 with a trace of rain.
All-time high for today was 69
in 1931 and the low 13 in 1921.
Mean for the past 24 hours was
55. Normal for this time of the
year is 38.
Lowest reading of the state
weather chart today was 39 at
International Falls and 42 at
Duluth with a drizzle. At Rochester the Sunday high, was 59
followed by a low today of 49.
La Crosse had readings of 60
and 51 for the same times.
Fog still marred WISCONSIN'S mild November weather
today .
The fog covered most of the
state Sunday morning, but broke
up during the day in all but the
northeastern area.
Temperatures continued well
above normal in all but those
areas where the fog kept the
sun from coming through. Green
Bay and Wausau had a high of
only 52 Sunday.
Wausau set the low of 41 during tbe night.
The only precipitation was
drizzle connected with tiie -fog
in the northeastern area, Wausau had .03 of an inch and
Green Bay a trace.
McALLEN, Tex., set the national high of 87 degrees. Coolest
spot in the country early today
was Williston, N.D., where the
mercury dropped to 16 degrees.

Mount Vernon
Hearing Today

A public hearing on a school
district dissolution is included in
the business to be undertaken at
the Winona County Board of
Commissioners meeting that began at 1:30 p.m. today.
The hearing, whicb began at
2 p.m., concerns dissolution of
Common School District 2625 in
Mount Vernon Township, At its
last meeting, the board received
a letter from the district board,
containing a resolution for dissolution and indicating a preference for attachment to Independent School District 857 at Lewiston.
The board meeting, a week
late because of last Tuesday 's
general election, will continue
through Tuesday.

Police Report
Fwo Accidents

Two traffic accidents , in neither of which anyone was injured, were reported to police
Saturday night.
H e r b e r t Nelsestuen, 1754
Kraemer Dr., reported at 9:11
pm. that his car had been
been struck by another vehicle
while the former was parked in
front of his residence. Damage
to the parked car was estimated at more than $200.
CITY ACCIDENT BOXSCORE
—To Date—
1964
IMS
Deaths
1
4
Accidents ..
SBO
349
Injuries . . . .
149
104
Property
Damage $85,201 $69,465
VVS*A*yN**VlWVV«/l/->A,S^\

At 6:25 p.m. cars driven by
Terry Vatland , Mabel Rt. 1 ,
Minn., and Nicholas Eich, St
Cloud, Minn., collided at the intersection of Highways 61 and
4:i.
Eich was turning out to pass
a third car which had stopped
and couldn't stop in time to
avoid a collision with the Vatland automobile. The driver of
the third car was not Identified.
Damage to the Vatland car
wu.s estimated at more than
$200 and to the Eich automobile
over $100.
NKW HOME AT ETTRICK
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) Mr and Mrs. Helmer Thompson have moved into the home
they have built. Their son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Laurel Thompson, moved into
their home in French Creek;
they are operating the home
farm.

Qualify Chevrolet Hunter, 14,
Buys NSP Plant Site Injured by

Plans are now being drawn
for a new Quality Chevrolet Co.
building on property formerly
owned by Northern States Power Co., officials of the auto company said , today.
Quality recently purchased
the full block bounded by 2nd,
3rd, Huff and .Harriet streets
and will move its facilities next
spring. Five propane gaa tanks

now on the site will be removed cials said. Architects' sketches
soon, NSP officials aaid. Three are still being drafted. Exterior
30,000-gallon tanks and one 18,- plans include a larger lot for
000-gallon tank will be relocated used cars and off-street parking
at NSP's border station at the areas for employes and customsoutheast city limits on Highway ers.
43. The remaining 30,000-gailon Emil Holz , president of Valley Distributing Co., owner of
tank will be sold and moved.
The auto firm wil) occupy the the naif-block site now occupied
entire block. Few details are by Quality Chevrolet at 106
available on the building at this Johnson St., said be could not
point but it will allow for expan- comment now on future uses of
sion of all departments, offi- the property.

Governmental Offices
To Close Veterans Day
Governmental offices h e r e
will be closed Wednesday for
the Veterans Day holiday.
All City Hall and Winona
County courthouse agencies, except police and sheriff divisions,
will be closed. State offices, including the Minnesota Department of Employment Security, 163 Walnut St., and the Deputy Registrar of Motor Vehicles,
63 W. 2nd St., also will close,
as will all federal offices.
No window or local delivery
service will be available at the
post Office Wednesday. A twohour call service, for firms
which normally pick, up their

Suspended Term
Given for Assault
2 Trials Slated

A suspended sentence was
granted in municipal court here
mis morning for a Winona man
charged with assault.
Charles Hawley, 57, 967 E.
King St., pleaded guilty to the
charge brought by bis wife who
complained that he struck and
pushed her. The arrest was
made by^pplice at 1:25 a.m.
Sunday.
• After imposing a 20-day jail
sentence, Judge Jobn D. McGill
ordered that the sentence be
suspended on condition that
Hawley be of good behavior for
the next six months.
Gerald- G. Cada, 24, 729 E.
Broadway, pleaded not guilty
to a charge of drunken driving
lad his trial was set for Nov. 18.
He was arrested by police at
3:05 a.m. today on Johnson
Street between 2nd and 4th
streets.
Also pleading not guilty was
James J._ Pampuch, 21, «4l Winona St., who was arrested by
police at Sarnia and Winona
streets at 11:10 a.m. Saturday
on a charge of reckless driving.
Trial of the case was set for
Nov. 17.

mail, will be maintained. Special deliveries and deliveries of
perishable items will be carried out, however.
Downtown businesses, including all city banks, will be open
for their regular business hours.
Senior High School will have
a program; veterans organizations will fire a salute at 3rd
and Center streets at 11 a.m ,
and the American Legion and
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
serve dinners to their members
at noon. Station KWNO will
broadcast a local Veterans Day
program at 11 a.m. and Station KAGE at 1:05 p.m.

Assemblyman
Peterson May
Ask Recount

BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
<— According to an unverified
report, Merlin Peterson, Black
River Falls, assemblyman from
Trempealeau and Jackson counties, has gained some votes following the canvass of general
election ballots.
The unofficial tally showed
that John Radcliffe, Strum
Democrat, received 141 more
votes than Peterson, Republican.
In the canvass, Peterson
gained 10 votes at Blair, which
had been missed. The unofficial count in Trempealeau County was 4,021.
Reportedly he gained 30 votes
in Jackson County, where unofficially he received 3,369.
It was reported that Peterson would ask for a recount in
Trempealeau County, but by
noon today he hadn't, said
Mrs. Louise V. Johnson, county clerk.
Radcliffe received 4,813 un
officially in Trempealeau Coun
ty and 2,718 in Jackson.
Unofficial two-county totals:
Radcliffe, 7,531, and Peterson
7,390.

Another Meeting
Set Tonight on
Downtown Parking Jackson Co. Fair
Extension of downtown off- Operating Deficit
street parking will be examined
further at a meeting today at Exceeds $6,617

7:30 p.m. of the Winona Housing and Redevelopment Authority and representatives of the
Chamber of Commerce, City
Council and Planning Commission.
The meeting will be at the
Chamber of Commerce office.
Almost certain to come up is
the question of how and when to
proceed with engineering studies. Last Wednesday night the
City Council moved informally
to engage consultant for the job.
The decision followed a meeting
with Chamber members and
bonding company advisers.

BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
—For the fifth consecutive year,
tbe Jackson County Fair has operated at a deficit , Eugene Savage, co-secretary of the fair, reported.
Presently the fair association
is $6,617.56 in the red with more
bills coming in. Savage said
the figure does not include the
entire 1964 year. Last year's deficit was $893.37.
The association proposed, a
1965 budget of $18,500 with only
$2,500 earmarked for special
acts and features .

CALEDONIA, Minn. -Hi
12-point elk was reported to
have been shot by Lowell
Beneke, about 28, on the E.
E. Ballentine farm three
miles from Caledonia Sunday.
The animal was rough
dressed and displayed Sunday to friends. It was being
brought to the locker plant
here this morning.
Phil Ham, Houston County game warden, said the
elk was shot mistakenly and
consequently Beneke won't
be charged . There's no season on elk in Minnesota. His
deer tag was returned to
him.
Ham said the elk appears
to be about 14 years old and
must have escaped from a
game farm or some similar
place.

Caledonia Area
Barn Destroyed

CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special )
— A large barn burned to the
ground Sunday noon on a .farm
13 miles south of here despite
efforts of firemen from two
departments.
The barn, on the Walter Moe
farm, contained 7,000 bales of
hay. Some calves in the barn
were rescued. Firemen from
Caledonia and New Albin were
called but could not save the
structure.
G a r l a n d M o e , son of the
owner, was hunting deer and
returned home when he heard
fire sirens. The fire was discovered by Mrs. Moe and children upon their return from
church at New Albin about noon.
No loss estimates were available
today.

No Filing Yet
For Goodview

No one has yet filed for the
offices open in the Dec. 8 Goodview election, Village Clerk
Henry C. Ehmcke said this
morning.
The deadline for filing is Tuesday. Persons wishing to become
candidates may file at the
clerk's office.
Offices open are those of Trustee Harris Anderson, Constable
Willis Norton and Justice of the
Peace Floyd Farnholtz. That
of trustee has a three-year
term ; the other terms are for
two years.
A story in the Sunday News
incorrectly said that the office
of constable now held by George
Kohner was open in this year's
election. Both Kohner and Norton were elected a year ago, but
Kohner, a write-in candidate ,
was elected to a two-year term,
while Norton was elected to fill
the remaining year of another
term.

A 14-year-old Gilmore Valley
youth is recovering at Community Memorial Hospital from
an apparently not seriousshoulder wound suffered when he
was struck by a stray slug
while deer hunting Sunday.
Donald Bergler, soir of Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Bergler, was
bunting about 10 a.m. in an
area just east of his home, Sheriff George Fort said today, when
he shot and felled a deer.
The youth wenL up to the
iieer-whiclrsuddeniy jumped up
and ran away.
The youth gave chase up tbe
hill and was running after the
deer when he felt a burning sensation on his left shoulder. He
felt and found blood. He hollered for help from his brother
and others who were nearby.
They stopped the blood flow
and then he walked out and
members of the party took him
to the hospital.
His mother said today that the
slug cut a wound several niches
long as it coursed along his
back. A few inches forward and
the slug could have hit the boy
full force in the shoulder.
Members of ttie party had
been driving. Four deer were
flushed. Gene's brother got one
and a few moments later Gene
shot at another.
The family believes a hunter
from another party was shooting at the wounded deer when
Gene was hit.
Gene is in grade nine at Jefferson Junior High School. He
is a carrier boy for the Daily
News.

FROM NORWAY . . . Miss Ingbild Norstebo, Norwegian exchange student from
Norway, was among those who greeted the
Norwegian ambassador at Winona State College. Left to right, Hans Engen, the ambas-

MADISON . Wis. - Contributing in a big way to the increase in Wisconsin's 1964 traffic death toll is the one-car
accident, according to records
of the enforcement division's
planning and records section,
state Motor Vehicle Department.
During the first eight months
this year , 727 persons lost their
lives fn Wisconsin traffic accidents, 168 more than in the
same period of 1963.

FIFTY-TWO percent of the
560 rural fatalities arose out of
one-car accldenla compared
with 42 percent lost year. Onecar deaths in rural areas totalled 292.
"The one-car tragedy, more
than any other type of accident ,
is one which can be averted
only by the driver himself ,"
said James L. Knrns, commis-

KNI8HTS OF COLUMBUS—i
Rig. Matting Tutsday, Nov. 10th

sioner., "This mishap seems to
occur despite highway improvements and regardless of enforcement efforts.
"Often the person at the
wh<-*el is alone. More often than
not, the accident occurs late
at night or in early morning.
The driver may be sleepy, having spent the evening out after
a full day's work . His response
to danger signals is not sharp.
In some cases he has become
influenced by use of intoxicants.
More often than not, he failed
to make use of his seat belt,
so in a rollover he is thrown
from the vehicle and may be
crushed by it,
"The one-car problem calls
for every driver to re-examine
his own motoring habits. He
must be alert to his moral responsibility to himself. Tf he
holds his own life sacred, he
will give more attention to being mentally awake and physically rested when he takes
to the roadway."

1:00 p.m. tharp tn the clubhouM.
L«dl«i Night and Dinner Meeting »:M p.m.
DON NYSITH. Grand Knight

Pedestrian deaths in August
totaled 12 and in September, 16.
Deaths per 100 million miles
of travel were 7.46 in August
this year compared with 5.77
In August 1963, and 4.49 in
September compared with 5.29
the same month the previous
year.
The number of miles traveled in September was 1,625,604,414, a drop of 23 percent from
September 1963.
Trempealeau County hnd
three fatalities ln September,
compared with one the same
month last year, Three died in
two accidents.
Pepin County had one fatality
In one accident in September,
compared with none last year,
La Crosse County had two
fatalities and Eau Claire County, one In September.
Through September, Trempealeau County had nine fatalities in eight accidents, compared with six the frist nine
months last year.
Pepin's record was two fatalities in two accidents through
September compared with four
the previous year.
Buffalo County counted five
fatalities in tour accidents
\v*

sador ; his wife; Miss Norstebo , who wears
the costume of her valley ; Mrs. Nels Minne;
Axel Moltke-Hansen Norwegian consul general in Minneapolis, and Dr. Minne, president
of Winona State. (Daily News photo)

Norwegian Amb assador
Praises Winona State

Obviously pleased with his
visit to Winona, the Norwegian
ambassador to the United
States told a dinner audience
here that if he were to send
his son to an American college, it would be to Winona
State College.
"That gives my impression of
Winona State College," said Ambassador Hans Engen in an informal talk to a group at Richards Hall Sunday-evening.
THE MUCH traveled diplomat said that some places make
an immediate favorable impression. "You say, 'This is a place
I like.'"

Engen and Mrs. Engen had
come here in recognition of thfe
college's affiliation' with the
teachers college in Oslo. It was
for this reason that Winona was
included on a 10-day Midwest
tour. He discussed cultural exchanges, recalling that last
summer he had heard a group
of Norwegian students on the
Oslo campus singing American
folk songs with an American
accent. Records were responsible for this. Then he mentioned widespread tourist travel — "there's a revolution

Sheriff Checks
Home Break-ins Senior High ind Central
Reports of break-ins at three
homes in Winona County have
been received by Sheriff George
Fort.
Alton Gielow, St. Charles,
called Saturday afternoon to say
that his house had been entered
and a watch valued at $70 and
some records had been taken
while the family was gone.
The sheriff learned that the
door of the house had been
pushed open. Tenants upstairs
reported hearing someone downstairs earlier.
Mrs. F. A. Jederman, Gilmore Valley Rd., reported at
4:15 p.m. Sunday that while the
family was gone-someone entered the house but apparently
was frightened away since nothing was taken.
Also under investigation is a
reported break-in at the Kieffer
residence in Elba. Apparently
nothing was taken there, either,
the sheriff said.

Junior Open Houses Set

Open houses will be held this
week at Senior High and Central
Junior High schools in observance of American Education
Week,
Principal Robert H. Smith
said that the event at each
school will begin at 7 p.m. on
Tuesday at Senior High and
Wednesday at Central.

At each school abbreviated
class sessions will be conducted
with students in the classrooms
and parents will have an opportunity to follow their children
through their daily seven-period
schedule.
There will be time for teachers to consult with parents on
their children's progress and
lunch will be served at the
completion of the program.
Whalan Boy Hurt
Members of the F u t u r e
Teachers
of America will serve
WHALAN, Minn. (Special) Charles Haslerud, 9, son of Ro- as ushers and assist with lunch.
bert Haslerud, Whalan, fell
while playing near the post office in Lanesboro Sunday and
fractured his right arm near the
wrist. He was taken to Johnson
Hospital there and is expected
The theft of a vending mahome again today.
chine from the West End Hotel,
850 W. Sth St., has been reportHOMER HILLTOPPERS
HOMER, Minn. — Mrs. Mal- ed to Winona police.
Mrs. Emil Anderson said that
colm Hobbs will discuss projects
and records at the meeting of the peanut machine valued at
the Homer Hilltoppers 4-H Club about $30 was taken from the
at 8 p.m. Thursday at Homer hotel lobby sometime between 6
EAU CLAIRE, Wis. - Re- Hall.
p.m. and midnight Friday.
tiring Ninth District Cong. Lester Johnson will be honored at
a dinner Nov. 17 at Regis High
School, Eau Claire, Arthur L.
Henning, Altoona, chairman,
said.
Guest speaker will be Cong.
John Blatnik , Cbisholm, Minn.
Tickets may be purchased
from Mrs, Rangnar Segerstrom,
Mondovi; TMilton Buchli, Inde?endence Rt. 1; Carroll Carhart,
rempealeau; John Radcliffe,
Strum ; Thomas P. Jordan and
Mrs. Thomas Pattison, Durand;
Herman Orne, Pepin, and Robert Radcliffe and Mrs. Dorothy
Ott, Black River Falls.

Vending Machine
Stolen at Hotel

Dinner to Honor
Cong. Johnson

taking place" with "borders between countries disappearing.
In a sense no national border
exists between Norway and th*
United States, any more than
say between Texas and its
neighboring states."
The movies, television and radio also contribute to this cultural exchange between nations,
but all this, said Engen, may
not be enough: We need to
"make it a little more difficult
to get a little more deeper."
That is why the more formal exchange between th*
Oslo college and Winona Stato
is so valuable, Engen said. "I
hope from the bottom of my*
heart," he concluded, "that it
will be a lasting and expanding program."

DR. NELS MINNE, WSC
president, in commenting on tb*
exchange, said that "ttie real
outcome will be perpetuated
through the years," in that tha
Norwegian and American students who have participated In
it will be passing along their
greater understanding as teachers to their students.
Here from Oslo this year ifl
Inghild Norstebo, a guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Edstrom,
and in Oslo is Peder Dressel,
Winona State student from Wayzata.
Ambassador and Mrs. Engen
were introduced by Axel Moltke-Hansen, consul general for
Norway in Minneapolis. All
three are either former newspaper people or former information officers for their governments. Mrs. Engen is a native of Straten Island, tf.Y.
Dr. Harry Jackson, chairman
of the interinstitutional affiliation committee at Winona State,
presided, and WSC musical students entertained.
Winona State is one of 29
educational institutions with a
formal exchange program with
a foreign institution.

Special Invitation to Parents of

Central Jr. High and
Senior H. S. Students
To Attend the Annual

OPEN HOUSE

Most Wisconsin Fatalit ies
Involve Only One Vehicle

THERE WERE 129 motor
vehicle fatalities in August,
compared with 07 fn August,
1963, and there were 73 in SepImmmmmmmmmaammaaaaa maaaaammmaaaaamaatamaammmmtmmmmmmmm
tember. i

#

Elk Reported
Shot at Caledonia

Stray Slug

through September. Last year
through September it had three
fatalities.
Jackson County's record was
five dead through September in
three accidents, compared with
one fatality through September
In 1963.
Eau Claire County had eight
fatalities in eight accidents,
and La Crosse County, 12 fatalities in 11 accidents through
September.
In Pepin County, the driver
of a tractor was killed on rural
County Trunk P when it crossed
the highway, went into a ditch
and overturned.
The department reported that
a passenger was killed on Highways 10 and 53, rural Osseo,
Trempealeau County, When the
vehicle was proceeding to fast ,
missed a turn, and the driver
lost control , the vehicle overturning.
Trempealeau County also had
a double fatality in September
when a driver and passenger
were killed on Highway 03 near
Arcadia. The department said
the speed was too fast , the driver lost control on a curve, the
vehicle left the road, and
struck a pole.

Starting at 7:00 p.m. and following your
child's schedule at 17-minute intervals.

TUESDAY
NOV. 10th

WEDNESDAY
NOV. 11th .

Senior High Parents

Jr. High Parents

This op«n house t» designed io that you may meet the teachers, bo
lntroduc«d to your child's schoolwork and allow you to tarn the build*
Ing and claurooma.

(Unfortunately, teachers will not bo ablo to

diicuu any child's Individual problem* at thli opon houio at tlmo
doos nol permit it.) We ask , however , that you plan to attond so that
>

you have a bettor understanding of tho operation of your schools and
your child's schodulo and studios.

Faculty of Jr. & Senior

High School

They'll Do It Every Time

By Jimmie Hatlo i

QL Xapps wj tta&L
ul Wight

Bergen Lashes
Tuxedo Comics

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Edgar Bergen sounds a bit preachy nowadays . . . but he makes sense, as preachers frequently do.
He's lecturing around the country on the need of humor
. . . saying all great men have been able to laugh . . . and
blasting away at "tuxedo comedians" . . . at "those suave
intellectual boys who are afraid to look silly. "
"I'm glad the Beverly Hillbillies have done so well," Bergen
told me at the 21 Club.
I looked around to see if coon isn't successful if he can't
anybody'd overheard. Mv good- laugh — especially at himself.
ness! Some of our intellectuals
wouldn't be caught dead DON'T THINK from all thli
watching the Beverly Hillbillies. that Bergen walks only witb yesOthers would be caught dead terday. One of the most talentwatching them, but that's the ed comedians of all time, he
believes, is: Jonathan Winters.
only place they'd be caught.
"Some great comedians have
(H
,
preaches
,
that
now
Bergen
ad
libbed hilarious lines," said
"Those sick comedians and sick Bergen.
"Jonathan Winters can
relax
and
enplaywrights can't
joy life . . . they can 't laugh. and does ad lib a whole routine!"
"We used to go to shows to TODAY'S BEST L A U G H :
see pretty girls and hear beau- Buddy Greco reports on a midtiful songs," he said.
west TV station that's on such
"We'd come out saying 'Life a small budget that even iti
isn't so bad. I can go back and weather reports are re-runs of
face the job again. '
last year's shows.
"Now we see a play and we WISH I'D SAID THAT : We
groan. Our only consolation is, don 't know who it was who
'Well, at least I'm not as mixed started naming hurricanes after
op as those people.' "
women, but we suspect it was
Naturally, Bergen chiefly ad- a married man. — Harold Cofmires the greats of yesterday fin.
. . .W. C. Fields and Fred Allen REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
.. . who were on his radio show "When put to the test, an ounce
wben Charlie McCarthy was the of. loyalty is worth a pound of
cleverness," — Elbert Hubbard .
greatestthing in America.
EARL'S PEARLS: The first
THOSE WERE the days when rule in Russian elections is,
W. C. Fields would snarl at the "Never ask for a recount. "
dummy :
Arthur Maisel listened to
"If I bad t shotgun, I'd make some of the current rock 'n'
a cribbage board out of you!" roll singing idols, and sighed,
Charlie was such a sensation "Did you ever think you'd long
that when Bergen, Charlie and for the good old days of Elvis
Dorothy Lamour arrived at Presley?". . .That's earl , brothGrand Central , it was like the er.
Beatles coming to town . . .
some 25 years ago.
In putting together an NBC 55minute NBC radio show for Nov.
IS embracing tbe best excerpts
from his famous programs. Bergen has concluded — like Ralph
Waldo Emerson or somebody
before hlm:
Electric power fundamentals
"It's not enough to make a will be discussed at t regular
success of business — and meeting of the National Associmake a failure of living."
ation of Power Engineers, WiHe claims the wealthiest ty- nona Chapter No. 4, Tuesday at
7:30 p.m.
Conducting the program at
the Red Men's Wigwam will be
Cy Hedlund , chief engineer at
Froedtert Malt Corp.
^mmmm ^*mmmmm—iaaa——a ^aamiaamma *mmamaaamam
Final plans will be made for
the chapter's annual fall dinner
MATINI1 -' Hit
Nov. 21 at the Wigwam. MemUt-Mt-iS*
bers may bring guests and delNITE - 7;M-9:10
egations from several other
2it4.« es*
chapters will attend. Entertainment will include dancing, cards
and games. Heading the arrangements committee are JoI INW TUESDAY I
seph Votruba and Norman Teebo.
M\DM*/ TUB* ' A 'speaker, Eduardo Raul
*
¦wwN NPay/BaWDafcQuiroga, Cochabamba , Bolivia ,
will tell about his country. TickiJf& SSND UM NO ets are available from Votruba
and Lester Vorbeck.

Power Engineers
To Meet Tuesday
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Starts WED.
SPECIAL SHOWS
SAT., NOV. 14 AT
ItlS—3:00
•
SUN , NOV. IJ AT
1*15-1*00
•
"THE MIRACLE OF
SANTA'S WHITE
REINDEER"
ALL SEATS SO*

VjLBuSuaLyJ
ENDS TUESDAY
"NEVER TOO YOUNG
Shown at 7:00-10:35
•
"THE CADDY" 8:50 Only
U-t-tSMS**
•

Hunter Accused
Of Shooting Man
Who Killed Dog
PATCHOGUE , N.Y. (AP) A 66-year-old hunter has been
accused of wounding another
hunter after the latter accidentally shot and then killed his
beagle.
Arrested Sunday and held on
a charge of felonious assault
was Salvatore Viscusi of Farmingville.
Ronald Hamlin, 22, of Corona ,
Queens, was reported in good
condition at Brookhaven Hospital. He suffered shotgun pellet
wounds of the face and chest.
Police said Hamlin accidentally wounded Viscusi' s dog and
then put the animal out of his
misery. This enraged Viscusi ,
they said, and he turned his 12gauge shotgun on Hamlin .

Four Killed in
Pakistan Clashes

Vengeance and JusticeTheyre Vices of 'Elecfrd

Something to Live By

Life Can Begin at 30
Or at Any Other Time

By BILL MERRILL
YOU KNOW, I have observed
that life, true to the adage, does
seem to begin at forty. As a boy
during the 30's/I recall seeing
people I knew—a relative, someone from the church I attended,
or a neighbor who obviously was
having a hard time making ends
meet. In my young mind , I saw
them" as being in dire straits,
while my own fa ther, heavy in
debt , seemed so
secure—because
he had a job.
That's all, just
a job. In those
days, if you just
hid a job, you
were assured a
b r i g h t future
and demanded a
certain amount
of respect.
Eventually the
pressure seem- Bill Merrill
ed to be lessened. Vou heard of
an industry back in full swing.
The friend , relative, or neighbor
was back at work —he moved
into nicer quarters, purchased a
car, gained his composure, and
all was well. And , I guess he
was pretty old before all these
good things happened — about
forty.

__

____________ ^__mmm m *niA

AT THIS PARTICULAR setting I' m quite happy about the
fact that life begins at forty.
Time has pressed on until I
have found myself engulfed by
the years and now I am at that
milestone. While in a youngster ' s mind , forty is getting
pretty old . 1 can assure you , it
feels quite normal. I' m energetic , enthusiastic , and quite
content, and while I mav seem
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Bv COLIN FROST
!
LONDON (AP ) — Prime Minister Harold Wilson and his I
Labor government pitched into
their first battle for survival
today against t Conservative
assault on steel nationalization.
Wilson's slender majority was
expected to hold up in the first
House . of Commons vote and
again Tuesday when the House
votes on a Conservative motion
of no confidence in Wilson's
entire program. Defeat on either would force the government to resign and call a new
election.
The Labor party won the Oct.
15 general election with a margin of only five Commons seats
over the Conservative and Liberal opposition. This was temporarily cut to four Sunday night '
when Laborite Brian O'Malley '
entered a hospital for an emergency, appendectomy.
Two other ailing Laborites ;
announced they would be on !
hand for the vote. Frank Mc- :
Leavy, 65, said he would come
from his hospital bed, and Sir
Geoffrey de Greitas, 59, said he
would hobble in carpet slippers
to ease a foot injury from a car
accident.
,
Most Interest will center on
the votes of two right-w ing Labor members , Wocdrow Wyatt ,
and Desmond Donnelly. They j
have suggested Wilson should j
ditch steel nationalization or
water it down to get the support
of the nine Liberal members.
The Liberals oppose outright
nationalization but said they
would favor the governmen t :
buying an interest in some
branches of the industry.
Wilson may adopt the latter
course. He is committed only to
"necessary public ownership " '
of the industry.

RAWALP INDI , P a k i s t a n
(AP ) — Four more people have
heen killed in clashes between
rival factions in Pakistan 's
nationwid e elections , police jLaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaHi^^
reported ' today. This bri nR S the
,
MW^
death toll to 24 since voting mm^^^^^^^^^^^^Ka
*^
started Oct , 31.
The voters are choosing an
electoral college to elect the
president , Parliament and provincial legislatures.
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Add one more reminder to your shopping list—BUCKLE
YOUR SCAT BELT. If everyone who drove did ibis, the
National Safety Council s.iys more than 5,000 lives could
be saved piicii yor and serious injuries reduced by at
lea^t one-third ,
PiihliM*»cl In ,nvt i l i v ej In r.onperatlo-fl With Th* Art- f _W_ \\n
K
I ,

Vanning Council and tha National fcaHny Council. X m/ \) S w f
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During this once-a-year Special Event wi bring you Tremendous Savings on your purchases.
NOW is the time io do your Christmas Shopping at Big Savings!

BEDROOM & BEDDING

LIVING ROOM

$219.95 Sofa and Chair Suite , zippered foam
cushions , choico of green , beige, turquoise , ff OQ QC
J»I«/«J*»
w.t. -4?X«#*
or brown nylon frieze
, . m-m- A,m,
. , , . sofa
. .by day
,. ,
-TOA AC
$129.95 Studio Lounge , comfortable
w .t. «*?**•*«•/•»#
and bed by night

SL

Ear^Ame^

Hollywood Beds, complete with innerspring mattr M8 , box spring, headboard , legs.
„„„,,* „ „
. « . , complete
, . with
-.». your
SEALY Hollywood Beds
choice of „ dif{e rent headboards
•
ch

ofS

$99-95

^Sss "d Box

Spring Setfi

CCQ AC
afJJuJaJ
m.m.m. AC
m.m
(TfiQ
j WaV3

: ^$59.95
AC
with edge

$179.95 Modern 3-Cushion Sofa , 82-inch nylon Cl 1Q OC
w.t. ^l*.m*ti9*M
persimmon
$190.00 Slim Line Sofa , 80-inch willow green , C1CQ AC
w.t. S»*J3n«J«*J
scotchgarded.
$224.96 French Provincial Sofa , foam cushions , C<f CQ AC
w.t. ?1-«KJMJ9
arm pads, beige
$329.95 Sectional , 5-piece , foam cushions , MQQ AC
^LZtDaZ*J
brown frieze
„
,
$439.95 Sofa and Chair Suite , brown nylon
frieze , T-cushion style , genuine foam rubber COCO OC
w.t. >4D9S9D
cushions , and fitted arm pads
„ ,, ^ _ _ ^_
,.
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
$89.95 High Back Platform Rockers , T-cushion C*A AC
•|rt%7*i7J
style , reversible , arm pads , swivel
$34.95 Channel Back Swivel Chairs , choice of &%A AC
^Ifcla^J
nylon frieze covers
$34.95 Maple
CM OC
f Cl . if J
Cnckett Chairs
Early American High Back
CCQ OC
«pj %*.«/J
Plat torm Rockers
$239.95 Hiriraway Red , foam cushions , inner- C17Q QC
, .. w.t. *?Af *JaJJ
spring mattress , nylon frieze

SEALY Button-Free Top Mattresses
C^Q
guard support
«*»J*7¦•»»«•»
SEALY Posltirepedic MaltrMsrs a n d Box
Springs , EXTRA LONG SIZE , 20-year guar- C7Q CA

upholstered in supported plastic
^Of-ivD
LA Z-BOV Roclina Rockers , large selection of
styles and covers , now all speciall y priced CQQ AC
startin g at
. ..
^iM */a *JD
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I" If tt ft
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t L Ili/ET
V t lDV
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Adj ustable Hollywood Bed Frames ,
CC AC
cash and carry
3>0»33
.
3-Piece Bedroom Suites , including fi-rirawer
b|
d
d
Uh
t
h
A
J . andJ your choice
-.> .-. AC
*. • of« wai-, C4
^«.
oft drawers
andJ Ubed
JA
nut . mahogany, or cherry finishes
*^li1«7*i«7%#

, ,
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$209.95 Basset Walnut Suite , includin g 62-inch ,
9-drawer triple dresser with
andplate
bed glass minor , C^A AC
34-Inch chest of drawers
^m,tmm*ttf ml
$439.95 Kroehlcr 4-Pc Walnut Bedroom Suite ,
including W triple dresser with n drawers ,
plate glass mirror , 6 drawer 3R-inch chest ol
drawers , bookcase headboard with frame , and MJQ AC
night stand
^*m**} *3a *Jj

MISCELLANEOUS

DOWN PAYMENT
HOLDS
_ _
_ _ _
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respect tht plot of "Electra " background that music often
is timeless, for it deals with provides in radio and television.
basic human relations and con- In commenting on the interflicts — love , fear, hate and pretation, Marzocco said: "We
the larger problems of murder, are trying to preserve the classical interpretation but are
matricide and vengeance.
handicapped by our stage. For
ClyBefore the play begins,
our chorus is not able
temnestra (Maureen Ellis ) and example, with
the freedom that
to
move
Aegisparamour,
her ambitious
. However,
thus (Gene d' Amoifr , St. Mary's the Greek chorus had
College), murder King Aga- we have tried and, I think , sucmemnon, Electra's father, Elec- ceeded, In keeping the sense of
tra ( Marguerite Coughlin), the the Greek theater." those of
grieving daughter , plans re- The problems are
adapting a Greek play to a
venge for his death.
stage. "Electra" has
modern
,
(William
Peltzman
Orestes
St, Mary 's College), unaware few Interruptions in the flow of
of his aister'i plight, assumes action, there is no break ln the
responsibility for the revenge play and the chorus remains
of his father's death. The genlua on stage throughout/the director
of Sophocles is evident *. in his explained.
vindication of Electra and Ores- The college radio and teletes , and the troubles of the vision class, directed by Robert
House of Atreus belong to the Larka , will present a program
on "Electra '' at 9 p.m. Sunday
universal family of man.
Director J o h n Marzocco, over KWNO.
speaking of the coming Teresan Tickets are now available , and
production, said that the chorus all seats are reserved.
¦
serves a multiple purpose and
is simitar to the function of MIDWAY AT GILMANTON
another character since it re- GILMANTON , Wis. (Special)
flects the conflicts of the play, —The Music Boosters of Giladvises the main characters m anton High School will be
and functions simultaneously as presenting "Melody Midway "
spectator of the drama and par- Friday evening in the high
ticipant in it.
school auditorium. This event
offers concessions and games
purpose
of
IT SERVES the
persons of all ages, along
for
speaking for tha protagonists,
the dramatist and the audience. with free acts throughout the
The 'chorus gives the emotional evening. The public is invited.

The Red Carpet is out for you during o u r . . .

_ _

tv
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Irving Wallace Gets
Rep. Adam Xj layton Powell, D*
N.Y., says he has heard a ru- Award for Writing
mor that he might be offered
appointment as secretary of LOS ANGELES (AP) - Novelist Irving Wallace has relabor.
The 55-year-old congressman ceived the George Washington
told reporters Sunday night he j Carver Memorial Institute Suhad heard the report "from a preme Award of Merit for his
perfect stranger in New Vork ! "contribution to the betterment
just before leaving" for San j of race relations."
Francisco.
; Wallace's novel "The Man" is
Powell said such an offer i the story of a Negro who befrom President Johnson would ! comes president.
require "an agonizing deci- The award was presented to
sion." The job is held by W, Wallace Sunday during a cenWillard Wirtz , an appointee of tennial celebration of the birth
the late President John F. Ken- of Carver, famed Negro sciennedy.
tist.

Wilson Faces
Test in British
Parliament

AS I BECAME older, I soon
observed that very often people
seemed more prosperous. Men
seemed more confident , and in
many cases, women took on a
new look. Waist lines became
more trim , facial expressions
more radiant , and so very often,
it all begins in the late 30's on
up. And, in this sense, I swear
there is evidence that life does
begin at forty.
Mother Nature seems to have
that magic touch " that gives
young parents the strength to
endure under glorious , but often
tiring duties of parenthood.
During the same time, there's
the house to buy, another car
Dad got such a good deal on
that he just couldn 't pass it
up, and all when the earnings
are at a low ebb. Yes, sir , from
on high comes that certain vitality that only the Creator
could provide, and by age forty,
the kids are beginning to be
young people, The job is paying
bigger; the house is close to
being paid for , and Dad would
rather ride the old bus than
pay another cent on interest.
Mom gets all beautiful , having
taken careful note that she'd
have to watch herself if she
didn 't want to get old before
her time.

¦
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to be off in the wild blue yonder
with such a philosophy, I can
assure you, I'm not wasting
any time wishing I were younger, I really believe there is a
heap of living ahead and that
it will take on special meaning
in direct relationship with years
gone by.
It's a magic age, and no matter how old you are, if life
begins at forty, you have a new
lease on life, realizing that the
first forty years were only an
introduction to better things to
come.
IN CLOSING, may I suggest
it's a good idea to make up
one's mind to be happy by ;
learning to find pleasure in ;.
simple things.
j
¦

Powell Hears He
May Be M^deNew
Labor Secretary

Sophocles' "Electra," directed
by John E. Marzocco at the
College of Saint Teresa , introduces its audiences to the twin
vices of vengeance and justice
and, like all Greek tragedies,
has its heroes, gods and women.
"Electra " opens Friday and
plays through Monday at 8 p.m,
in the college theater. A matinee performance is scheduled
for 2 p.m. Saturday.
THE GODS In "Electra" ara
remote; Orestes, the hero, appears briefly, and the women
dominate the action and the revenge theme with quarreling,
plotting and dissension . In this

Walnut r<xkiaii Tables.

va a_ r

(
reduced to
•p* liv3
3 Table (iroups , including 2 step and 1 cocktail C4{_ AC

-i n> n

uhle wln t ° m ' 8 rt y
BOOKCASES from $12 «

KITCHEN & DINING ROOM

$79.95 5-Pc. Kitchen Suite Table, with 4 match- (TCA QC

LAN6 CBDAR CHtSTS $44.«

ing chair»
,. . ,
«j»»JJ*^J
„„, „. ,,-, ..- , , ,, - , u
, ., ,., m-m m ,_. _
.
table with MA AC
K«' .95 7-Pc. Kitchen Suilr . bronzrione
6 matching chairs
j tHa VO
$129.95 9-Pc , Kitchen Suite , table 36x48 extend s (QQ nr
to 72 inches and 8 matching chairs
$i9Qa->3
,
„.,
,
,
.„, „r ,.,
.„
Dinin g Room Suite , '
$34ti.95
Walnut 6-Pc.
including extension table , 4 matching chairs , C^-fl A QC
yi M ata-'J
and choice of buffet or china.
$278.75 5-Pc. French Provincial Dining Room
Suite , cherry, including table and 4 matching COlO QC
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RICORD CABINETS $11 M
DISKS from $J7.M

Guar anteed Plate (Jl.iss Mirror s, large selection
of si/ea , 30x:«
JO KW at $tf.«
30x40 .t «».«
l Abu-, I .MU s,
"II »peclally priced stai tin* ,- at
r'0 ' t' •' aln P , ""^ Tro,> l amps ,
spcei nlly priced
, atarting at
9x12 HUGS
with built-in foa m pad
Liillabye Full Panel ,

FREE STORAGE

Imu-i i-nring Matur es .
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Folding High

Cl O QC

f f4 A AC
$16.95
*
O QC
-9j «*7J
^
*»*p (*r
4>3av3
ff*54 AC
^^4*a95

C07 OC
CQ 0r
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58.95
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B0RZYSK0WSKI Furniture Store
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Malaysia Orders
24-Hour Alert

Brothers Establish
Province Cemetery

President Eamon de Valefa
Wednesday.
She also will represent the
Kennedy family when the exhiHOLLYWOOD (AP) - Alfred bit opens in Germany at FrankHitchcock has been selected by furt and West Berlin.
the Screen Producers Guild to
receive its 13th annual Milestone Award for "historic contributions to the world of motion
picture entertainment."
¦

Milestone Awafd
For Alfred Hitchcock

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia
A new cemetery that wUl be The first two bodies placed in (AP) — A 24-hour air alert was
used by tbe Christian Brothers' the cemetery were those of ordered in Malaysia tonight
recently established W in on a Brother Thaddeus Luke, killed following reports that Indonesia
province was blessedSaturday, in an accident July 21 at the may have dropped more paraand two bodies were placed in age of 19, and Brother Ilde- troopers on the Malaysian
phonsus Austin, who died Sept. mainland.
it*' ' •
16 at the age of 85. They were Prime Minister Abdul Rahthe
ChrisThe cemetery is at
first and second brothers to man ordered intensive police Mrs. Ed Kennedy
tian Brothers Novitiate in St. the
die
in
the new province.
Mary's
and military investigation of a
Yon Valley near the St.
The cemetery measures ap- report that an unidentified plane Flies to Ireland
College campus. It i* on a proximately
250 by 135 feet. It dropped some 20 objects in the
south-facing hillside.
has
room
for
about 850 bodies. Kuala Lawang area about 30 BOSTON (AP) - Mrs. EdMcGinnis,
The Rt, Rev. Joseph
ward M. Kennedy, wife of the
miles southeast of Kuala Lum- Democratic
rector of Immaculate Heart of
senator from Maspur.
Mary Seminary, blessed the
sachusetts,
has
flown to Ireland
cemetery in the ceremonies. Into
participate
in
the opening of
of
the
cluded were the chanting
the
John
F.
Kennedy
Memorial
Two Explosions Library exhibit in Dublin.
litany of the saints and the
prayers
tor
recitation of special
Mrs. Kennedy is to meet with
Rock Canton
God's blessing on the cemetery.
Two final acts were sprinkling MANILA (AP) - Asia's food HONG KONG (AP) - A local
mt ••••Viffife. v
tbe outlines of the cemetery production lags behind its pop- Chinese
paper
reported
today
with holy water and inserting ulation growth and the region
CEMETERY BLESSING . . . Th* Rt, Yon Valley near the St. Mary's College three lighted candles, represent- faces "a crisis such as has nev- that two explosions rocked the
south Cbina city of Canton. in
Rev. Msgr. Joseph McGinnis/ center, wear- campus. It will be used by the new Winona ing eternal life and light through er faced the world before," the October
killing more than 10
in
a
plain
ing white cope, blesses the new cemetery Province of the Christian Brothers. (Daily God's resurrection,
director-general
of
the
UN.
Chinese
Communist functioncross at the head of tbe burial Food and Agriculture Organiza- aries.
of the Christian Brothers Novitiate in St. News photo)
plots.
tion warned today.
The paper quoted travelers
Director-General B. R. Sen who arrived here over the weektive final review during Jantold tbe seventh session of the end. . It said the travelers had
uary.
NASON ON EDUCATION
FAO regional conference for been held in Canton since Oct.
The student who misjudged
Asia and the Far East, "I do not 28, the date of the first explowhat the professor wanted, to
plead for desperate deeds, but I sion.
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Education Pays Dividends-

Prosperity, War
Called Top Issues

In Personal Fulfillment
( This ia aim of a tmritt of editoriols on
Education Week by Wmonans m the education field. Another will appear tomorrow J
Dirocter of Guidance,
Winona Senior Hleh School

OFTEN AN education la defined in
terms of financial gain or a competitive
game with the neighbors for social prestige. These views are due to a fundamental
human drive for social recognition. The
true values of an education have much
deeper meanings than these.
Personal fulfillment, realized as the result of an education, might be recognized
in any one of three areas. One of these
areas is "family satisfaction. " This is defined as that harmonious home atmosphere that is shared by parents and children alike based on a well advanced cultural pattern.
A SECOND AREA might be referred to
as "subconscious satisfaction. " This is the
accumulation of knowledge that is a part
of the normal day by day growth that is
taken for granted by most people.
A third level is the one that builds into
one 's way of life a confidence that assures
bim that he is competent to succeed in life
as a person and as a productive worker;
as well as being prepared to make the best
use of leisure time.
It can be said that there is no doubt
that siblings experience much happiness
living in harmonious surroundings in the
home. When children lose sight of the real
feeling parents have for them, this harmonious atmosphere breaks down. One can
never bolster so much self-assurance that
he can succeed solely for his own satisfaction. One is more highly motivated towards
success when he works to please someone
who really cares.

REALISTICALLY, the country as a whole
had its "change" on Nov. 22, 1963. For despite the great feeling of sadness and the general dismay that a president of the United
States could be removed from office by such
a horrible method, the fact is many Republicans and Democrats regarded Mr. Kennedy as
likely to give way to some of his radical advisers and as tending to be somewhat hostile
to business.

THE SUBCONSCIOUS fulfillment realized from an education can be described
by saying that one's democratic way of life
is based upon mass education , therefore
one usumes tbat he is a part of society if
he has the same level of education as his
peers.
The person who has not had or has not
taken advantage of the opportunity to get
an education is the person who tends to
magnify the effects of not having an education'. This group of unfortunates does not
take its lack of education lightly, their
plight is a very sad one.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Yea rs Ago ... 1954

A proposal that a course in electronics be
added to the Senior High School vocational ed*ucation program bas been referred for further
investigation to the Board of Education.
A class of candidates were initiated at the
meeting of Winona Chapter 141 OES at the Masonic Temple. Mrs. A. C. Brightman, worthy
matron, presided and Mr. Brightman acted as
worthy patron in the absence of John C. Fair.

" Conscious personal fulfillment is a feeling of one 's worth as a person. A person
with an education has poise in the presence
of others, he has confidence in his ability
to do the job that is expected of him, he
has pride in the job he has done and has
hopes for the future. He has developed a
philosophy of life.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1939

IT IS THE objectivt of every administrator, teacher, and counselor in the Winona schools to assist each student in his
striving for personal fulfillment. This is especially true in the area of guidance and
counseling in the junior and senior high
school where personal fulfillment is the
number one objective.

Masons from lodges in Minnesota and from
several lodges in Wisconsin have been invited
by Winona lodge No. 18, AF & AM to attend
an exemplification of the lecture of the third
degree on the stage of the Masonic temple.
Marionette versions of "Pinocchio" and of a
marionette carnival presented by Rufus and
Margo Rose at Winona Senior High School net,
ted $85.

The personal fulfillment realized from
an education does not necessarily mean an
academic specialization after high school.
This further education may be through a
trade school , or an apprenticeship training.
It isn't only the type of education a man
gets that really counts; it is also what he
feels he has accomplished and what he can
do for others.

The Winona Malting Co . is feeling a beneficial effect from the war in Europe in an increased demand for their malt.
The Senate Club of the YMCA was organized.
Officers elected were: President, F. W. Moore
vice president, C. W , Fruetel, and secretary,
Harold Wright.

Fifty Years Ago

Seventy-Five Years Ago .. . 1889

The office of the Winona Mill Co. is being
furnished with electric lights.
The swing or cable ferry put in operation at
Wabasha recently is working well. During the
time it has been operated — a little over m
month — the receipts have been $214 .

Landslide Gives Johnson
Clear Mandate

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1864

NO PRESIDENT could receive a clearer mandate than did Lyndon B. Johnson
last week in his tremendous landslide that
made political history.

R. A, Foster has formed a co-partnership
with J. A. Fellows in tlie flour and feed business, and the new fi rm is now established at
the old post office building.

The clear sweep reflected the voters
confidence and he will be returned to the
presidency with a firm hold on the reins
of government , far more so than that of
his predecessor, the late John F. Kennedy,
who was elected by a narrow margin .

will have to start rebuilding from the bottom with new leaders»whn will remove the
Goldwater image from the GOP and give
the party a new face. This is necessary not
only for the party but for the nation since
a strong two-party system is a requirement
for good and effective government.

The President , who had already demonstrated strong influence in Congress in
getting the legislation he wanted , will likely be able to write his own ticket in future
legislation in a manner enjoyed by few
presidents. It will be "all the way with
LB.J" in future legislation and administrative policy

FORTUNATELY , it is typical of American elections that the people rall y around
and support the winning candidate. There
is no question but what this will be the result again , especiall y since the size of Johnson 's victory has left no doubt about the
people 's preponderant choice. — Austin
Daily Herald

His one-sided victor y has obviously left
the Republican party in a shambles Defection of Republicans lo the Democratic presidential candidate was evident
throughout all sections of the nation except
the South.
BARRY Goldwater 't di»«-*trou* 4arati
was clearl y oi his own making. He made
the wrong speeches at the wrong time and
at the wrong places. His careless statements early in the campaign gave him un
image of recklessness. Instead of unifying
his party, he took positions on issues thai
compelled many Republicans to desert
him. He insisted on being the spokesman
for a splinter group rather than for the
whole party.

¦
Jesus anhwerin ** said. Wei r there not ten
cleansed'' hut where are the nine? Luke 17.17.
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Dropay ii the accumulation of exwaive fluid In
tissues ©!*tht body, The tott
and ankles are most llkol y
to show it first/ but it can
occur elsewhere. After all,
the feet are farther from the
heart, as well aa below it,
so any interference in circulation increases the problem.
The blood stream must carry
this extra fluid baok to the
heart and then to the kidneys to be filtered out.
The dropsy , or swelling,
can result from kidney or
liver diseases , from a gradually weakening heart, or
from interference with free
circulation of blood in the
legs.
It is important to consult
a doctor so he can find out
which is responsible, because the right treatment for
one may not be the right
treatment for another.
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TV Networks Win High
Ratings on Sex , Crime

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - N o w
that California has elected
a song-and-dance man to the
Senate and simultaneously
killed the right of ite people
to see pay-as-you-go television, it should be up to
the TV networks to improve
the quality of their programs.
However, the current report by Sen. Tom Dodd, DConn., on juvenile delinquency shows that some of
the networks are serving
just as brazen a crime diet
as ever, And since the people , of California for the first
time in history- set a precedent that individual Americans cannot see entertainment they pay for, it might
be well for the rest of the
country to diagnose carefully what it is getting free .
The Senate Juvenile Delinquency Committee dug
into the secret files of the
A m e r i c a n Broadcasting
Company to get its interoffice memos, some of them
pertaining to "The Untouchables." This is a show originallywatched over a fiveyear period by 5,500,000 children a week.
Here is one ABC interoffice memo describing the
blood-and-guts proposed for
these viewers :
"OPENS RIGHT up . . . a
running gunfight between
two cars of mobsters who
crash, then continue the
fight in the streets. Three
killed. Six injured. Three
killed are innocent bystanders.
"There 's a good action
scene where the mail truck
is held up and the driver
killed.
"Colbeck suspicions it was
Courtney and beats it out
of Joe's henchman. Courtney is trapped in an alley
and beaten unconscious and
tossed in the river .
"Colbeck pressures a police lieutenant who owes him
a favor to pick up (Courtney 's) gal and deliver her
to a spot on the bridge
where Colbeck's men will
shoot her dead. "
On one occasion, ABC proRrnm people advised ABC
President Tom Moore that
there is a tendency of recent episodes to become
"talky " and as a result
much of the action and suspense is lost . Moore then
wrote Producer Quinn Martin:
"I hope you will give care-

OP.NION-WISE

ful attention to maintaining
this action and suspense in
^. As you
future episodes
know, there has been a softening of the ratings, which
may or may not be the result of this talkiness, but
certainly we should watch
it carefully."
MARTIN IS known in the
trade as a "blood-and-guts"
producer. Regarding another
show, "A Killed Called
Paddy-O," Martin wrote
this memo marked "personal and confidential" :
"1 wish we could come up
with a different device than
running a man down with
a car, as we have done this
now in three different
shows.
"I like the idea of sadism,
but I hope we can come up
with another approach for
it"
In another confidential
wire regarding The Untouchables, M o o r e advised: "There is no change in
original concept of production values of Untouchables.
Quinn Martin has replaced
Norman Retchin . . . for
just cause in our opinion
. . . no more violence than
that already seen is contemplated. There will be no
reduction in action however .
"We have absolute confidence in Quinn Martin and
the Desilu organization to
deliver the quality and prestige hours such as the original programs. "
Retchin had been fired because he argued : "I go for
character. Let the violence
come honestly out of that
character . . . It now develops that Martin wants to
concentrate on the slambang stuff and that isn't my
cup of tea."

NOTE - THOUGH The
Untouchables was filmed
some time ago, it is now
being widely exhibited as reruns, Furthermore, the Senate Juvenile Delinquency
Committee reports : "Conditions do not appear to have
changed appreciably at
ABC. Quinn Mnrtin , who
wrote, of his affection for
sadism and is known for his
affinity for violence, is ax
busy as ever turning out
shows for the network. " The
Senate committee noted
that CBS had improved its
programs,
One day before the election , Gov. George Wallace,
the pint-sized rabble-rouser
from Alabama, telephoned
his former boss, Ed Rcid,

..

director of the Alabama
League of Municipalities.
¦
Wallace once served as a
page boy for Reid in the
Alabama legislature and the
two have remained friends
despite vigorously differing
opinions.
"I'm right sorry about
those . congressmen," said
the governor, referring to
the probability that five
Democratic
congressmen
would be defeated next day.
"You should be, governor," replied Reid. "You
created the atmosphere
that's going to defeat them . "
"I did all I could to help
'em, 1 ' insisted the governor
of Alabama.

"YOUR CAMPAIGNING
for Goldwater created a climate that neither they nor
anyone else could buck . "
reminded Reid. "You're
causing their defeat. "
"Well, I'm right sorry,"
said the governor.
Next day, Alabama elected five Republican congressmen for the first time since
reconstruction days—thanks
to the sorry Democratic governor of Alabama.
Note - The three states
in which Wallace campaigned against Johnson — Wisconsin, Indiana and Maryland — voted overwhelmingly for Johnson last week.
¦

SOON BL OVER
LEXINGTON , Ky. CAP) -

It was her first day in school
and the youngster told the
teacher that one tooth was
loose and three of her baby
teeth were gone.
"Pretty soon," the youngster observed, "I'll be running on the rim. "
HOLE-IN-ONE?
ASHLAND , Ky. (AP ) Larry Carr scored a hole-inone at Rolling Meadows
Golf Course , or did he?
Carry's ball b o u n c e d ,
hopped anu then dropped
into the cup. Tro.„.o was it
was on No. 1 green and he
was aiming for the cup on
No. 2,
¦
TESTING HIS THEORY
- COVINGTON , .Ky. * When Danny Gibson, 9, spotted a hole in a tree, he
stuck his hand inside.
"I thought there might
be a squirrel in there, " he
told police later. He wan
right.
The youngster was treated
for bites on his hand.

CAUGHT IN an early
stage, such as this case
evidently is, dropsy ' usually
responds to treatment.
If inadequate circulation is
the cause, the swelling tends
to appear or to beejme more
severe toward the end of the
day. Or the heart may be
inefficient . Or both factors
may be combined. Some degree of dilated or varicose
veins is a possibility. (I have
also known men to have
swollen ankles from wearing
socks that are too tight at
the top. )
Where kidney disease is
the cause, swelling is usually
obvious in the morning as
well as throughout the day
and the loose tissues around
the eyes may become puffy.
Dear Dr. Molner : I
have diverticulosis and
also an infected gall
bladder.
But what about an infected gall bladder?
What does it signify, and
is there danger of the
infection spreading to
other organs? My doctor
has not suggested an
operation. I am in my
early 70's. — S. N.
Like diverticulosis, ailments of the gall bladder
are very common. They do,
however, deserve closer
watchfulness by your physician.
Risk is not especially a
problem of the infection
spreading to other organs;
rather, it is a question of
how much the infection interferes with the gall bladder
itself. Let's compare it to
a sinus infection. It can be
chronic yet sometimes not
cause much trouble.
In view of your age, your
doctor probably takes the
position that he can afford
lo wait and see ; if your
gall bladder continues to
function despite the infection , to let well enough
alone. If you ^ere younger,
and if the infection showed
signs of getting worse , then
he might well take the opposite view and suggest
surgery. In your case, my
advice is to let your doctor
do the worrying over whether to operate or not.
D e a r Dr. M o l n e r :
Please write something
about the itch of diabetes
symptoms. — J. R. C.
Generalized itching of the
ekin can be a symptom oi
severe and uncontrolled
diabetes.
More often, however , the
itching occurs where there
are folds in the skin, such as
under the breast, or in the
genital areas. In the latter
case, sugar in the urine can
be irritating, or there may
he fungus infections of skin
and genital tract — or perhaps both.
In any event , controlling
the diabetes nnd thus lessening the sugar content of the
urine usually brings relief.
Dear Dr, M o I n e r :
What do you think about
drinking vegetable juice?
I bought a Juicer and
drink about three glasses a day of carrot and

ar^rVn

celery mixed. Is that
enough or should I drink
more? I am overweight
and 74 years old —MR S.
IB.
It can be a tasty drink if
you like it. You get fluids
and certain vitamins. The
juice, hov ever , has not virtue over that of /(he whole
vegetables. I can't imagine
why you would benefit from
drinking more than vou now
do.
wtnnmwitmwimimmwmwam.
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Unfortunately, Goldwater carried down
prominent and influential"Hepub defeat
to
lican*, and severely weakened . the two party ayatem ol government.
By contrast, the untiring Johnson ((em
onstrated Ws astuteness in politics , and
made virtually no mistakes in his cam
paign.
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Ara wt ta Minnesota _L
tually aware of tho rui
»v«ia taking place in ffi
stoilwl? DQ yw raaUM S2
on Cot. tt. 90 -AQter tmSu
tranta and voter regiatriBZ
wortwr ware weatadT!
MoOomb, Miulaiippl? *£
charge against them WM
trespassing.This charn t
ridiouioua since these peonk
were on public propertTT
the Ume and other whlu
were not «!
P00?1?
rested, ^
O f . these so, nii
chose to stay in jail H ^7
monstration to the natlaa
that the Justice Department
is not acting to the extent
of ita capabilities.Nine mw-e
were arrested and joined
tham on Tuesday. Wednejday, these 18 were ra.
leased and the charge
against them were dropped
without explanation , but not
before' five had suffered
physical abuse while Jn jail
Upon investigation by _
white SNCC worker who had
observed one case of abuse
it was discovered that a
state investigator was responsible in each case of
physical abuse. When this
same worker explained the
situation to FBI agents in
McComb and pointed the
man out, the agents mumbled something and walked
away without any effort to
apprehend the man. Later it
was discovered that these
FBI agents had been seen
earlier with the man on
friendly terms,
What is going on down
there? And what about the
rest of the state and the rest
of the South? Stories such as
these are given but a few
lines, if anything, in the
press, We must know more
of the true situation — jjot
as it is sifted by the southern white press or suppressed by-others there. I urge
you of the press to make
the facts available. 7
But knowing the facts is
not enough! We must act.
But you say, "That sounds
good, but I'm here in Minnesota, and I can't do anything from here. " The fact
of the matter Is that if you
would give up one half hour
of television occasionally,
you could do a lot of good.
Write to the Justice Department, of the United States
and urge them to file in the
Federal Court a bill of information asking that police
and county officials who arrested the voter registration
workers and those attempting to register be prosecuted
for a misdemeanor under
Section 24, Title 18, of the
U.S. Code. Urge that investigations be made of the FBI
agents, especially in McComb, who are not using
their powers under Sections
3052 and 3053 of the U.S.
Code (Title 18) to arrest the
people who are harrassing
others. Keep an eye open
for unjust events in Mississippi and other parts of the
South, and write In protest.
Write to federal departments
urging action, and write to
officials in cities, such as
McComb, denouncing their
unjust actions. They must
know that we cannot condone what they do. For the
triumph of evil such as
this, all that is necessary is
that the good man remain
silent. The silence of the
good man against injustice
should be denounced because
it is the kind nf silence that
condones.
Be aware of the critical
situation in Mississippi and
urge action but, then , don 't
be afraid to look for injustices to minority groups
close to home. Open your
eyes and you might see
some.
Ann Schwarz
College of Saint Teresa

By J. G. MOLNER. M.D.
Dear Dr. Molner: My
elderly father hu dropay. Thus tur it ia confintd to Wa anklej. Could
you tell me a little about
it? - MRS. G.W.

TO ANSWER the question, It Is necessary
only to look at the result of the senatorial contest in New York state, where Sen. Keating,
who did not endorse Sen. Goldwater, went down
to defeat, notwithstanding his support of liberal and moderate policies. Similarly, even Rep.
Robert Taft of Ohio, another moderate, failed
in his bid for the Senate, and Charles H. * Percy, a Republican liberal, was unable to win
the governorship in Illinois. George Murphy, a
conservative Republican, was, however, victorious in California as President Johnson failed
to carry Pierre Salinger along on his coattails.
Conservatism was not rejected ln Virginia
either. Sen, Harry Byrd, conservative Democrat and a strong opponent of the "civil rights"
bill, was re-elected by a greater majority than
Mr. Johnson received. The southern states which
went for Goldwater were not reflecting necessarily the. issue of conservatism so much as
they were recording a protest on the "civil
rights" issue.
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Causes
Can Vary

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — The American people decided not to "change horses in midstream."
That's the true meaning of the election. Pursuing their customs of yesteryears, tbe people
indicated their preference for continuity rather
than a complete change at this time of personnel and direction in the conduct of public
policy.
But to say this is not to accept a widespread
assumption that conservatism suffered a setback. For President Johnson appeared to a
large number of both Democratic and Republican voters on Tuesday as a conservative at
heart — a man opposed to radicalism- It was
this image which got across and won him votes,
plus tbe fact that prosperity ia, for the moment
at least, nationwide and the international situation is such that a change at the helm might
have produced considerable uneasiness both
here and abroad.
Could the Republicans who class themselves
as "moderates" have won the election even if
they had been successful in nominating for the
presidency one of their favorite candidates?

¦y LIVVIS SCHOENING
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America's Number One Sugar-Free Cola Is
Less Than One Calorie
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MOST COMPLETE ST6CKS!|
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IN THIS AREA !

H. W. CLARK

"Vou appraciatt good inmrtnct when you trtvtl. I had
| t*wo minor accldanti on my trip. Each tlmt an tl\utttt
I »II readily avallabia, and prompt ad|u»tmant was madao'narwlia It could hava rulnad our trip. A»k ma— do I
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¦
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1923 TITLISTS . . . This is the Winona Milk
Company team that won the city softball championship in 1923. Left to right in the photograph taken
at Gabrych Park are Frank Wineski, Ralph Kolter,
M. J. Bambenek, Harry Blank , Leo Yahnke , Frank
Faklerj, Henry Yahnke , A. J. Bambenek, John
Meier, John Rozek , Andrew Lipinski, Mark Kolter
and Ed Paskiewicz. The photograph is owned by
M. J. Bambenek.
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Do You * ?
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HERE IS A view of the Winona

|

courthouse section of the city, probably
in the 1915-20 era. Note the house between the courthouse and the Hotel Wi-
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OLD LOGGING CAMP . ..This was the cook Jj

shack of a logging camp near Hay ward, Wis., about
1887. Standing at the head of the table were Bill
Peterson , left , and Amond Berg, uncles of Irwin
|
Anderson , YlVh. E. 3rd St., who furnished the
photograph.
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S.S. LURLINE
4 Island Merry Monarch
-FESTIVAL CRUISE
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Fidelity Savings & Loan
Association
Maw -Location — Junt I
172 Main St. — Old Clinic Building
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OAHU

KAUAI

MAUI

HAWA II

U 1.1-day (ialn Mntson Line spring cruise to
§ Hawaii's Merry Monarch Festival. All expense
Sails from San I-'raiicl-tco
H fares from $r>IX>.
jf April IS, Los Angeles April 10. Hook curly
R if you want to be sin e of enjoying this new
|Hnwali cruise opportunity.
I
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THICK AND THIN . . . Forty-five, 20 and
15 years after taking off their war uniforms,
these veterans put them on again , or tried
to put them on again, at a party at the American Legion Memorial Club Saturday evening. Left to right, Arthur Sievers, Leo Olson,
Arnold Majerus, Ronald Hammond, John

Watembach and Mr. and Mrs, James Theis.
The uniform party was held at the club in
observance of Veterans Day. The traditional
sauerkraut and weiner dinner will be served
to members of the Legion and Auxiliary
Wednesday noon. (Daily News photo )

Goodview Trinity
Ladies Guild to
Meet Tuesday Night
GoOdview Trinity Lutheran
Church Ladies Guild will meet
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the
church. After the hymn and
Scripture reading, the Rev. David Ponath will talk on the topic "Know Your P u b li s h i n g
House," showing how it serves
members, the church, and the
Synod.
A committee will be apointed
and the date set for the Lutheran World Relief Clothing Drive.
Plans also will be made for the
annual Christmas party and
potluck supper.
After the business meeting,
there will be a display of decorative Christmas balls and
candle-holders.'
Hostesses will be Mmes. Jacob Pielmeier and Charles Lowerhagen.
Members are requested to
bring their mite-box offerings
and tbeir coupons for Bethesda
Rome and St. Michael's Home
for the Aged.

MR. AND MRS. DONALD FOREST LEWIS (Janice
Marie Schouweiler) are at home in Plainview, Minn., following their marriage Oct. 17 at St. Joachim's Catholic
Church, Plainview. The Rev. S. E. Mulcahy officiated and
attendants were Miss Barbara Blee, Rochester, maid of
honor, .and William Krause, Plainview, best man. A reception for 200 guests was held at noon at the church hall. The
bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leo Schouweiler and
the groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Lewis, all of
Plainview. Both young persons are graduates of Plainview
High School. The groom is employed by Vernon Zarling.

Future Homernakers
Selling Cookbooks
Legion Auxiliary
ST. CHARLES. Minn. (Spe- To Meet Tuesday

cial) — St. Charles Chapter Future Homernakers of America,
is conducting a sale of the
cookbook, "Favorite Recipes of
Home Economics Teachers."
The 1964 edition features salads and appetizers. The books
are sold only for fund-raising
activities of FHA and orders
placed now for the books
through the local FHA group
will he delivered in time for
Christmas giving.

Gilmanton Club
Elects Officers
GILMANTON, Wis. (Special)
—Gilmanton Community Club
met Wednesday evening and
elected officers for the coming
year.
Morris Fredrickson, Gilmanton, was re-elected president;
Del Wick, Alma, Wis., vice
president; Patrick Weiss, Alma,
secretary, and Ardie Bollinger,
Gilmanton, treasurer.
The club held its annual dinner recently at Trinity Lutheran Church, for wives , members and friends. The Trinity
Dorcas Society served the meal ,
after which games were played.
at
6T. MARTIN'S CIRCLE
Circle D. of St. Martin 's Lutheran Church will meet at
7:30 p.m. Tuesday at the home
of Mrs. Lewis Prigge, 514 E.
King St.

The Auxiliary to Leon J. Wetzel Post 9, American Legion,
will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
at the American Legion Memorial Club.
Following the business meeting and program, lunch will be
served by the Past Presidents
Club.
¦

Couple Announces
Wedding" Plans
PEPIN, Wis. (Special) -Mr.
and Mrs. Clark Blaine , Kasson,
Minn., announce the engagement of their daughter , Miss
Rosemary Blaine, to Donald
Milliren, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Budd Milliren , Pepin.
The couple will be married
Dec. 19 at Kasson.

Former Pepin Girl
Engaged to Marry
PEPIN, Wis. (Special )—Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Meyers , Arkansaw , Wis., announce the engagement of their daughter , Miss
Virginia Marie Meyers . Minneapolis , to Thomas R. Berg, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Berg,
Stowartville , Minn.
Miss Meyers is employed as a
teller at tho Midland -National
Bank. Her fiance is a senior at
the University of Minnesota ,
College of Pharmacy, where he
is a member of Kappa Psi fraternity. A Nov. 28 wedding is being planned.
Miss Meyers is a former
Pepin resident and the (laughter
of the late Mrs. Alex Pfieffer.

Winona Women
At Meeting,
Washington
Four Winona wonien will be In
Washington, D.C., Wednesday
through Saturday, attending a
conference of the National Council of Catholic Women.
They are Mrs. Harry Losinski ,
president of the Winona Deanery of Catholic Women; Mrs.
Archie McGill - president of the
Cathedral Parish Council of
Catholic Women; Mrs. Louis
Feiten, delegate from the Winona Deanery of the CCW , and
Mrs. Hubert Weir , first vice
president of the Diocesan Council of Catholic Women.
Also attending from the Deanery will be Mrs- Fay McCarthy
of the St. Charles Pariah.
The Rt. Rev. Msgr. Richard
Feiten, director of the Diocesan
Catholic Relief Services, will attend as the representative of
the Most Rev. Edward A- Fitzgerald , bishop of Winona , who
is in Rome at the Vatican Council.

Mental Retardation
Film Shown at
Kellogg PTA Meet

OUTSTANDING ENTRIES . . . Mrs. Tilford Flatin, president of the Buds and Blossoms Garden Club, left, Mrs. Walter Pflster,
center/ and Mrs. Alden Bauder, the latter
two judges from Decorah, Iowa, admire
the four top prize-winning entries in the

'>

MR. AND MRS. RONALD ANDERSON (Btend* Haglund) are at home in Rochester, following their marriage
Oct. 17 and a wedding trip to the Bad Lands, Mount Ruahmore
and the Black Hills. Tha wedding was in Immanuel Lutheran
Church, Pepin, Wi*., with the Rev. Philip Kurtz officiating.
Attendants -were the bride's sister, Miss Cheryl Haglund, as
maid of honor and Albert Peters as best man. A reception
for 200 guests was held in the parish hall. The bride, daughter
of Mr. and Mra. Elmer Haglund, Maiden Rock, Wis., is a
graduate of Plum City (Wis. ) High School. She attended the
Accredited School of Beauty Culture, Eau Claire, and has
been employed at the Beauty Nook, Durand, Wis, The
groom, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lambert Anderson, Pepin, is
a graduate of Pepin High School and is employed at IBM,
Rochester. (Wehrenberg Studios )

Two Young Matrons Take Top
American Writer
Honor in Spring Grove Show Sentenced in
(Spe-

SPRING GROVE, Minn.
cial) — Two young matrons
were the winners of the four
outstanding selections for the
Court of Honor awards at the
Buds and Blossoms Garden
Club's third annual show called
Holiday Hodge-Podge.
They were Mrs. Arnold Flatin for her arrangements of fresh
flowers and a plaque arrangement and Mrs. Sanford Morken
for the award of distinction and
in arts and crafts.
The show was held Friday
afternoon and evening at the
American Legion clubrooms.
Judges were Mrs. Walter Pflster, assisted by Mrs. Alden Bauder, both of Decorah , Iowa.
President of the club is Mrs.
Tilford Flatin and on committee
for the show were Mmes. Earl
M u n k e l , Sigmund Bergrud,
Larence Bentley and Owen
Storlie. First place winners in
the following categories were :
Religious Christmas, Mrs. Tilford Flatin ; pan-religious, Mrs.
Earl Munkel; holiday arrangements, Mrs. Sanford Morken;

dried a r r a n g e m e n t s and
dried arrangements with fresh
flowers, Mrs. Lawrence Bentley ;
house plants, Mrs. Gust Elllngson; foliage, Mrs. Louise Ostern;
cactus, Mrs. Olaf Myhre; pictures and plaques, Mrs. Glen
Buxengardjplaques, Mrs. Arnold
Flatin; arts and crafta, Mrs.
Sanford Morken ; handiwork,
Mrs. Evelyn Bakken; gift wraps
and cards, Mrs. Arnold Flatin;
driftwood, Mrs. Dorothy Hanson; fresh flowers snd drift
wood, Mrs. Sanford Morken;
candles, Mrs. Sanford Morken; corsages, Mrs. Owen Onsgard, and fresh flowers , Mrs.
Arnold Flatin.
Lunch was served at the
club. Plans for next year's show
include the possibility of a twoday event because of the large
crowd and interest shown in the
attendance from surrounding
towns and area.
Other officers of the club are
Mrs, Arnold Flatin, vice president; Mrs. Louise Ostern, secretary ; Mrs. Olaf Myhre,
treasurer, and Mrs. Rodney
Bentley, publicity.

WARSAW, Poland (AP) Polish-born American writer
Melchoir Wankowicz, 72, was
sentenced today to three years
imprisonment after a court
convicted him on charges oi
slandering Poland abroad.
Wankowicz entered the United
States in 1949 and lived at different times in Lakewood, N.J.,
and Glen Cove 7 N.Y. He has a
daughter, Marta Erdman, in
Washington, D.C.
He became an American citizen on June 14, 195*5, at Mineola, N.Y.
Upon 1 retiring, Wankowicz
returned to Poland in 1962 but
retained American citizenship
and carried a valid American
passport.
Wankowicz s best known work
is the novel "Monte Cassino"
which is based on free Poland
fighters with the Allies in Italy
during World War II. Wankowicz served as a correspondent
with the unit.

Trillium Garden
Club Entertains
Bittersweet Club

Arcadia Group
To Hear Safety Talk

Young Man Killed
In Plane Crash

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— Trillium Garden Club entertained members of Bittersweet
Garden Club recently at First
Lutheran Church social rooms.
Club members also brought
guests.
Speakers were the Rev. and
Mrs. G. Ronald Wells, who gave
a chalk talk . The Rev Wells, retired pastor from Frontenac,
drew pictures and Mrs . Wells
explained them in poetry.
During a brief business session, it was decided to postpone
election of officers until the
December meeting, which will
be a Christmas party.
Hostesses were Mmes. Milton
Pearson and Arthur Werner.

Cadette Scouts
Choose Leaders
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) The Cadette Girl Scouts of Arcadia selected leaders at their
regular meeting Friday. Tliey
are: Jayne Petting, patrol leader; Karen Sobotta, assistant patrol leader; Lois Fugina, secretary ; Pam Winnie, treasurer ;
Nancy W o y c h i k , equipment
manager ; Donna Dorn, transportation manager; Kathy Kokott ,
commissary manager, and Beth
Klllian, safety and health.
Cadettes are collecting white
sheets, men's white shirts, jewelry, greeting cards and catalogues for hospitals and children's homes.
Troop leaders are Mmes.
Howard Benson and La Verne
Shepherd.

KELLOGG , Minn. (Special)—
Kellogg Parent Teachers Association met Thursday evening
8HANKEY RECEPTION
in the school auditorium, ArARCADIA , Wis. (S pecial)-A
thur Hager , president , conductreception honoring Mr. and
ed
the meeting.
Mrs. Warren Shankcy on their
Principal Robert Meyer , who Bride-Elect Feted
25th wedding anniversary will
was general chairman of the
be held Sunday in St. Stanis¦
school PTA Carnival Oct. 29 At Church Party
laus Catholic Church recreagave a report of carnival protional rooms. Hours will be from Gilmanton Church
Wis. (Special) ceeds and its tremendous suc- ETTRICK,
2 to 5:30 p.m.
Fifty
friends
and
relatives honccss.
To Serve Lutefisk
ored Miss Janet Tranberg at a
The program was on the men- party in the dining room of
________ ^L-WMWWSf
r
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M GILMANTON , Wis. (Special ) tally
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t> ^^^^^^^^ BL\ mretarded: a film ot mental
— Modcna Lutheran Church is retardation was shown by Law- French Creek Lutheran Church
again planning its annual luie- rence Pontinon , alxth . grade Friday evening. Hostesses were
fisk dinner and supper for Wed- teacher. Mrs. Vernon . La Fee Mmes. Royce Poss, Dallas OlI
II
JLaaaV^BL
J
T •' ^^*aaaaaaaaaYITaaaTW 5aa! nesday. For over 20 years , the was program chairman and son, Harland Hjerleid and Odell
women oi the parish have been read literature on the subject, Tranberg and Mrs. Douglas
Holte of Blair,
using this annual project ns the
PTA chairmen for the coming A program Included a readmain source of income for their school year will be: Membering by Mrs. Olson and songs by
ladies aid treasury *
ship, Mrs. John Roth; publicity, Julie and Laurie Tranberg,
You 'll be t h r i l l e d by
Last year 725 people came for Mrs , Victor Klein ; lunch , Mrs,
Randall Poss and the Conrnd
Sonotonc 's new eyeglass dinner or supper and sampled
fins . Tlmm: program , Mrs. brothers , Mark , Claire ond Ver'
aid
s
the
exciting
. It
hearing
Norweg ian pastries along with Vernon I,a Fee : historian, Mrs,
non, of the Melrose areaTH1NL1NE® to help most the lutcflsk and meat balls Frank
hospitality,
Davison:
Miss Tranberg will be marhearing losses. The micro- Even the men of the congrega- Mrs . Lloyd linker , and PTA
ried at Trinity Lutheran Church
tion
get
into
the
net
and
holp
miniature aid is contained in
mnqnrlne, Mrs. Clemen Heins. In La Crosse Nov. 31, lo Keith
the slimmest, lightest eye- pour coffee and mash pot at ors The • attendance prize was Henry Goctzingcr.
¦
glass temple ever made bv during the busy .serving hours. presented to the first grade
People are expected from as pupils nntl their teacher. Miss
Sonotone. Her e 's s t y l i s n
Miss Kurowski
hearing for both men and far away as Menomonie , Eau Audrev Funk.
Claire and the Twin Cities as' in | Lunch was served following
women!
Honored at Shower
other yeara ; they always come
meeting In the school cafci-SONOTONE-J back after they have been here 1 the
terin with Mrs. William MeDonKELLOGG , Minn . (Special)before.
Miss Theresa Kurowski of InHEARING CENTER Along with the lntefisk . meal I oiiKh as chairman.
ver Grove , Minn., was honored
balls and mashed potatoes , tin I
WINONA HOTEL
with a bridal shower Sunday
(ANTON
PTA
menu would not be completi
afternoon here at the home of
Winona , Minnesota
without lefse. Salads, relishes
CANTON , Minn . (Special) - Mr . and Mrs Lawrence Passe
.
buns, and . home-baked pie are Parents of Clinton High School Sr. About W> relatives attended.
Tuesday, Nov. loth
students arc invited to attend the
also on the menu.
Hours: 1)30-5:00 PM.
A potluck supper was served
Norwegian pastries will be on PTA meeting Wednesday at 8 bv trie hostesses following the
or write :
p.m. In observance of Ameri- viewing of gifts. Miss Kurowtiule throughout the day,
SONOTONE of ROCHESTER
Serving for dinner will be can Education Week , there will ski's mnrriuse to Lawrence
Zumbro Hotel ( Lobby Enlrance) from 11 am. to 2 p.m. Supper he nn open house in all class Passe Jr,, Kellogc , will be Nov.
will start at 5 p.m. and will con- rooms Immediately following 21 at SI. Patrick 's Catholic
Rochester, Minn.
tinue unt il nil are served.
the meeting.
Church . South Grove. Minn.

-^L^E^L ^HDHI

club's show, Holiday Hodge-Podge. The fresh
flowers and plaque on tbe left were entered
by Mrs. Arnold Flatin and the others are
award of distinction and arts and crafts entries of Mrs. Sanford Morken. ( Mrs. Oren
Lanswerk Photo )

ARCADIA , Wis. ( Special) Meadowlark Homernakers will
meet Nov. 16 In the Willie Wiredhand Room of the Trempealeau Electric Building , beginning at 7:45 p.m* Ervln Ganschow, faculty member of the
Arcadia High School will be
guest speaker.
Mr, Ganschow , who is a driver education instructor at the
high school, will talk on "Driving Safety."
Hostesses for the meeting are
Mmes. Patrick Nelson and David Wolfe.
¦

Polish Court

Lanesboro Farmer
Home Following
Leg Amputation
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
—Rodney Lawstuen, 20, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Lawstuen,
rural Lanesboro, returned here
last Wednesday from St. Mary 's
Hospital , Rochester, where he
had been a patient since Oct.
17 when he lost his right leg
following a farm accident.
He and his wife, the former
Mary Gartner of Preston, and
their infant son are at the home
ef his grandmother, Mrs. Joseph
Hennessy, now.
A benefit dance for the Lawsteun fund was planned Thursday by Heimbygda Lodge 376,
Sons of Norway, according to
President Orvis Hanson.
The lodge voted to support the
Junior Chamber of Commerce
•with its street signs and house
numbers project. A donation
-was made to the Community
Chest. A cash donation was received from the Daughters of
Norway for use of the hall.
A social meeting will be held
Nov. 19.
¦

REDWOOD FALLS, Minn.
(AP)—Ronald Lamprecht, 23, of
rural Wabasso, was killed when
his four-place plane crashed as
he tried to land in an alfalfa
patch on his family's farm, it
was reported Sunday.
His father, Albert, said the
son went flying nearly every
evening after finishing farm
chores.
The accident happened Friday
night .

DFL Party Wo rkers
To Meet on Tuesday
An informal meeting and social evening -will be held for local DFL party workers Tuesday
aU8 p.m. at the Labor Temple.
Party officers said all Winona
County DFL volunteers are invited. Among those attending will
ba Frank Theis, city representative-elect.

ETTRICK CLUB
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Members of Ettrick Federated
Woman's Club will meet WedCaledonia Stars
nesday at the home of Mrs. William
Dessert will be
Honor Past Matrons servedWerges.
at 1:30 p.m. "Edna FerCALEDONIA, Minn. (Special) ber" will be the topic presented
—Past Matrons Night waa ob- by the hostess.
served recently by Aideen
Chapter 86 , Order of Eastern
Star.
Mrs. Orlin Arneson, worthy
matron, and Arden Wheaton,
worthy patron, presided and
gave interesting anecdotes of
their year in office.
A Thanksgiving addendum
was presented and the chapter
gave miniature cornucopias with
bittersweet as favors to each of
the special group.
Lunch was served by Mr. and
Mrs. Wheaton, Mrs. Orley
Grindland and Mrs. Joseph
Hudspith.
It was announced that at the
next meeting, Nov. 17. Job's
Daughters of Winona will attend
and exemplify their work.
¦

Byron Bunges Note
Silver Wedding Day
E1TZEN, Minn. (Special) Mr. and Mrs. Byron Bunge
were honored guests wlien their
children held an open house for
them at St. Luke's United
Church of Chriat, Bitten, Nov .
1 in observance of their silver
wedding anniversary.
Out-of-town guests were from
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Rochester , Norwood, Wells, Mabel .
Spring Grove ,. Eltzen, and
Caledonia, Minn .; La Crosse,
Wis., and New Albin, Iowa.
Mr. and Mra. Bunge were
married by Mr . Bunge 'a uncle,
the Rev. Walter Bunge. Roches
tei , at his home.
Children of the couple are
Mrs , Iloger (Linda) Scrum, St.
Louis Park ; Larry, Minneapolis ,
and Connie.
TAMARACK

Luttflsk t Chicken
DINNER
Tamarack Luth«r«n Church
Arcadia, Wli.

WED., NOV. II

Serving tl a.m . 'til 1 ft .m. **nd
4:M p.m. Mil all ar* mtn/ad
RoMrva tlckat )2 and Adult*
$1.50 Children 7S-;
MENU; luftflik, llfia. (hltd-tn dr*u»Ing, poMloe *,, gravy, rulibkgai, cranIs ttt lt i, cabtMua Ml/id, rollm antl liorwajlaii bad Ino .

Bazaar in Sunday S<hool
Buildtnf

Suit Against
Baker Settled
For $30,000

NEW YORK (AP) - Newsweek magazine says an attorney for Bobby Baker, former
secretary to the Senate Democratic majority , agreed Oct 5 to
an out-of-court settlement of a
suit, with rt e proviso that it ba
kept secret until after the election.
,
The magazine, in its Nov. 16
issue, said Sunday night it was
agreed to settle a $300,000 suit
— brought by Ralph Hill president of the Capitol Vending Co.
— for $30,000.
Hill's suit charged that Baker
used influence to keep a vending
machine contract from his company. The suit led to a Senate
investigation of Baker's business activities. Baker , who also
was head of the Serv-U Corp.,
resigned his Senate post after
his business activities came
under fire.
¦

FRENCH ATTRACKS
QUEBEC UPI — The Quebec
government says it gets five -*times as much tourist interest
resulting from French-language
advertising in U.S. magazines
than irom advertisements in
English. Using French "evoked
in the American reader the Image of a different country, able
to satisfy his desire to make a
foreign voyage but not too far."
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The Daily Record
Two-State Deaths
Harold Haaganson
MABEL, Minn. (Special ) —HaroldHaagenson, 45, Mabel
fanner died ef a heart attack
about 10 p.m. Saturday while
sitting ln his car in Mabel villageHe was born July 13, 1919, In
Newburg Township to Oscar
and Clara Haagenson.
He was a Veteran of World
War II and a member of Joseph B. Lund American Legion
Post of Mabel. He married Virginia Crevtotan at Rockford, 111.,
Oct. 4, 1943.
Survivors are: His wife; one
son, Harold Jr.; four daughters,
Bonnie, Dawn, Barbara and Diane; all at home, and two brothers, Clarence, Canton, and
Stanley, Potosi, Wis. His parents and one brother have died.
The funeral will be Tuesday
at 2 p.m. at Trinity Garness
Lutheran Church, the Rev. Norman Esterm officiating. Burial
will he In the church cemetery,
with military rites by the Legion post.
Mengis Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.
Halvor Olson

WHALAN, Minn. (Special) Halvor Olson, 85, died Sunday
night at Dr. Johnson hospital,
Lanesboro, where he had been
a patient since a stroke June
15. He had several strokes while
a patient there.
He was born Jan. 31, 1879,
near Peterson to Tollef and Bergit Olson. He married Emma
Martinson of Peterson in 1908.
The couple lived in Peterson
until 1930, then lived in Houston three years. They moved
here in 1941.
Survivors are: His wife; one
sen, Harley, Whalan; four
grandchildren; four great-grandchildren, and one sister, Mrs.
Mary Edwards, Utica,
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Wednesday at Whalan Lutheran Church. Burial will be
in Whalan Cemetery.
Friends may call at Johnson
Funeral Home, Lanesboro, Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Lena Niggle

RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
—Mrs. Lena Niggle, 90, died at
1 a.m. Sunday at Green Lea
Manor Nursing Home, Mabel,
where she had been 10 months.
She was born April 22, 1874,
in Hart Township to August and
Caroline Erdmann. Sha was
married to Jonas Niggle April
6, 1894. They farmed and moved here after their retirement.
He died in 1960. She lived in
the area most of her life and
was a member of St. John's Lutheran Church at Hart.
Survivors include four sons,
Harry, Ben and Clarence, Rushford, and Walter, Long Beach,
Calif. ; one daughter, Mrs. Poster (Hilda) Green, Rushford;
eight grandchildren, and 13
great-grandchildren. One son,
one daughter, four brothers
and one sister have died.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Wednesday at St. John's
Lutheran Church at Hart, the
Rev. Edwin Friedrich officiating. Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Friends may call at Jensen
Funeral Home hero from 7 to
9 p.m. Tuesday and at the
church after 1 p.m. Wednesday.
Lawrence Funke

THEILMAN, Minn.—Lawrence
Funke, 88, retired Wabasha
County farmer, died this morning at Lake City Hoapital where
he was admitted Sunday.
Funeral services are tentatively set for Thursday at 2 p.m.
at the United Church of Christ,
Wabasha, Friends may call at
B u c k m a n - Schierts Funeral
Home, W a b a s h a , beginning
Tuesday evening.

MONDAY
NOVEMBER 9, 1964

Winona Funerals

At Community
Memorial Hospital

Mn. Peter Kline
Funeral services for Mrs. Pet- Vlntino neurn Madlcti tr* M-rglcti
er Kline, 173 E. 4th St., were MIlMtll a to 4 MM » to •!» a.m. (No
una* ».)
held this morning at Burke's Fu- chlWran
-Maftrnlty pttltntit I tt »M arm I a
neral Home, the Rev. Donald •:J0 p.m. (Adults only.)
Connelly, Cathedral of the SaSUNDAY
cred Heart, officiating. Burial
ADMISSIONS
was in St. Mary's Cemetery.
Pallbearers were three grand- John D. Newmann, Trempeasons, Peter Schade, Robert Wen- leau, Wis.
zel and David Brown, and Du- Miss Laura M. Strait, 53 W.
ane Spychalla, William Ford King St.
Mrs. John D. McCullough,
and William Haack.
1025 E. 4th St.
Mrs. Mary Wiersgalla, Arcadia, Wis.

WEATHER
OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.
Albany, cloudy .... 57 30
Albuquerque, clear , 68 44 ..
Atlanta, clear

67 <4

..

Bismarck, clear .... 62 20 ..
Boise, cloudy
60 46 "Li
Bolton, clear
59 41 ..
Chicago, cloudy :... 61 51 ..
Cincinnati, clear ... 66 31
Cleveland, clear ... 54 37 ..
Denver, cloudy .... 74 37 ..
Des Moines, clear . 67 51
Detroit, clear . . . . . . 62 45
Fairbanks, cloudy . 1 8 -8
Fort Worth, clear .. 74 51 ..
Helena, clear . ... 51 20 , ..
Honolulu, rain . . . . . 81 72 .05
Indianapolis, clear . 62 36
Jacksonville, clear . 7 5 52
Kamtt City, clear . 7 0 55
Los Angeles/ cloudy 70 56
Louisville, clear ... 64 35 ..
Memphis, clear . . . 66 41
Miami, cloudy
79 68 ..
Milwaukee, clear .. 64 47
Mpls.-St. p., clear . 66 46 ..
New Orleans, cloudy 75 4*
New York, clear .... 61 44 ..
Okla. City, clear ... 70 52 ..
Omaha, clear
70 47
Philadelphia, clear . 60 37 ..
Phoenix, clear . . . . . 81 71
Pittsburgh, clear .. 52 36
Ptlnd, Me., cloudy . 57 35 ..
Rapid City, clear .. 75 24
St. Louis, clear .... 70 SO ..
Salt Lk. City, clear . 65 40
San Fran., rain . . . . 65 50 .58
Seattle, rain . . . . . . 45 40 .14
.
Washington, clear . 66 39
Winnipeg, cloudy .. 48 30 .
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
Flood Stage 24-hr.
Stage Today Chg.
Red Wing
14 2.4 * ..
Lake City
6.2 .. ..
Wabasha . . . . . . 12

7.0

Alma Dam
4.1
Whitman Dam— 2.6 + .1
Winona Dam .. .. 3.3 + .1
WINONA
13 5.5 '+ .1
Trem'au Pool . .. 10.1
Trem'au Dam . ... 4.1 .. ..
Dakota . . . . . . . . .. 7.6 ..
Dresbach Pool . . . 9.5
Dresbach Dam . .. 1.8 — .1
La Crosse . . . . . 12 4.8 ..
Tributary Streams
Chippewa at Durand 2.3 .. ..
Zumoro at Theilm'n 28.4
Trem'au at Dodge.. 0.1
Black at Galesville . 2.3 -f .2
Ls Crosse at W, Sal. 1.8 — .1
Root at Houston . 5.7
RIVER FORECAST
(From Hastings to Gnttenberg )
Little change indicated in river stages in this sector in next
several days.

Munici pal Court
WINONA
Mrs. Gertrude Phosky, 668
Washington St., pleaded guilty
to a charge of failing te stop
for a stop light at West Broadway and Huff Street and was
fined $10. The arrest was made
by police at 7:12 p.m. Saturday.
Eugene Stanek, 14 Lenox St.,
pleaded not guilty to a charge
of speeding. He was arreated by
police at 11:56 p.m. Nov. 1 for
driving 38 miles sn hour on 3rd
Street between St. Chaeles and
Laird streets. Trial was jet for
Nov. 18,
D. W, Nowlan, 53 Carimona
St., pleaded not guilty to a
charge of driving 40 miles an
hour on Huff Street from Broadway to Sanborn streets at 6:41
a.m. Sunday. The arrest was
made by police. Nowlan requested a jury trial which was let
for Nov. 19.
Forfeits on charges Hated:
Ann C. Schreiber, Winona Rt.
2, $10 for failing toy stop for a
stop sign. She was arrested by
police at 7:06 p.m. Sunday.
Frederick R. Pruduehl Jr., lis
W. Mill St., $30 for careless driving. The arrest was made by
police at West 3rd and Huff
streets at 12:54 a.m. Sunday.

Mabel Woman
Commits Suicide

- MABEL , Minn . (Special) JUNIOR PROIECTORy -Mrs.
Junell Eriekson, 28, comThe State Farm Junior Pro- mitted suicide by hanging Jn
tector policy can accomplish her home here Saturday, acmany thing* for your child. Like cording to Dr. J. P. Nehring,
saving* for college, A low, low Preston, Fillmore County corpremium that will save impor- oner.
tant dollars for him whon he
The coroner said the had been
reaches adulthood. And , a
guarantee that he can pur- depressed the last six months,
chase additional insurance She was found about io p.m.
even though he may not be in- by her 7-year-old son when he
surable af some future dato. went to the bathroom, She had
Aek about the Junior Protector. slung a clothes tine over a pipe,
It' s Juat on* of the i~—r| stood on a chair and kicked
it out from under her feet.
many up-to-date life
J^
She had been dead about oneinsurance policies MMMM
half hour when found by the
boy.
Her husband, who had been
hunting deer, was asleep. The
child awakened him.
The former Martha Smith or
Harmony, she was born July
12* Batt Broadway
21, 19)0, to Ivan and Bernlce
Phone 4$M
Barber Smith. Her husband it
P6407
employed
at the Mabel lumber
vtrt nm uri vummi.nam *
yard.
VMH emce tmmanim.mmm
Survivors are: Her husband;

yryour
?^%
l=J
"Pete" Polus

Mrs. Michael Knapik, 229 E.
Broadway.
Mrs. Henry Herold, Fountain
City, Wis.
Donald Bergler, Winona Rt. 1.
Darrel C. Albrecht, Minneiska , Minn. .
?
? --; ,.
Thomas D. McCarthy, St.
Mary's College.
Miss Linda Todd, Houston,
Minn.
DISCHARGES
Kirk Gauvey, 1330 Wincrest
Dr.
Chris Fritz, Minnesota City,
Minn.
Russell M . Hailing, 660 E.
Sarnia St.
Darrel Albrecht , Minnelska,
Minn.
Mrs. Dale Bartsh and baby,
Lewiston, Minn.
Mrs. John Mortinger, 566 E.
Broadway.
Mrs. Clement Hardtke, Lewiston, Minn.
Deanna Dorsch, 173 Mankato
Ave.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne E. Stensgard, Peterson, Minn., a son.
Mr . and Mrs. Dale Reishus,
859 40th Ave., Goodview, a
daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Halverson, Houston, Minn., a daughter.
BIKTHS ELSEWHERE
GRANITE CITY, 111. - Mr.
and Mrs. Jean Williams, a
daughter Wednesday at Granite
City. Maternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Falls,
Fountain City, Wis. Paternal
grandmother is Mrs. Frances
Williams, Granite City, former
Fountain City resident.
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special) —
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Hager
a son Friday at Memorial Hospital, Waseca, Minn. Hager is
formerly of Kellogg, son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. George Hager.
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
Lori Ann Burmeister, Buffalo City, Wis., 2.
Sondra Ann Bork, Fountain
City, Wis., 9.
Mary Norton, 551% Huff St.,
10.
Michael Kukowski, 972 E. Sth
St.. 2.
IMPOUNDED DOGS
fHoun—6 to 9 p.m. weekdayt;
8 a.tn. to 10 p.m. Satur days
and Sundays)
No. 2219 ~ Female, b l a c k
cocker type, second day.
No. 2218 — Female, golden
cocker puppy , fourth day.
No. 2217 — Male, black and
white, fifth day.
Available for good homes:
Five, including one spaniel.

Gov. Rolvaag
Vacationing
In Bahamas

ST, PAUL (AP) - Gov. Karl
Rolvaag was vacationing in the
Bahamas today and a spokesman in his office said this probably would delay for at least a
week his appointment of a senator.
It Is the governor's /responsibility to name a replacement to
serve the remaining two years
in the Senate term of Vice President-elect Hubert H. Humphrey.
Names figuring in speculation
included those of Atty. Gen.
Walter F. Mondale, Congressman John Blatnik , Secretary of
Agriculture Orville L. Freeman,
4^;the governor himself.
A score or more of possibilities In all have been mentioned.
The governor had as his guests
at the Minnesota-Iowa football
!;ame three of those who might
igure in a shift—Mondale, Freeman and Lt. Gov. A. M. Keith ,
who would become governor if
Rolvaag chose to go to the Senate.

Lake Cilian Gets
Suspended Term
In Wabasha Court

WABASHA, Minn. (SpeciaDThe calendar for the fall term
of District Court for Wabasha
County was called this morning
by Judge Arnold Hatfield after
sentencing Fred Brundis, 48 ,
Lake City , on an indecent assault charge to which he previously had pleaded guilty.
He was fined 5500 and sentenced to three years in the
state prison. The sentence was
stayed and he was placed on
probation for the same period
of time. Conditions of his probation are that he must not reside
where there are children nor
engage in activities involving
boys.

THE COURT was told that
Brundis, unmarried, has lost his
job at Gillette & Eaton manufacturing plant, where he had
worked 30 years. He was arrested for molesting a newsboy.
Represented by J e r o m e
Schreiber, Lake City attorney,
he underwent a pre-sentence investigation, including psychiatric examination.
The case against Larry Wayne
Aslakson, charged with aggravated assault, was placed at the
foot of the calendar on motion
of District Attorney John McHardy, Plainview , because there
is a related case in municipal
court.
Aslakson was arrested March
3 on a charge of forcing an automobile off Highway 61 near
Wabasha, allegedly resulting in
injury to Young Tack Kim, student at Winona State College.
Kim received a fracture of the
spine. Martin J. Healy, Waba-

New York
L. J. Wunderlich 1 P.M.
Stock Prices
AH'd Ch 55 Int'l Ppr 37% Stocks
Succumbs at 77 Amrada
Als Chal 21 Jns & L 75%
84- 4 Kn'ct
93
1

Leo J. Wunderlich
Leo J. Wunderlich, 77, 279 E.
Sth St., died Sunday at 5:07 p.m.
at Community Memorial Hospital after a short illness.
The retired president of Coca
Cola Bottling Co., he and his
brothers entered the soft drink
business here in the early 1920s
with the purchase of the Fifield
Bottling Co. In 1928 they purchased the Conedale Bottling
Co., a name which the new
owners continued, and in 1932
they acquired the Coca Cola
franchise. _
When he retired in 1952 , he
sold his interest in the firm
which is at 102 Franklin St.
He was born at Wilson in Winona County March 8, 1887, to
Adam A. Wunderlich and his
wife , the former Cecelia Sobeck. He was a lifelong resident of the area.
He married Florence Withrow of St. Paul Oct. 16, 1924.
An overseas veteran of
World War I, he was a member of the American Legion,
Veterans of Foreign Wars, Improved Order of Red Men and
the Cathedral of Sacred Heart.
Survivors are : His wife ; three
brothers, Alphonse, Winona;
Rudolph, Utica, and Arthur,
Rushford. His parents, three
brothers and three sisters have
died.

Funeral services will be Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at Burke's
Funeral Home and at 10 at the
Cathedral of the Sacred Heart,
the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Harold J.
Dittman officiating. Burial will
be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call Tuesday afternoon and evening. Msgr. Dittman will say a Rosary at 8. A
memorial is being arranged.
sha, is Aslakson's court-appointed attorney. Defendant is out on
$3,000 bail.
THE CASE OF Patrick Riley.
appealing from a careless driving charge, will be heard at the
term next May because he is in
the Air Force. He was arrested June 1, 1963, by Deputy
Sheriff Everett Loreni and fined $25 or eight days.
W a r r e n Quade, South St.
Paul, arrested Aug. 6 for allegedly having the wrong gross
weight stenciled on his truck,
paid a $54 fine before Justice
Henry Kronebusch, but now has
appealed. His case is scheduled first on the Jury calendar
next Monday at 9:30 a.m..
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PRODUCE
CHICAGO (AP) — No wheat
or oats sales. Corn No. 3 yellow 1.15; No. 4 yellow 1.10-12;
No. 5 yellow 107& Soybeans
No. 1 yellow 2.73%; No. 2 yellow 2.72-73%; No. 4 yellow
2.73%.
Soybean oil 11.60.
CHICAGO (AP) — (USDA)Live poultry : Wholesale selling
prices unchanged; roasters 2326; special fed white rock fryers
18-19; few geese 25.
CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
steady ; wholesale buying prices
unchanged; 93 score AA .61%;
92 A 61%; 90 B 60%; 89 C 60;
cars 90 B 61%; 89 C 61.
Eggs about steady ; wholesale
buying prices-uhchangedto %
lower; TOTper cent or better
grade A whites 34; mixed 34;
mediums 25; standards 29; dirties unquoted; checks 23%.
NEW YORRTAP") -(USDA)Butter offerings adequate. Demand fair.
Wholesale prices on bulk cartons (fresh).
Creamery, 93 score (AA) 6363V4 cents; 92 score (A) 62%63; 90 score (B) 62%-63.
Wholesale
egg
offerings
ample. Demand good today.
(Wholesale selling prices
based on exchange and other
volume sales.)
New York spot quotations follow :
Mixed colors: Standards 3435; checks 27-28.
Whites: extra fancy heavy

Fail
To Generate
Upward Move

NEW YORK (AP)-The stock
market failed to generate any
momentum for an advance and
pursued an irregular course
early this afternoon.
The list wsi seen by analysts
as going through a continued
consolidation phase.
The Associated Press average of 60 stocks at noon was off
,1 at 329.4 with industrials off
.1, rails off .2 and utilities up
.2.
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was off 1.36 at
875.51.
An outstanding mover was
Texas Gulf Producing which
advanced more than 4 points to
a new high after opening on a
20,000-share block. The company and Sinclair Oil said they
had been notified that the Libyan government had approved
the sale of Texas Gulf Producing properties in Libya to a
Sinclair . subsidiary. Sinclair
lost a fraction.
U.S. Steel was down about a
point and Bethlehem a fraction.
Republic Steel eased.

WINONA MARKETS
Swift A Company

.

Thttt quotstlens apply as to noon ta.
any.
Will fe* taati Vtftrtns' Day ratalar baH-Mit hours.
Sty ine hour* art troni i -a.m. ta t
p.m. Monday tnrouflh Friday.
AM llvattock irrlvliig ittar clotlnfl
-rly carad lor, wilgl-atf
tlma will ba pro-p-j
-ind ArlcM th# toikrailngmorning.
Ho«t
Top butctiKt. IW-HO ib*.. 13.s5-14.21
Top IOWI
12.3S-12.7I
Cattta
Tha ctni* mtrktt: liters and titlftr*
35 ctntt fowtr; cwt stttdy.
High chalet
23.71
Top b*af cam
12.25
Cinntn ind cuttart
11,25-dovm
Vol
Tha voal marital It stttdy.
Top chalet
M.0S
Good and cholct
UM
Commtrclil -ind bontrt .. t.OO-down

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Haunt S a.m. la 4 p.m./ clottd Saturday!
Submit stmpla Mtort loading
(Nn* crop Barlty)
Na. I tii-lty
tl.1t
No. 2 btrlay
1.04
No. I btrlay
.ts
No. 4 btrlay
M

Winona Egg Market

Thai* quotation* apply a* el
10.-30 t.m. todty
Orad* A dumbo)
»
Oradt A (Itro*)
.37
Cradt A (madlum)
II
IJ
Orad* A (imtli)
Grada a
It
Oradt C
It

Bay State Milling Company
' No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 1
No. 1
No. 3
Ne. 4
No, 1
No7l

General Motors gained a fraction now that the last of its local plant disputes is settled and
GM can go into full production.
Ford lost a fraction as a
string of local strikes cut into
Ford output.
U.87 Smelting, Kennecott and
United Air Lines (ex dividend )
rose more than a point.
Polaroid lost more than 2.
Anaconda and Xerox fell more
than a point each.
Prices were mixed in moderate trading on the American
Stock Exchange.
Corporate bonds were mixed.
U.S. government bonds edged
higher.

northarn spring whitt , .. 1.(7
northern iprlng whiat ... 1.65
northern spring whiat
1.41
northern spring whnt .... 1.57
hard winter whttt
1.57
hard winter whttf
1.55
hard winter whtat ...... 1.51
hard winter wheal
...1.47
ry»
1.17
ryt .....
LIS

LIVESTOCK

SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. IM—(USDA)
—Cattle 7,500) calves 2,000; slaughter
steers only modtralely active ; law tarly
saiti steady, Itttr weak to 25 cants lower; heifers sleady to mostly 25 cent*
lower with a ft* salts 50 cents off;
cows fairly active, fully steady; built
tctlvt and strong; vtalers and slaughter ctlvts steady; faedtr contlnut In
wide demand, fully staady; high choice
with a Hm prima 1,200 Ib alaughtar
stttrt 24.25; other choice 950-1,230 Ibt
23.0O-24.O0; mixed good and dtolce 21-7523.2S) high choice 950 lb ¦liughUr heifers 22.7S; mott choice 159-1.000 lba
21.00-22.50; mixed good and choice 21.0021 .SO; utility and commtrclal alaughtar
cows 12.00-13.00; canner and cutter 10.OO12.00) utility and commercial (laughter
bulls 15.50-16.50, with several near 2.000
Ib* at 17.00; canner and cutter 10.0015.00) choice vtaltri 23.0O-3i.OO) good
11.00-21.00; chalet slaughttr calves 15.0017.00; good 12.O0-15.O0; good tnd eholca
eOO-SSO Ib feeder afeeri 1S.OC-2I.50/
standard and good 14.00-11.00.
weight (47 lba min) 37-38%; fart- • Hogs S.N0; barrows and gilts fairly
study* tows weak to 25 eanfa
cy medium (41 lbs average) 27- active,
lowtri feeder pigs weak te SO cant*
28; fancy heavy weight (47 lbs lower; l-J lto-225 lb barrows and gilt*
moil 1W-240 Ibt 14.O0-l4.2f; 240min) 36%-37%; medium (40 lbs 114.S0;
10 lbi 11.SO-14.00) medium 1-2 1*0-200
average) 25%-26%; smalls (36 lbs 1J.7S-14.2S) 1-1 270-NO Ib sow* 12.251271; Jl 3*0-400 lbs IU0-12.2S) choice
lbs sverage) 25%-26%; peewees 120-1*0
tb feeder pigs meetly 1U0.
(31 lbs average) 20-21,
Sheep 4,000; slaughter iamb trade not
established;
ewes and feeder
Browns: extra fancy heavy lambs steady;Slaughter
utility and good slaughter
)
38-40;
fancy
(47
lbs min
weight
ib feeder lambs 16.80-19,50; good ind
4.50-5.50; choice and fancy *0-a9
mediums (41 lbs sverage) 2S- ewes
choice 50-60 lbs 16.00-1100; good and
(47
heavy
weight
90%; fancy
choice breeding ewes t.00-11.00.
CHICAGO
lbs min) 5&-S9; smalls (36 lbs
. CHICAGO l«-(U5DA)-Hogs 12,500;
average ) 26-27; peewees (31 lbs butchers
mostly 25 cents lower; 1-2 190,
220 Ib butchers 15.S0-U.00; mixed 1-1
average) 18-19.
190-230 lbs 14.75-15.50; 230-250 lbs 14.0014.75; 2-3 250-270 lbs 13.10-14.00; 270-300
NEW YORK (AP)—Canadi an lbs 12.90-13.50; mixed l-J 350-400 lb
tows 11.50-12-00; 400-500 lbs 11.00-11.75;
dollar .9301, unchanged.
2-1 500-650 lbs 10.50-11J5.
Cattle 14,500) ctWM 290; high choice
CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA) — and
prime 1,150-1,150 Ib slaughter steers
Potatoes: arrivals 163 on track 25.25-26.25; load prime around 1,450 lbs
choice 1,100-1,400 lbs 24.25-25.25;
239; total U.S. shipments for 25.50;
choice 900-1,100 lbs 23.50-24 50; good all
Friday 341; Saturday 210; Sun- weights 21.00-23.25; standard arid "low
18.50-21.00; load lots mixed choice
day 1; supplies moderate; good
and prime 950-1,000 Ib heifers 23.50;
market
for
rusdemand good
23.65; part load 1.000 lbs 23.75; bulk
choice 800-1,050 Ibt 22.25-21.2i; good
sets firm, round reds steady ; 20.50-22.oo;
utility and commtrclal cows
Idaho
russets
carlot track sales:
11.75-13.75; canner* and cutters 10.2512.50; cutter to commercial bulls 15.006.15 - 6.30; Washington russets 17.00.
5.50-5.90; Minnesota North Da- Sheep 1,000; choice and prime BO-105
lambs 21.00-21.50;
kota Red River Valley round Ib wooled slaughter
and cfiolce (».50-21,0O; good 18.00reds 4.15-4.30; Wisconsin russets good
19.50; cull to utility 1S.OO-18.00; cull ta
good wooled slaughter ewes !5O-6.50.
4.50.
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FIRE RUNS
Snnday
7:15 p.m. — A call was received that rubbish was burning at the rear of 116 W. 3rd
St.

2 Houston Girls
Injured in Crash
Near Wyaltville

WYATTVILLE, Minn. - A
car driven by Dale Allen Volkman, 14, Rushford, went out of
control in heavy fog l-fc miles
south of Wyaltville at 10:43 p.m.
Saturday, resulting la Injuries
to two passengers.
The Winona County sheriff's
office said Volkman was driving north on Township Road ll.
Going down a straight grade, he
lost control, traveled onto the
right shoulder for 30 feet, hit a
bridge rail , and then traveled
another 48 feet , landing in a
*
ditch.
Dale and two passengers, Alts Todd, 16, and Stanley Mueller, 15, Lewiston Rt. 1, weren't
injured. Karyn Williams , 16.
Houston, received a cut leg and
hand snd Linda Todd, 14, Houston, facial cuts and back and
head injuries.
The Injured were taken by
ambulance to Community Memorial Hospital, Winona, Damage to the front and right side
of the 1963 foreign car was estimated at $200. It ia the property of Dale's father , Orman
Volkman.
one son, Michael ; two daughters, Ruth Ann and Kathleen,
and her parents,
The funeral service will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m at Mabel
First Lutheran Church, the Rev.
Bruce Boyce officiating. Burial
will be in the Mabel Cemetery.
Mengia Funeral Home is in
charge.
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Here are three kinds of tigers. We sell two.
(Have you priced a tiger lately ?)

The quick ones are ouri*-, The nolle ones. That's n Ponlinc Le Mnns- top left. Fierce. You enn get It wiih 250 hr> like most people. Or 285 hp like some. That' s a
Pontine GTO, nbove , f-' erodous, Comer, complete with 33f)-hp Trophy V-8. Bucket seats, Hurst floor shifter. Dunl exhausts. Heavy-duty springs. Redllne tlras. Even
n roal wnlnut rln.sh. 1he whole package. Lithe. Lean. Nimble. That other tiger? A puzzled cat, He checked out a "sporty" kind of c«r , learned It doesn't come with
_, .
tanas at thai striiipod-clown price. You look around, You'll see.
..
.. .. _

. _.

Quick Wldo-Trtck Tigers
Ponttac UMans & GTQ

1(1 THI NEW BONNlVlllf , STAK CMISr , GRAND PHIX . TATAIINA , It WAN*. *TO AND TIMPflT AT loon AUrHOfll/IO PONllAC MAIM.

C. PAUL VENABLES, INC.

110 Main St.

Winona, Minn.

Properly Transfers
In Winona County

House of the Week

WARRANTY DRiD
i
r»iul termite t* ¦•tinny Moravian
Church, Inc-Part ot NE'A of NEV4, Sac
S-KM-a.
GtraKi R. Buses at ox to Slat* et
Minnasota-NVjs of NW'A. Sac. 13-10*-*.
Willard L. Douglas at ux to Bin Llttl*
tt ux—Lot II, Block 7, Villas* of Honrwr.
Ksta Singer to Josaph P. Slngsr—EV*i
of NEK of Sec. 33- WV* of NWK and
Lot 3. Sec. tt-IOM.
By ANDY LANG
Msml* Bollman to Lamfeart Hamarskl
tt ux—Part of Lots 7 and I, Block 4.
AP Newsfeatatres
Plumar's Add. to Winona.
Pw-1-J.-Schllnlt tt ux to Statt of MinArchitects often are asked to
nasota— Lot 3 of Outlol 3. Auditor 's Plat
of Lewiston "East Side."
design a house that will fit on
Ftllx Tlbesar tt ux ts Shinty Loppnow
an irregular lot. Knowing the
—SWV4 and WV4 of SE'-i of See. 1S-10I-9.
Arnold A. Calthim tt ux to Paul H.
exact shape and dimensions of
McJames tt ux—Lot IS, Block 2, JohnAdd. to Winona.
stone's
the lot makes it possible to
Stanlty J. Palblckl tt ux to Raymond
i, Pozanc at ux—EV*i of Lot ?, Block
produce a design which is both
2, E. C Hamilton's Add. to Winona.
Richard A. King to John F. King—E.
distinctive and practical.
55 ft. of W. 72 ft. of Lots 2 and 3 and
S. I ft. of W. 47 ft. of Lot 3. Block
IT IS MORE difficult, howIM.m *^^^^^^
OP of Winona.
-V.-Jv...vvWW^U^,in«H|HOT«Hffi^
HWiM^.
mmmmm t ^ammmmaamaaamammmaaataBaa tm ^m ^^maammaiaimmamm
Robert H. Wilcox *t ux to Charles F.
ever, to create a house plan of
Kraft et ux—Lot 4, Block i, H. J.
raised gutter and extended rafters , giving the illusion of a Dunn
LOW-SLUNG RANCH . . . The long, low and sheltering
Subd. In Goodvitw.
such flexibility that it can be
Gtorga A. Williamson et ux to James
house
are
emphasized
by
the
trellis
around
the
lower
part
of
the
roof.
ranch
lines
of
this
V-shaped
placed on almost any irregular
M. Canar et ux—N'ly 30 ft. of Lot *.
Block la, Sanborn's Add. to Wlnoni.
lot merely by turning the design
Robert Rolbiackl et ux to William C.
plot, to be turned to take adTeska et ux—Part ot Lot 2 and of Swv.
to suit the terrain.
of SE','4. Sec. 17-10-M.
But architect Samuel Paul has vantage of a particular orientaL. J. Casper et ux to Howard R.
done Just that in the latest in tion with the sun.
Munson—Lot 20. Wntdale Subd. to City
of
Winona.
the House of the Week series The outstanding interior feaMelnert Nltnow tt ux to Paul Schultz
with a well-planned three-bed- ture of this interesting house is
-Part of NEV« of HBV*. Sec. 5-104-9.
John H. Rupprecht to Alvin F. Koehroom ranch with clean contem- the sunken, six-sided living
ler et ux-E'ly 105 ft. of Lot 7, Block
porary lines and all the modern room.
13, Mitchell's Add. to Winona.
Ptul J. Kieffer et ux to Betty E. Harcomforts and conveniences. Its
mon—Part
of SEV4 of SW'/i, Sec. 2-107-a.
,
TWO
STEPS
below
the
foyer
shallow V-shape enables it to
Alfred Fabian et ux to Donald R.
it
has
a
fireplace
at
the
rear,
Wooderd et ux—S. 10 rods of SE',4 of
be set on an odd-shaped piece
NEVi Of StC. 17; NV4 of SEN, See. 17space
for
built-in
cabinets
and
of land or, on a conventional
105-6.
glass galore, including a sliding
A, Ni. Oskamp Jr, et ux to Richard J.
Wittenberg—Lot 5, Block 2. Sunnyslde
door to the patio. In addition,
Add. to Winona
the living room may be opened
Welter Midler to Robert C King—Part
of Lot 2, Subd. W/i of Sec. 19-104-9.
to the family room via a folding
Henry B. Olson et ux to Eugene H.
door, thus creating a large freeOlson—Lots 8 and 9, Block 33. Hamilton's Add. to Winona.
flowing area, ideal for enterPhoebe Goven fo Celia A. Hamerski—
taining.
Lots 1 and 2 and E'ly -H of Lot 3, Block
I
,
Laird's Add. to Winona.
The living room is so positionShirley Loppnow et mar to Felix Tlbeed that anyone opening Uie front
tar et ux—SWW and WVs of SEVi of
Sec. 1*5-108-9.
door has a clear view of the
Harry V. Greethurst et ux to Wilbur
PHONE 7446
stylish fireplace. The huge foyer
A. Blaschka et ux—Lot 4, Block 3,
Burke's Add. to Lewiston.
serves as an effective circulation
Oliver H. Harrwlck to Kenneth M.
center , since it is possible to go
Rice et ux-Part of NWU of SWA end
SWVi of SWVi of Sec. 28 and pert of
from there to the living room,
SEVi of SEVA of Sec. 29-106-6.
the dining room, the family
General Contractor
QUIT CLAIM DEED
Robert O. Jahr to John E. Stenehlem
room, one of the bathrooms or
-Lot 2, Block 17, Plumer 's Add. to Withe bedroom wing without crossnona.
.
ing any other room.
Eugene H. Olson et ux to Henry B.
Olson—Lots 8 and 9, Block 33, Hamilton's
floor plan
Add. to Wlndna.
ALTHOUGH the kitchen is
of the house, as well as from the service
FLOOR PLANS . . . Note the excellent
Louis R. Chrlstophtrson et ux to
open to the family room, which
Rowland Koetz et ux—Lot 2, Block a,
porch to the patio.
traffic circulation of this unusual design, with
Add. to Lewiston.
Burke's
in turn overlooks the rear patio,
Chicago 1 North Western R.R. Co. to
easy movement from the foyer to any part
the
major
view
of
the
kitchen
is
Robert Wl. Wolter et ux—Part of SW'A
I FOR EVERY KITCHEN i
ol SE'A of Sec 19-16-10.
toward
the
front
via
a
corner
WUntqva Fount Convanltmm ¦
David sauer et ux to Harold J. Libewindow over the sink.
ra—Lot 4. Block 23, Laird's Add. »o Wi-

Distinctive Ranch for Irregular Lol

IEWB «
IUIIR *

GEO. KARSTEN

r
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SANITARY
Plumbing & Heating Co.
168 E. 3rd St.
Phone 5737

This unusual departure, in
turn, bas permitted a convenient
service foyer to be located close
to the driveway. Although it
faces the front, this service
entry is well concealed by an
outside porch and a wide overhang. The introduction of this
added convenience does not take
the place of the rear mud room
area, with its lavatory, laundry
alcove and closet, but is directly
tied to it.
The resulting "through" service hall, with its front and rear

POLACHEK
ELECTRIC
t
__
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Industrial — Commercial
and Residential Service

W>LL POLACHEK — Matter Electrician

tractive play of light anc
shadow.
The 1875 square feet withir
this house does not include the
two-car garage, foyer, basement
and patio.

H-56 Statistics
Design H-56 has a six-sided
living room , a dining room,
family room, kitchen , three
bedrooms, 2Vi baths, a service porch , mud room, patio
and two-car garage, with
provision for a basement.
There are 1,878 square
feet of living area, not including the service porch ,
patio and garage. The overall dimensions, as shown in
the floor plans, are 90'5" by
48'1", but the required lot
width will vary from 65 to
120 feet , depending on the
angle in which the home is
placed on the lot.

Building in Winona
19111 dollar volume
Residential . . . .
Commercial ...
Public ( nontaxable
New house-i
Volume same
date 1 963

For LASTING
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BLAIR, Wis. ( Special ) — The
explosion of a gasoline barrel
on the Edgar Nelson farm three
miles northwest of here prompted calling the Blair-Preston
firemen Friday at 8 p.m.
Nelson was smoking a cigarette while filling a five-gallon
can of gasoline . No damage resulted outside of the barrel and
stand which were wrecked.
Nelson escaped injury .
BIG DEAL
DALLAS, N.C. W> — George
Cox complained to Dallas town
officials that he was overcharged for taxes. Town Clerk J . J.
Moore checked
and said,
"That's right . We overcharged
him ."
Moore than asked the Town
Board to pass a motion authorizing a refund. A few days later , Cox received the refund:
Fifty cents.

$4 745,370

By adding 1 cup finel y-diced
fresh apple and •• •¦ cup crushed
peppermint candy to a package
of prepared pudding mix , you
have a delightful change from
a plain pudding lo a festive party dessert.

I

nona.

Leo M.. Ochrymowya et ux to City
of Winona—W. 10 ft. of S. 50 ft. of Lol
12, Block l, Rud Muswlck's Add. to
Winona.
Orval W. Kelltr tt «x to City of Winona—W. 10 ft. of N. 45 «. of S. 95 ft.
of Lot 12, Block 1, Rud Muswlck's Add.
to Winona.
August F. Kreuzer to City of Winona—
E. 10 ft. of S. 50 ft. of N. 300 ft. Ot
Lot 2, Lake Side Out-Lots to Winona
in Sec. 26-107-7.
Elmer j . Benz tt ux to City of Winona—E. 10 ft. of that part of Lot 2,
Lakeside Out-Lots to Winona in Sec.
26-107-7, lying N. Of I line 200 ft. S.
of S. line of Mark St.
John E. Stenehlem et ux to Robert
O. Jahr—Lot 2, Block 17, Plumer 's Add.
to Winona.
Margaret Hess et mar to Gertrude Hermes-E. 50 ft. of Lot 9, Block 1, Whitten's Add. to Wlnone.
First Stat* Bank of Fountain City to
Raymond Benedett et ux—Lots 5 and
6, Block 9, Blrge's First Add. to Winona.
Robert M. Wolter et ux to John U.
Wolfer ef ux—Part of SW'/< of SEY* ot
Sec. 19-106-10.
Herbert William Benz et ux to City of
Winona—E. 10 tt. of tmat part of Lot 2,
Lakes ide Out-Lots to Winona In Sec. 26
107-7 lying N. of a lint 200 ff. S. of S.
line of Mark St,
Harold J. Libera et ux to David Sauer
et ux—Lot 4, Block 23, Laird's Add. to
Winona.
Marvin Hundt fo Wilfred Hundt—SEVA
of NWU of Sec. 35-107-8.
Milton J. Range et ux to City of Winona—W. 10 ft. ot N. 45 ft. of Lot 12,
Block 1, Rud Wuswlck's Add. to Winona.
Harold Kreuzer et ux to City of Winona—W. 10 ft. of Lot 1, Block 1, Rud
Muswlck' s Add. to Winona.
Albert M. Clsewski tt ux to City of
Winona—E. 10 ft. of S. JO ft. of N. 250
If. of Lot 2, Lake-Sid* Out-Lots to Winona In Sec 26-107-7 .
CONTRACT FOR DSBD
Harold E. Armstrong et ux to Robert
L. Skappel et ux— E 5/4 of Lot 2, Block
146, O.P. & Plumer 's Add. to Winona,
LIMITED WARRANTY DEED
A. M. Oskamp Jr, et ux to Richard J.
Wittenberg—E'/J ot alley In Block 5,
Sunnyslde Add. to Winona.
DECREE OF DISTRIBUTION
Lydia Mastenbrook, deceased, to Sylvia Mastenbrook—SE'/4 of SE'/ii SW'A
of SE'i, S'/j of SW'A and NE'A of SE'A
of Sec. 20; SW'A of SE'A, SWVi and
all SW of road of Gov 't Lot 4 in Sec.
21; Gov 't Lot 11, Sec. 37; Sec. 28 except
SWV. of NW-4; NWK. of SW'A ; NW'A of
NE' .i and NE'A of NW'/« of Sec. 33108-JJ; NE'A of NE'A , Ws of NE'A and
E'/*, ot NW'A ol Sec. 39-108-B.
FINAL DECREE
Charles H. Tiffany, deceased, to Minnie Tiffany et al—SW'A of Sec. 35; SW'i
of NW'A, Sec. 35-105-7; SE'i of NW' .<;
NW'A of SW'i, Sec. 35 105-7.
ASSIGNMENT OF
CONTRACT FOR DEED
Kenneth E. Burmelsttr et al to Harold
Armstrong et al—W , M ft. of Lot 2 and
E. J ft. of Lot 3, Block 153, O.P. of
Wlnonn and 20 ft. squere lying S'ly
thereof .

inp caps so their long hair would
not clog pool filters. "Some of
these Beatle boys have longer
hair than the girls," Davidson
explained . "So the rule now
must apply to them. "
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For Comploto Partontlhad
Building Sorvlco Contact

Four remodeling projects
whose total estimated cost
comes to $1,700 were the only
building jobs (or which permits
were issued last week at the
city engineer's office.
The dollar volume of new
building for which permits have
been drawn thus far this year
now stands at $5,821, 184, compared with $4,745,370 at the
same date a year ago.
There have been 46 new house
permits taken this year, five
fewer than at this time in 1963.

BRUCE McNALLY
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
Phon-i 1-1051
104 Lake Strmmt

IF YOU WANT A

QUIET

LAST WEEK'S permits:
Arthur Schaale, 321 W. Mark
St., $300 for construction of a
rear porch.
Abts Agency, 159 Walnut St.,
$300 for remodeling at 829 W.
Wabasha St.
Mrs. Alvina Reinarts, 500%
W. Sth St., $850 for construction
of a canopy at 506 W. Sth St.
Bruce McNally is the contrac•
tor.
George Bunke, 1265 W. 2nd St.,
$250 for construction of an outside stairway.

HEATING SYSTEM,

PLEASE
INVESTIGATE OUR

LENNOX'
&URACUI-W"

OIL BURNER permit*:
Fair Heating Service, for Allen Todd, 65 Fairfax St., and
Francis Vancor, 615 E. Lake
Blvd.
PERMITS FOR gas-fired installations :
Kraning's Sales k Service, ior
Abraham Ueland, 620 Dacota
St.; West End Hotel , 850 W. Sth
St.; Dr. S. O, Hughes, 727 Winona St.; Fred Grimm, 952 W.
Mark St.; Andy Janikowski, 410
E. Wabasha St., and Earl Kratz,
174 E. King St. Superior Heating & Roofing Co., for John Watembach, 612 E. Wabasha St.
Winona Plumbing Co., for Helen
Brewer, 218 E. Howard St. Winona Heating & Ventilating, for
a city lift station at Front and
High Forest streets ; Sather Winona Homes, at 1711 Gilmore
Ave.; Clarence Tribell, 356 E.
King St.; Peerless Chain Co., 58
Center St. ; Donald Drazkowski,
416 Kansas St. ; Ray Miller, 524
E. 3rd St. Sather Homes, at 1701
Edgewood Rd.; Mrs. Frances
Miller, 303 E. Sanborn St. Fair
Heating Service, for Mrs. Ray
Kohner. 572 W. Sanborn St.;
Hilke Homes, Inc., at 340 Emhurst, and Larson Brothers, at
1617, 1621 and 1625 W. King St.
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Don't be satisfied
with less than Lennprf
We have a Furnace for Any
Heating Need . . .

it GAS -A- ELECTRIC
OIL • COAL
*

JAYCEES HELP MISSIONARY
LOUISVILLE m — Kentucky
Jaycees planned a week-long
mission for a medical missionary.
They collected sample drugs
from doctors' offices to be sent
to Dr. James W. Turpin, a native of Ashland, Ky., who is di-

QUALITY SHEET
METAL WORKS
HARQLD OFENL0CH
761 East Broadway
Phono S7W

"SEMSE-lbl. Work . .. SENSE-ibl. Prices"

SENSE
ELECTRIC SERVICE

1732 West

Phono 8-3762
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(Doors, walls, shelves. Ovor ;
•fireplaces.)
!
ALSO

"Pole Mirrors"

| room height.)
I
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"VALSPAR"
( SASH & TRIM
PA,NT >

I In white and gloss colors tor

! • xUr,or uw

(Brass rods - adjustable to i
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HEAVY SHEET

STEEL
Our Sptcialhtd Strvic-at
Also Include:
• Job and Contract Welding
• Boiler Repair Worh

WINONA BOILER
tt STEEL CO.
1=63-1(57 Watt Front Straat
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Gasoline Barrel
Explodes at Blair

SAUCE FOR TIIE GOOSE
BURLINGTON , N.C. '.Ti-The
$5,821,184
1,247,076 recreation director at Burling1,88<i,6!W - ton 's municipal swimming pool
announced this summer that
boys with long "Beattie hair2,687,415
cuts must wear bathing caps."
46
Joe Davidson said gLrls have
long been required to wear bath,

Phona SM

I
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' A permit for a new frame
Full study plan information on this architect-designed House
of the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint With it in house leads the list of building
j permits issued in Goodview durnand you can obtain a contractor 's estimate.
ing the last two weeks.
You can order also, for $1, a booklet called "YOUR HOMEI
It went to Edward T. WhitHow to Build, Buy or Sell It. " Included in it are small repro- : ten, who plans to build the
Week
issues.
ductions of 16 of the most popular House of the
! house and attached garage at
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase
,
875 46th Ave. Estimated cost is
the plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily $12,500.
News.
Roland Limpert, 840 39th Ave.,
Enclosed is 50 cents for baby blueprint on Design H-5S
? drew a permit to build an unEnclosed is $1 for "YOUR HOME" booklet
? attached frame garage estimated to cost $1,100. The third perNAME
,
mit went to Milton S. Poeppel,
STREET
4075 9th St., who plans to build
a frame porch at an estimated
CITY ...
STATE
cost of $1,200.

, THE BEDROOM wing, to the
|right of the entrance foy er , has
three bedrooms, two bathrooms
1
and five closets. One of the
baths and a over-size walk-in
closet are in the main bedroom.
Since any well-designed house
j must have a noise buffer beI tween the living area and the
i bedroom wing, architect Paul
has made doubly certain that
| any member of the family rej tiring early will not be disturbed. He has provided for a soundproof wall between the living
! room and the adjoining bedroom.
The long, low silhouette of
Design H-56 is enhanced by the
i exterior combination of brick
I veneer and vertical sidinc.
AN interesting use of a raised
gutter with extended rafters
creates a trelliscd effect nround
the entire house, adding an at-

m
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,

How to Buil d , Buy Goodview Issues
Or Sell Your Home House Permit

entrances, will save much wear
and tear over the years.
Another convenience feature is
the long breakfast bar between
the kitchen and the family room.
This bar, together with a table
whicb could be located alongside, can provide enongh seats
to feed a sizable group.

• 875 W. Howard
• Phone 9275

:'

¦

.

New Building
For Week
Under $2,000

recting a nonprofit medical program In Hong Kong for refugees
from Communist China.

Bulldiii R inst -ill-it ion ;m<l alteration projects can really *jet a
j-uy soinj ; in circles . . . but when it comes to tlie electrical
iwirt , don 't let iin.s(e»dy j udgment guide you. BE SAFE —
DKMANI ) TIIK HKiHKST QUALIT Y MKN ' AM) MATERIALS !
You enn rest assure-cl tbat our Licensed Bonded Klectriclnn s
give every Jot) the rare and concern needed .

BAUER ELP

225 East Third Stro-el
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PUTTY KNIVES
'j
GLAZIER POINTS
j RAZOR BLADE SCRAPERS
AND
"FLEX-O-TITE"
DOOR
S
WINDOW
i
| WEATHER STRIPPING
i
GLASS CUTTERS

WINONA PAINT & GLASS CO.
"Your Color Caioutet Store "

Phon« 3652

55-57 Wost Socond St.

Wo Deliver

Battle Lines Johnson Proud
MlhfMHtlN Forming for Of GOP's Help
By A. F. SHIRA
j
so .
Steelworkers
Compost, A Viluabls A«»et

r

. W our articles from time to timm it Imt been emphasized tbat
¦* homemade compost is one of tbo best sources of valuable
humus available to the average gardener for the Improvement
of the soil. Furthermore, it can Se made cheaply from leaves,
weds, «wl other leafy materials, ti well aa from kitchen
wastes, right in the back yard, It, also, makes a rich ingredient for mixing with potting sella.
Bsfore going further into the subject, it may be well to
— in
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it is the end product, or humus, that results from the
action of bacteria and chemicals on the dead remains of
plant and animal matter. When
these materials are brought
together with Mil in considerable bulk, it Is known aa a
compost "pita", or "heap".
Tha usual toll is generally
known as an inert mixture of
¦sand, atones, clay, silt and orBy ROGER LANE
ganic matter in various stages
AP Basinets Writer
of decay. However, strictly
NEW YORK (AP ) _ Things speaking, it ahould be thought
are hummin' on the railroad. of as morethan this, since good
Heavily laden tralna are (arden soil contains living
carrying factory products, coal, orms as well. In addition to
lumber, grain, ore and automo- tlie inert elements, the soil conbiles to mill, plant and market tains fungi, bacteria and other
at a rate unmatched since the microacoplc forms. Many of
these are beneficial, but some
prosperous mld-yiWa.
Wall Street has marked up may be harmful to growing
stock prices to match the recov- plants. Many physical, chemiand biological changes are
ery of rail earnings from the 15- cal
taking place in the soil oeyond
year low of 1961, and some tlie knowledge of the gardener,
stocks sell at double their Iowa
'WITHOUT AMPLE supplies
of early in the year.
Still, pockets of financial mis- of organic matter in the soil.
ery persist, especially in the beneficial bacteria and fungi
East. The Erie-Lackawanna, cannot continue to thrive and
Bending, Jersey Central and a their presence in large numbers
few other railroads are mired in is necessary for best results.
Compost is ideal for supplying
the red.
this need.
,
These are mostly lines burThe transformation of the
dened with short systems and raw organic material remains
money-losing passenger opera- into rich humus by the bacteria,
tions. Freight is a railroad's fungi and other soil organisms
bread-and-butter.
is a biological process . These
Over-all railroad earnings are organisms are not able to manexpected by financial analysts ufacture their own energy foods
and Railway Age, industry sucb as starches and sugars
weekly, to top $700 million in amd draw on the raw organic
1964, hitting an eight-year high, matter for then. In doing this
This estimate allows for add- they use up large quantities of
ed payroll expense from pros- nitrogen, phosphorous and potpective wage settlements with ash ts well as other elements.
union , employes. A charge In order to supply this need,
against the current year of $100 it is desirable to add an occamillion to $150 million could sional application of a complete
fertilizer to the compost pile
result.
for beat results.
Gains
through
mergers,
stepped up sales, major equip- THE SOIL organisms are not
ment innovations, job elimina- active at low temperatures and
tion, automation , better freight do their best work at temperacar utilization and improved tures above 65 degrees. They
maintenance have contributed start work at first on the
starches and sugars which are
to the brightened picture.
Underlying everything else il required for energy and later
swelling freight volume gener- attack the proteins of the orated by 45 consecutive months ganic remains which they require for cell growth.
of an expanding economy. 7
When properly seasoned, comBy the old-time yardstick of
post
is a rich, loose, friable
car-loadings, freight traffic has
substance
that supplies both
climbed to a 5% year high. But
humus and food that is readily
carloadings tell only part o the available to plants. Wben mixed
story.
with soil the porosity of the
latter is increased, thus perratitting tbe free passage of water
and air through it . Weli-rotted
manure is a good source of
humus , but it is not always
available.
Compost not only adds to the
fertility
of the soil, but as menWASHINGTON (AP ) - Act- tioned above, it greatly iming Atty. Gen Nicholas Katzen* proves the texture. It serves
bach predicts solution to the to increase the water holding
murder of three civil rights properties of sandy soils, and
workers in Mississippi because -will lighten those composed of
"I believe that eventually we heavy clay.
will get some - evidence and
WHILE THE making and opsome people will talk."
Katzenbach, interviewed Sun- eration of a compost pile requires some extra work on the
part of the gardener one of
POWERFUL PLUNGER CLEARS
the worthwhile objectives that
is attained is the economical
utilization of waste and refuse
in ajMyl
materials from the kitchen,
yard and garden. AU organic
wastes are grist to its mill such
,
^ oLLjti as weeds, leaves, com stalks,
Mb'*"5iM\
vegetable refuse and garbage .
Not all gardeners operate
compost piles, but those who do
consider the homemade humus
to be one of the most valuable
adjuncts of gardening. However ,
t _ _ _ W^L
_
____ \_
W
w
iili
the number of gardeners who
,
W_WM_ _ _ _ _ _Bllmr
compost waste materials is on
the increase as the value of the
finished
product is becoming
JTSS
BRA
iLmSSSa
....mm <*, n^irmmmii,
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more evident.
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Rail Freight
High,But Some
Roads Suffer

Attorney General
Hopes to Solve
Mississi ppi Case
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NIVIR AOAIN lhat aid* feellne
when yoor telle* overflow*

TOILAFLIX
Toilet (gasiPlunger

Unlike ordinary plujigm, Tbilaflex
dote net permit compressed alt or
meeey water to tpltih back or escape.
With Ibitaflex UM full pressure plows
through the doff ing; men and
•wishesit down. Can't mini

• DUMMO
• eccnuo

TO nix AT ANY ANOU
RIM mra AIR a WATIR

• CUTHI miLf, CANT SKID AROUND
• TAPtJIfOTAIL OIVIO AIR TIGHT FIT
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"
•enulneToUitlex'
at HAtOWAHl tto*H lyiavWHH I

day on a Radio Press International program, agreed the
government may have "Information that would point toward
some individual." But he said it
"may not be quite what is required to present a case and
secure an indictment."
The government has examined voting recbrds in 67 or 68
counties in Mississippi, Katzenbach said, "and 1 could predict
on the basis of those records
that it's going to be likely there
are going to be more voting
suits. "

PITTSBURGH (AP) - Battle
lines were forming Saturday in
a power struggle for control of
the big United Steelworkers
Union.
I. W. Abel, USW secretarytreasurer, virtually unknown to
the general public, announced
Friday he'll try to wrest the
union presidency from David J.
McDonald in the union election
Feb. 12.
Within hours, three powerful
USW district .directors in Ohio
tossed their support to Abel.
Observers believe other support
for Abel will be forthcoming.
There had been rumors of a
split brewing in the USW leadership for months.

The Pitta-burgh Poit-Ga«tt«
quoted unidentified sources in
the union aa saying that opposition to McDonald stems from
what they call his lack of com*
munication with the rank-andfile of the million-member union. Local officers reportedly
claimed they have been unable
to meet with McDonald to discuss problems.
Twice within about a year,
out-of-towh steelworkers picketed the union's international
offices in downtown Pittsburgh,
The Ohio support tor Abel, oi
Magnolia, Ohio, came from
three districts that contain
about 90,000 of the state 's 135 ,000 USW members.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson says he ia vary
proud of the work done in bis
administration by many Republicans and he thinks ths GOP
has a vital role to play in the
American system.
In an exclusive, copyright
interview today ln U.S, News **
World Report, the President
was asked how he viewed the
Republican party 's present role.
He replied:
"I certainly feel that the Republican party has an important
and vital role to fill in our system and in the making of our
national policies.

"I am very proud of the contributions made to the administration by so many outstanding
good Republicans and good
Americans, such as Secretaries
McNamara and Dillon (Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara and Secretary of the
Treasury Douglas Dillon), CIA
Director John McCone, Special
Assistant for National Security
Affairs McGeorge Bundy, and
distinguished Republican business-community leaders such as

LBJ Wants
Dillon to
Retain Post

WASHINGTON (AP)-President Johnson has asked Douglas
Dillon to remain indefinitely as
secretary of the treasury, informed sources said Saturday.
Dillon , 55. is restless for a
change after four years in the
post but has made no decision,
the sources said.
The Republican has held a
variety of jobs in international
affairs and finance since he
entered government under then
President Dwight D. Eisenhower in 1953.

Paul Schremp, director of tbe
Cleveland area district, said his
17-member staff has voted
unanimously to back Abel,
Schremp said they followed his
recommendation.
In Canton , director John S,
Johns said his staff took the
same action under his direction.
Paul Rusen, director • of the
Steubenvllle district, said his
district has lined up behind
Abel.
McDonald said of Abel's canAfter the assassination of
didacy, "it did not come totally
as a surprise...After all, this President John F. Kennedy,
seems to be the season for such Dillon told Johnson he would
stay until the new administraantics. "
tion was well established. DurMcDonald said he was una- ing the presidential election
ware of any dissatisfaction in campaign, he said he still conthe union. He pointed to bene- sidered himself a liberal Repubfits he said his leadership had lican. He openly attacked polibrought to the union.
cies recommended by Sen. BarAbel issued a statement say- ry Goldwater, the Republican
ing he and others seeking union nominee.
posts intend to see that the USW
The secretary feels that good
remains "a g
- reat union, owned progress has been made in bolby and responsible to the will of stering the domestic' economy
the membership." He declined and stemming the flow of dolto elaborate.
lars abroad.
It's generally believed the
Two other key administration
USW will reopen contract talks figures announced some time
with the basic steel industry ago that they intend to quit their
next year. The current contract jobs shortly after the election —
contains such a reopening Dr. Walter W. Heller, chairman
clause. At this point, it's any- of the President's Council of
one's guess what effect the un- Economic Advisers, and Robert
ion leadership fight will have on V. Roosa, undersecretary of the
future dealings wittythe compa- treasury for monetary affairs.
nies.
The job of undersecretary of
McDonald, 81, took over as the treasury — the No. 2 posipresident in 1952 upon the death tion in the department -r- has
of Philip Murray, founder and been vacant since the resignation in March of Henry M.
first president of the USW.
His only opposition for office Fowler.
Dillon's father has been ill
came in 1957 when Donald C.
Rarick, a millworker from and there is a possibility the
nearby McKeesport , took a secretary will take over the
crack at the presidency as the investment banking business the
leader of a group unhappy with elder Dillon founded.
A few years ago, Dillon, a
a $2 increase in monthly dues.
Rarick polled "about a third of multimillionaire, was quoted as
saying no job in private life
the votes.
Abel, 56, has been secretary- offers the satisfactions to. be
treasurer since McDonald be- found in government service.
He enjoyed the State Departcame president.
ment troubleshooting assignments he was given during the
Eisenhower administration.
If Dillon is seeking a challenge, he may find a great one
in his present job. The treasury
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah is scheduled to draw up propos(AP) -"This is a stickup. Give als for excise tax cuts and new
me the money," said the young tax regulations regarding foundman to the man behind the desk ations next year.
of the Rancho Lanes Bowling
Further Income Ux cuts may
Center.
C. C. Brinton, the man behind come in 1966. Also, the treasury
still is wrestling with a shortage
the desk, chuckled.
"Don't laugh. I'm serious," of coins, and the parallel probthe man said, keeping his right lem of a dwindling supply of
silver. The dollar outflow may
hand in his coat pocket.
Brinton, a part-time employe have been slowed, but it has not
who 'also is a Salt Lake City been solved.
There ha"ve been some major
policeman, whipped out his
pistol, held his man at bay and policy disagreements between
Dillon and Heller, although this
called police.
"I was just joking. Put that apparently will have little beargun away and give me an al- ing on Dillon's decision, especially since Heller definitely
ley," the gunman pleaded.
The joke was on Robert Vin- plans to resign. Heller usually is
cent Harrell, 22, however, He given credit for proposing the
was booked into city jail for income tax cut as a means of
bolstering the economy; the
attempted robbery.
treasury is given a major share
of the credit for pushing it
through Congress.
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"I was very proud during the
campaign to have the active
support of four former members
of the Cabinet under President
Elsenhower.
"I anticipate that gome of
those Republicans who supported ua during the campaign
will resume an active role in
leading the Republican party on
a constructive course to maintain tbe bipartisanship in government which is so essential to
America's success in ail fields. "
Asked how he interpreted tbe
vote in last Tuesday 's election,
he isid, "I believe the mandate
is for responsible, constructive
and progressive programs to
meet the problems of America's
agenda. "
As for his wide margin of
victory, he said, "I believe it
will strengthen the country's
hand. . . . America 's role and
influence for peace and freedom
ii. the times to come will be
strengthened by the unity and
agreement demonstrated by our
elections."

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
election of about 295 Democrats
to the House has raised the
hopes of a long-time advocate of
congressional reform for key
changes in House procedures.
Rep. Henry S. Reuss, D-Wis.,
called cu the heavy Democratic
majority Saturday to adopt
rules next January that would
make it easier for the House to
•ct on major legislation opposed
by committee chairmen. Many
chairmen are Southern Democrata who frequently oppose
administration bills.

One change urged by Reuss
would allow 100 members to
bring to the House floor a bill
that is part of the President's
program. It now takes 218 — an
absolute majority — to force
such action.
Another Reuss proposal would
permit a bill to be brought directly to the floor if the Rules
Committee fails to act on it
within 21 days. A majority of
the Rules Committee now can
prevent action indefinitely.
The 21-day rule was tried
during the 91st Congress but
(AP)
WASHINGTON
- repealed by the 82nd.
Guests at the Soviet Embassy's Reuss. in a statement, laid
annual celebration of the Bol- the 1964 platform o n which the
shevik revolution looked for successful Democrats ran calls
for a revision of congressional
Nikita Khrushchev's portrait on rules "to assure majority rule
its accustomed wall. They saw after reasonable debate and to
instead a water color of a snowy guarantee that major legislative
proposals of the President can
mountain.
'
While Khrushchev s pictures be brought to a vote after reasonable consideration in compresence was gone there was a
mittee. "
surprise guest at the party, a
"We must honor that pledge, "
sixth grader from St. Francis of said Reuss, who was a'lnember
Assisi School in Germantown, of the Platform Committee that
Pa.
wrote the plank.
Jeanne O'Callagban, ll , had
Reuss noted that the Ways
written the embassy for infor- and Means Committee haa remation to use in a school assign- fused for years to permit legisment. She received a suggestion lation for health care for the
that she come for it in person — elderly to come up for a vote in
and invitations to the celebra- the House. And for 16 years, he
tion for herself and her mother. said, the District of Columbia
¦
Committee has refused t o bring
out a bill granting home rule to
Three Dairymen
the capital.

Ot

By JACK LEFLER
AP Business News Writer
NEW YORK (AP ) - If you're
worried about a dwindling cash
balance, you 're in good company. The United States and Britain, among other wealthy nations, have similar problems.
Both nations this year expect
to send abroad more money
than they have received from

U.S. Urged to
Use Foreign
Currencies

other countries, The result:
balance of payments deficitsLike many private citiiens
and corporations, both nations
are financially strong for the
long term with growing assets
and ample credit, but the temporary drain of foreign exchange reserves proves embarrassing.

Measures being taken by* both
countries to *curb their payments deficits can affect the
cost and kinds of goods you buy
and possibly the kinds of jobs
that may become available.
Among other actions, the*
United States has stepped, up its
export expansion drive in order
to sell more U.S.-made goods
abroad. As more manufacturers
become export-minded, more
jobs are created.More than
three million American jobs ara
said to depend on exports.
The United States has also
imposed an interest-equalization
tax on purchases of foreign
securities, designed to slow the
outflow of private capital.

WASHINGTON (AP ) - A
congressional subcommittee hat
invited the government to come
up with useful projects to put to
work the $3 billion in U.S.- Britain recently imposed a IS
owned foreign currencies now per cent surcharge on imports
and plans a tax rebate for Britidle.
ish
exporters. The surcharge
The House Foreign Operations
will make it more difficult to
subcommittee said, for exam- sell American goods in Britain.
ple, that the State Department The tax rebate may lead to a
shouldn't be too timid to ask for wider variety of British goods in
$3,000 a year to operate a foun- American stores and also will
tain at the embassy in New foster increased competition
Delhi — if the money is in oth- against U.S. exports in other
erwise unused rupees. The ex- foreign markets.
pensive fountain now is dry for
Threats of retaliation by Eulack of funds.
ropean Common Market and
The subcommittee said in a other European countries raise
report Sunday the government's questions about the future direcstocks of local currencies re- tion of world trade : higher tarceived in return for some kinds iffs , and higher prices, restricof foreign aid is growing at a ting the choice of consumers; or
rate of $200 million a year. The lower tariffs and freer trade,
funds can't be changed into affecting the competitive posidollars. Some, by agreement, tion of protected industries and
must be used only for further someoof the jobs involved in
current production for domestic
foreign aid.
The report suggested unres- markets.
tricted funds might be used for During mid-November the
sucb things as schools for U.S. "Kennedy Round" of tariff nedependents overseas, language gotiations will enter a critical
instruction, more travel, re- new phase at Geneva with the
"Thus committees can act as pairs, or publishing low-cost filing of "exceptions lists" of
Give Milk Away
products each country will want
virtual -sublegislatures, " he books in English.
PARK RAPIDS, Minn (AP) said, "going their own way
to withhold from bargaining.
Three dairymen wound up giv- regardless of the House on most
Then all members of the European Free Trade Association on
ing away half-gallons of milk bills."
Nov. 19-20 will meet at Geneva
Friday after finding it was The present requirement for
to discuss their reactions to
illegal to sell it — eveb for a 218 signatures on a discharge
Britain's new import charges.
dime per half-gallon.
petition makes it virtually im(AP") - Gen.
The milk bonanza started as possible to get action through HONOLULU
Advirllsrmtnt
a project of the 34 - county Red this procedure, Reuss said. Holland M. (Howlin' Mad) New Many Wear
River Valley Milk Producers Since the rule was established Smith, who once commanded
Association, aimed at showing in 1936 only two bills have been the largest Marine Corps force
alleged unfair trade practices enacted through discharge peti- ever assembled, returned Sunday to his World War II comtions.
With LIHIe Worry
within the dairy industry.
"One hundred signatures on a mand post.
Eat, talk, laugh or sneeze without
Authorities said tbe dairymen discharge petition for the Pre- The 85-year-old retired four- r«ar of insecure false teeth dropping,
or wobbling. FASTBETH
would need a $150 peddler's li- sident's program seems about star general commanded the •lipping
holds plates firmer and more comcense to sell the milk, so they the right number," Reuss said. Pacific Fleet Marine force in fortably. Tbls pleasant powder haa no
gummy, gooey, pasty taste or feeling.
gave it away.
Under his proposal the 218 re- 1944 when it consisted of 260,000 Doesn t cause nausea. It's alkaline
(non-acid). Checks "plate odor"
"Created quite a bit of traf- quirement would remain on all Marines. The force now has 72,- (denture
breath). Gat FABTKSTHat
fic ," said Sheriff R J. Potter. other bills.
000 men.
•av drug counter

Wa ter Color
Replaces Nikita

Gen. Smith Back
At Honolulu Post

FALSE TEETH

Don't Be "Out In The Cold"
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THE COMFORTABLE FUEL!
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Utah Joke on
Wrong Man

HARMONY LEGION STAG
HARMONY , Minn. ( Special)
— An American Legion stag ia
scheduled Saturday at B p.m,
at the Legion hall here.
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John McCloy and Robert Andern

Congressional Business Mirror
Reform May Be
Cash Balances
Possible Now
Nations Dip
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Vikings Beat Futile 4 9ers, Worry About Baltimore Game
By GARY EVANS
- . -#
Daily News Sports Editor
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. —
They applauded a convincing
first-half demonstration, cursed a second-half letdown and
finally, buoyed by the thought
that their Western Division
record had once again risen
above the .500 mark, turned
their thoughts to what could
could be a cold and snowswept Sunday in Baltimore.
It took place in the Minnesota Vikings' locker room in
the depths of sun-splashed

Metropolitan Stadium here
Sunday after the Vikings had
rung up a 24-7 victory over
the futile San Francisco 49ers
after zooming to a 24-0 halftime lead.
"I hear they're waiting on
us," drawled Viking chief
Norm Van Brocklin in reference to Baltimore's leagueleading Colts. "We'll be takin '
a run at 'em. "
The Vikings, the only team
to beat the high-flying Colts
in conference play, make the
trip to Baltimore Sunday.,
Van Brocklin's comments

punctuated the silence of a
near-deserted room after the
happy Vikings had pushed
off.
"I guess it's human to let
up. " said the Dutchman in
reference to his team's "flat"
offensive play in the second
half. "At least we got to play
a lot of people. Vandy (Ron
VanderKelen ) and Michelle
(Tom ) got a lot of work."
Still, the 24-7 win came as
costly payment on the business of being a National Football League team as right
linebacker Bill Jobko, a ro-

bust tiger, was lost for the
season because of a fractured
left arm incurred during a
second-half blitz.
"That's going to hurt," said
Van Brocklin? "We can put

(John) Kirby in there or
(John) Campbell if we want
to go witb a little more experience."
But despite the second half
of frustration that saw the
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to help swell the attendance
total to 40,408, by catching six
passes for 91 yards and scoring a touchdown.
"It wasn't too bad a day,
Reichow admitted. "I missed
a few blocks here and there,
but catching the ball felt
good. I'd say in terms of
catching the ball it was my
best "day this year . I'd like
to be a little faster, but I
can't help that."
Counting the opening kickoff by Fred Cox, it took the
Vikings just four plays to get
on the board.

Viking defensive unit lose its
first shutout in history on a
79-yard pass from George
Mira to Dave Parks witli just
under four minutes left, it was
a perfect afternoon for a slowdrawling Iowan, playing before many former worshippers.
Jerry Reichow, the 30-yearold end who starred as an
All-American quarterback at
the University of Iowa, thrilled many Hawkeye fans, who
had shucked of t tbeir feelings
of humility following the
Hawkeyes' loss to Minnesota,

After Cox' boot had sailed
out of the end zone, 49er quarterback John Brodie went
back and completed a pass
to Parks for a gain of six.
Smashed immediately, Parks
dropped the ball and captain
Rip Hawkins picked it up and
rambled to the 15.
Bill Brown gained one on a
sweep, and on the next play
Fran Tarkenton fired the
swing pass to all-pro Tommy
Mason who bombed into the
end zone from 14 yards out
VIKINGS
(Continued on Page 14)

Ramblers Shred Benilde by 14-7
AS FAR AS WELCH IS CONCERNED -

Everything Was Just Per fect
By ROLLIE WUSSOW
Daily News Sports Writer
If you were to ask the
man on the street how he
liked the weather on the afternoon of Nov. 8, chances
are he would answer something like "thoroughly enjoyed it. "
This is exactly what Cotter
football coach Bob Welch
had to say about the afternoon. But he had a bigger
reason to be happy. His team
had posted a 14-7 win over
St. Louis Park Benilde.
Benilde came to town fresh
out of the Central Catholic
Conference, the most respected parochial grid circle
in the state, in hopes of a
final-game prestige victory
over the Ramblers.
As it turned out, the Ramblers are the ones who turned in the "prestige" win,
shocking the visitors with a
rock 'em, sock 'em type
style of play.
"I am a very happy man,"
was the echo of Welch this
morning. "The kids play a
whale of a ball game. We
knew we were due for one
good one; you could sense it
coming all week in practice."
What was the overall difference that provided the
Ramblers with a final 3-5
season record?
"Desire, plain and simple, "
said Welch, armed with
quick answers. "From the
point of the opening whistle
to the end of the game we
were in it all the way. The
whole team, especially the
seniors, wanted to play a
real good last ball game. "
John Nett Jr., the team 's
captain and workhorse, contributed another stellar role
in the Rambler wm. The 6-0
senior, playing his final
game, crashed his frame
through the Red Knight wall
for 81 yards in 17 carries
for a 4.8 average. In almost
a replay of his fine performance in the Rushford win,
Nett led the team in tackles ;
set up the team's second
touchdown ; scored the first
himself , and also accounted
for an extra point.
"Everybody played well, "
continued Welch. "Bob Allaire called a fine game at
quarterback , and Darrell
Holzer did a good job at
halfback. "
With the win the Ramblers completed their season
by copping three of their
last four games. A few
breaks in the Mondovi and
Lanesboro games, might
have produced a 5-3 mark ,
the same as last year in one
of Cotter 's best years.
"Like I said at the be-

ginning of the season," recalled Welch. "It'll take us
awhile, but once we start
getting some experience in
these kids, we'll come
along."
Was the season successful?
"Very. We expected to
start slow, we did, and we
finished strong. I think it's
a good sign of what's to
come in 1965,"
Winona High also brought
down the curtain on its campaign, giving Marv Giinderson a 4-5 season mark in his
rookie coaching year at Winona. The Hawks finished
4-4 in the Big Nine, which
Gunderson calls one of the
"toughest leagues around."
Gunderson, who came to

BRUTAL DEFENSE . . . Cotter's Ramblers were a determined band of gridders as
they closed out their 1964 football season
with a 14-7 victory over St. Louis Park Be-

By TIIK ASSOCIATED PRESS
Is Tobin Rote, a premier
starting quarterback for 15 professional seasons, trying to upstage young Daryle Lamonica
as an American F o o t b a l l
League super-sub?
Rote , who lost his San Diego
starting job four weeks ago to
three-year pro John Hadl ,
bailed out Hadl and the Charg-
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He sot his kind ot loan
with his kind oi payments
People «re differ-* nt . . . ao nre their money
needs. And nobody dot* quilo HH much alx-ut
thia aa Public Fina nce.
Next time you need money . , . «lonl with your
kind of people who offer tlie rif - ht kind of loon
with aonsibie j-pnyraent* you ran afford .
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Phona 2itt

ances during the season.
"Hazelton (Al) is definitely
one of the best, if not THE
best running back in the
Big Nine. I'm convinced of
that.
"Our offensive line could
block with the best of
them," Gunderson rambled,
"and Gary Addington did a
fine job as a junior quarterback . We would have liked
to use (Bill) Squires' passcatching ability a little
bit more than we did , but
we didn't have the opportunity that many times."
The city's three grid
teams finished above the
.500 mark , posting a 13-11
won-lost mark . Winona State
was 6-1, Cotter 3-5, and Winona High 4-5.

nilde at Maxwell Field Sunday. Here an unidentified Benilde ball carrier is soundly
smacked down . (Daily News Sports Photo)

Rote Bails Out
Hadl, Chargers

No wonder this man is smiling!

~
~

Winona from St. James —
and prior to that, Harmony
— where he had piled up
amazing won-lost percentages, had his worst season
in 11 man football here. But
he is not remorseful.
"Overall," G u n d e r son
said, "I think we did a
pretty creditable job. 1 feel
that the season was respectable, but I won't be satisfied until we come through
with a conference championship.
"You've got to be well
balanced in this conference,"
continued G u n d y. "You
can't be strong at any few
positions and expect to do
real well."
Gunderson had praise for
much of his team perform-

Pro Football
Standings
NFL

ers Sunday with a second-half
passing barrage that overhauled
stubborn Denver 31-20.
The 36-year-old veteran of
three pro leagues — American ,
National and Canadian — fired
two touchdown passes in the
second half , carrying the Chargers to their sixth straight victory.
The comeback route almost
had become the private domain
of Lamonica , Buffalo 's sophomore signal-caller , but the Bills'
relief pitcher had to settle for
a standoff with Rote Sunday
despite another clutch performance.
Lamonica came off the bench
and directed the Bills to their
ninth straight triumph , a 20-7
uphill decision over New York ,
before a record AFL crowd of
60,300 paid at Shea Stadium. It
was the sixth time 'this season
that the Bills, only unbeaten pro
club , had come from behind to
win with the 23-year-old Notre
Dame alumnus in commandLamonica passed 80 yards to
Glenn Bass for a touchdown and
set up two field goals by Pete
Goglak , enabling the Bills to
hold their 2-vi-game Eastern
Division lead while virtually
killing the Jets' title chances.
The Boston Patriots, who nipped
Houston 25-24 Friday night on
nino Cappclletti' s last second
42-yard field goal , are second in
the East with a 6-2-1 record and
New York is third at 4-3-1.
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EASTERN CONFERENCE
PT
W. L. T. Pet.
Cleveland . 7 1 1
.175
141
St . Louii
1 3 1 .MS
214
Dallas
4 4 1 .500
Ui
Philadelphia
4 5 0 .444
200
Wash Inglon
* I I .333
Ut
]
Pitt-burgh
6 0 .333
141
} ' 1 .250
New York
IM
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Baltimore
I 1 0 .Ml* 114
Detroit
5 1 1 .(25
1J7
Los Angeles
S 1 1 .435
201
213
MINNESOTA ] 4 0 .55*
214
GREEN BAY 4 4 * .554
San Franclico 1 7 • .222
193
Chicago
1 7 • .333
111
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Baltlmorf 40, Chicago 24 .
Dallas 31, New York 21.
GREEN BAY 30, Detroit 7.
Lot Angeles 20, Philadelphia I *.
St . Louis 34, Pittsburgh 30.
MINNESOTA 24, San Franclico 7.
Cleveland 34 , Washington 14.

OP
172
235
141
171
20»
221
227
15]
152
1*5
201
152
341
252

Neff Stars
As Coffer
Cops Third

By DICK rAPENFUSS
Daily News Sports Writer
From the viewpoint of Cotter Rambler fans, Sunday afternoon couldn't have been more
perfect. There were many contributing factors :
• The weatherman produced
perhaps one of the nicest Sunday afternoons of the football
season as the temperatures hovered near the 70-degree mark.
• A fired-up team of Ramblers displayed outstanding determination to a parents day
group. Even though the Ramblers were facing a great disadvantage in the size department, they moved the ball well
enough to score early in both
halves.
• Nine seniors closed out
their high school careers on a
successful note. Led by John
Nett's crunching tackles, a key
interception and 69 yards in 15
carries, the squad closed out
the 1964 season with a 3-5 record.
All of that added up to a 14-7
victory over St. Louis Park
Benilde.
The Rambler 's scored in the
first quarter following an exchange of the ball on downs by
both teams. Cotter opened the
game by returning the kickoff
to its own 35. Two runs by Nett
and one by Pete Meier put the
ball three yards short of-a first
down and forced a punting situation. Mike Schoener got off
a short 12-yard kick.
COTTER BEGAN its second
series on its own 41. Nett cracked for three yards and followed with an eight-yard run for
a first down in Benilde territory. On ficsf 'down, Pete Meier
plunged for three yards. Second down followed with a twoyard dive by Darrell Holzer,
making the situation third-andfive.
Quarterback Bob Allaire did
some fine faking before hitting
Bruce Olson with a 42 yard
pass to the three-yard line
where Olson was forced outof-bounds. With 3:35 remaining
in the first quarter, Nett pounded in from the three. Allaire
passed to Bill Knopick after faking to Nett for the point after
touchdown and the score stood
7-0.
The Ramblers rose to the occasion on defense after Benilde
racked up a pair of first downs
and pushed into Cotter territory behind the strong running
of Quarterback Tom Coffman
and Gary Lauman. The Ramblers held on fourth down and
short yardage on their own 33yard line to kill the rally.

TWO INCOMPLETED passes
and a 12 yard loss by Lauman
forced a punt. Cotter put terrific pressure on Hoffman as he
got off a high two-yarder. This
gave Cotter the ball on the Benilde 27 with only 20 seconds
AFL
remaining In the half,
EASTERN DIVISION
Benilde fumbled the second
W. L. T. Pet.
PT OP
play of the second half to set
Buffalo . . .. » 0 0 1.000
271 13]
Boston
.. . J 2 1 .750
231 1*7
up the final Cotter score, the
New York
4 3 1 .371
112 151
Ramblers recovering on BeHouston
1 7 0 .722
157 241
WESTERN DIVISION
nilde 's 35-yard line. Nett scamSan Diego
4 2 I .750
235 IN
pered seven yard s and 26 yards
21) 111
Kansas City
4 4 0 .500
off left tackle to put the ball
111 241
Oakland
1 7 1. .125
Denver
1 a I .111
Dt 32*
on the two. Nett struck for one
FRIDAY ' S RESULT
before Allaire carried for the
Boston 2J, Houston 24
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
score. A quick pitch to Nett
Bullalo 20. New York 7
provided the PAT to run the
Kansas City 41, Oakland 7.
San Diego 11, Denver 20.
score to 14-0.
Three first downs and a 15yard penalty in the third quarter put Benilde on the Cotter
lfi. Halfback John Boufford and
Fullback Ted Colvin did most
of the carrying. They scored
from the 16 as Lauman passed
off the halfback option to Boufford in the end-zone on a "picBy THK ASSOCIAIT.I) I'KKSS ture " play. Tom Phillips sucBaltimore 's Colts , .sent reeling cessfully kicked the extra point.
in their season opener hy the
ANOTHER RENII. DK threat
Minnesota Vikings , rolled to
their eighth .straight victory und was stymied in the fourth quaropened up a g^-gume lead over ter when John Nett intercepted
the Lions and Los Angeles a pass on Cotter 's 111 and reRams in the National Football turned it to mid-field.
The final Benilde threat was
league 's Western Division by
stampeding the Chieago Bcnrs stopped when a "statue of lib40-24 Sunday,
erty " piny resulted in a fumble
In other games, Cleveland that moved the ball from the
dumped Washington ,')4*a4 , St. Cotter 22 back to the 31. BenLouis outlasted Pittsburgh :14- ilde fought back to the Cotter
:j(), Dallas clumped New York 16 where the Ramblers took
3J-2) and Los Angeles got past over on downs with I: II remainPhiladelphi a 20*10.
ing.

Coifs Romp
To Sth Win

NEARLY ANOTHER . . . Tommy Mason, ,* good for nine yards off left tackle and set
Minnesota Vikings' all-pro halfback , whirls
up a 22-yard field goal by Fred Cox. Tht
toward the end zone and another touchdown
Vikings scored a 24-7 victory before 40,408
against the San Francisco 49ers at Met Stafans. (Daily News Sports Photo)
dium, Bloomington, Sunday. The gain was

Northern League
Teams Set to Go
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - All
six teams of the Class A Northern League are ready to operate
in 1965—IF .
The . big question involves
major league working agreements for half of the teams—
Duluth-Superior, Grand Forks
and Winnipeg.
Northern League officials,
meeting here Saturday, said
they will put it up to the major
leagues at the meeting in Houston late this month.

MRS. WUNDERLICH
TO HEAD GROUP
Leonard DuBois and Warren Wunderlich. were reelected to three year terms
on the Westfield Golf Club
board of directors at the
annual meeting Saturday
night.
Mrs. Warren Wunderlich
was elected president of the
Westfield Women's Golf Association to succeed Mrs.
Kermit Halverson .
Approximately 180 people
attended tbe meeting and
banquet.

SPORTS SCORES
J RA
V

SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Boston IM, Detroit 11).
Lot Angeltt 130, San Franclico in,
Philadelphia 105, Cincinnati 101.
St. Louis IH, Bllllmort tt.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Boston IU, Cincinnati lot,
San Francisco 130, New York Ul .
TODAY'S OAMIS
No games scheduled.
TUESDAY'S GAMES
Baltimore vs. Detroit at Philadelphia.
San Franclico at Philadelphia.
New York at Los Angeles.

NHL

SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Chicago 3, Montreal 1.
New York 1, Toronto 4.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Boston I, Chicago 2.
Detroit 3, Montreal 1.
TUESDAY'S OAMIS
Detroit at Boston.
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Bays of Old Crush Lions, Taylor Runs Wild
GREEN BAY ith - The Green Bay Pac*.
era' National Football League title hopes art
dim, but they 're playing like champions of
old to salve their wounded pride.
The Packers put together tremendous
offensive and defensive efforts for the second straight week and mauled the Detroit
Lions 30-7 Sunday before another packed
crowd of 42,327 at City Stadium.
Despite the triumph , the Packers remained in third place in the Western Division, three games behind the front-running
Baltimore Colts and a half game behind Detroit. And only five games remain.
The offense set the tune and the defense
picked It up as the Packers swept their twogame season series with the Lions and boosted their record to 5-4.
The Packers took the opening kickoff and
promptly called on Jimmy Taylor. The harddriving fullback picked up 13 yards in two
carries for a first down at the Green Bay

40 before a penalty moved the bill back tb
the 25. Then quarterback Bart Starr took
'
charge.
Starr carried twice for 32 yards and hit
on four passes in directing his mites downfield and setting up a one-yard scoring plunge
by Taylor . Paul Hornung, who later booted
field goals from 40, 19 and 34 yards out , added the first of three conversions and his
mates were off and running.
The defense took the cue and promptly
stopped the Lions' attack , forcing a punt
which gave Green Bay the ball on its 16.
Taylor wasted little time. He took a
pitch from Starr, turned right end behind
a block from Forrest Gregg, picked up another block from Paul Hornung and took
off down the sideline.
Taylor bowled over defender Bruce Maher at the Detroit 35, slowed down to enable
teammate Bob Skoronski to catch up and
then carried Wayne Walker on hi? back as

he crashed through Dick LeBeau at the
corner of the goal to complete a masterful
84-yard scoring run.
"I had great blocking, " Taylor said later
while receiving congratulations for piling
up 145 yards in 19 carries. "The touchdown
run was the farthest I've ever gone — in
college or pro or anywhere. "
Taylor 's touchdown jaunt , the longest of
the NFL* season, boosted the Packers into
a 14-0 lead and the Packers were in command to stay.
Hornung, who had cashed only six of 20
previous field goal attempts, added two in
the second period to boost Green Bay into a
20-0 halftime lead.
The Packers literally exploded for a
third touchdown. Starr fired a pass to Ron
Kramer, who went 55 yards to the Detroit 27,
where his attempted lateral to Max McGee
bounced off a Detroit player. McGee scooped
up the ball and raced untouched into the end

zone to complete an 82-yard scoring maneuver.
Hornung had a 41-yard field goal attempt
go wide a few minutes later , but was true
on his effort from the Detroit 34 early in the
finale.
The Green Bay defense manhandled the
Lions before Detroit put together its lone
scoring thrust , Milt Plum hitting Gail Cogdill in the end zone with a 23-yard pass with
just nine seconds remaining.
The Packers grudgingly surrendered 50
yards on the ground , while piling up 232
by rushing, mainly on Taylor 's fine performance. Tackle Henry Jordan , end Willie
Davis , tackle Ron Kostelnik and linebacker
Ray Nitschke were tremendous in stopping
the Detroit attack .
Plum completed 18 of 33 passes , but
was dropped eight times for a total loss of
55 yards while trying to throw. Starr hit
on 14 of 20 tosses for 217 yards.

National Ruling Is Final Says Giles Indians Cop
Notre Dame Vs. Alabama
But In Which Bowl Game?

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Notre Dame vs. Alabama —
this is beginning to look like the
prize post-season bowl package,
but the question is: Who's going
to get it?
Sponsors of both the Orange
and Sugar bowls are drooling at
the mouth just thinking about
such a pairing but realize a lot
of intricate pieces fi rst must be
fitted into the jigsaw to make it
possible.
Both Notre Dame and Alabama face perhaps their most
critical tests this week. The

Irish are host to a rebounding
Michigan State team which
hasn't lost to the South Benders
in 10 years. Alabama goes
against a tough and bitter rival ,
Georgia Tech, at Atlanta.

If the two survive, they might
well finish 1-2 in the national
standings. Notre Dame sources
have indicated the Irish might
abandon their long-time antibowl policy if a national title
situation came about.
The Orange and Sugar bowls
apparently afe the only ones

Cobbers End Leona Lubinski
Pounds 574 to
Season by
Lead City Keglers
Rapping Augs

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Jake Christiansen capped 24
years of collegiate coaching Saturday when his powerful Concordia Cobbers ripped Augsburg
39-18 for the Lutheran school 's
first perfect football season in
history.
The Cobbers, certain to be
named as one of the four teams
to compete in the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics ' post-season playoff , finished with a perfect 9-0 season
record and won the Minnesota
Intercollegiate Conference race
at 7-0, dethroning St. John 's
which wound up tied for third
at 4-3.
Christiansen has compiled a
18-H1-9 record in his long stint
at Concordia , but never before
had an unbeaten , untied season,
The march to the MIAC crow n
was climaxed Saturday when
the Cobbers crushed runnerup
Augsburg (fl-2 In the MIAC).
Concordia did It like it has all
season , with 213-pound fullback
Dave Hclde crunching for 215
yards on 25 carries and the
light , swift Cobber line outmaneuvering the bigger Auggics. Hcide ran for two touchdowns and Bob Nick passed for
two more.
St. John 's smacked MacalesGustavus
while
ter
24-0 ,
Adolphus earned a tie for third
with the Johnnies by edging
Minncsota-Duluth 21-20. In the
ot her game , llamllne nipped St.
Thomas 7-0.
KlRowhcrc on (lie state college
scone , North Michi gan mauled
MorningK irtr
Miink ato
51-6 .
blitzed Moorhead '.14-11 , Grinnell
downed Carleton 20-0, Valley
City, N l)., edged Morris 14-7
anrl SI. Olaf got the only victo ry
be;iting Knox 27-« .
(Inl y -three games remain for
stale teams next week. Mankato plays at South Dakot a State.
St . Olsif hunt s Grinnell and
Cailclon travel s lo Monmouth
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Loud Schuth and His Band
E V E R Y SATURDAY NIGHT
SMORGASBORD DAILY
EXCEPT SATURDAY
Chicken—Fi»h—Spaflh«ttl
Pork Hoek»— Salad Bar
Roll*—Biittar—Bevarag*

$1.50

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Sunday—Noon 1© 8 p.m.
Mon Thru Fri —5 fo 10 p.m,

OAKS
Phona mnn

Retfaurrmt ft lounpe*CharcoJil Steak* Alwayi
Mlnnet-ota City, Minn.
Visit Rlnc Mnon Lounge
Oimliiskn. Wis.
Carl Gafltnfurtne-r—M«jr.

Leona Lubinski, rolling for Lubinski-DavIs in the Westgate
Guys and Dolls League, had a
big Weekend.
She Just missed causing • disturbance among the women's
top ten series by rolling Ml-213180—674 to lead her team to 2,158. Gordy Ferguson, meanwhile, was rapping 221 to lead
Ferguson-Colbenson to 779. Bev
Schmitz picked up her first 200,
a 204.
WESTGATE BOWL: Junior
Girls — Bowlerettes hammered
685—1,318 while Wendy Pozanc
was cutting down 258 for Pozanc
Trucking and Daun Schuminski
151 for Alley Cats.
Junior Boys — Don Michalowski paced All Stars to 737 with
his 195—470, Strikers totaled 2,089.
Jacks and Queen* — Selma
Laufenburger dumped 190—524
and Roger Laufenburger 197 as
Double L's clobbered 2 ,236. Cliff
Madland ripped 201—541 as 300
Club clipped 786. Leona Lubinski , subbing for Double L's walloped 202-5S6.
Kings and Queen* — Pete
Pederson, subbing for VaughnMlynczak , clipped 228 — 566
while Double O's, led by Viola
Overland s 187—475 , breezed to
809—2 ,205 ,
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PRKSTON MKKTINC J
PRKSTOIN, Minn. (S pecial )-The Preston Sportsmen 's Club
will hold Its regular mccling at
Ihe Servicemen 's Club Thursday at 7:30 p.m. There will be

movies and lunch.

with a chance of landing such a
glamor game. They have no
strings, whereas both the Rose
and Cotton bowls are bound by
conference commitments.
Notre Dame and Alabama
saw their hopes for a national
title strengthened Saturday
when second-ranked Ohio State
absorbed 'a staggering 27-0 beating at the hands of Penn State ,
a team that had lost four
games.
Four other members of the
Top Ten — Georgia Tech, Louisiana State, Florida and Purdue
— also lost, narrowing the list of
championship candidates and
hot bowl prospects,
Only five major teams were
left with unbeaten and untied
records. Besides Notre Dame
and Alabama, these include Arkansas , Nebrask a and Princeton.

The top-ranked Fighting Irish ,
17-polnt favorites, had a close
call against big, powerful Pittsburgh and won by the margin of
Joe Azzaro 's 30-yard field goal
in the second period 17-15, Pitt
was stopped at the Notre Dame
16 late in the game.
Penn State, beaten by Syracuse, completely crushed Ohio
State, limiting the Buckeyes to
five first downs and 63 yards.
The Nittany Lions scored in
every period.
Third-ranked Alabama won
its eighth straight game in beating eighth-rated Louisiana State
17-9, Arkansas , No. 4, overpowered Rice in the rain 21-0. Nebraska , No. 5, moved toward
the Big Eight title by edging
Kansas 14-7.
Sixth-ranked T e x a s , beaten
only by Arkansas , rallied on a
late Marvin Kristynik pass for a
20-14 triumph over Baylor.
Georgia Tech, No, 7, lost to
Tennessee 22-14 . Florida , No. » ,
fell before Georgia 14-7 and
Purdue No. 10, bowed to Michigan State, a team whose hopes
it had wrecked on numerous
occasions, 21-17.

Big Question:
Who's Going
To Stop Celts!
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Boston Celtics * championship express hasn 't been derailed yet and wllh 10 straight
victories It 's headed straight
for Recordvil le.
The Celtics won their ninth
and 10th over the weekend and
are now ju.it five nhy of the
record for consecutive victories
at the /iinrt ol the season . The
mark is 15 set by Washington In
1H4H.
Cincinnati, strutting along
without Oscar Robertson , was
the Celtics ' latest victim 106-I0:i
Sunday but the Royals threw
quite a scare into the Celts before going down.
Boston held a 24-point margin
after three periodn but Jerry
Lucus , who had 117 points and 211
rebounds , and Bud Olscn , who
scored all 15 of his points in the
final period, triggered a Royal
rall y thnt nearly pulled it out.
Tom llcln-iolui HUV C 'I the* tVlta
with three vital free throws in
the final minute to hold Cincinnati oft. Sam Jones placed Boston with 2A points and Tom Sanders added 18 .
On the West Count , the San
Francincfl Warriors look a 70-55
halftime lead and went on to a
1110-121 triumph over the New
York Knicks.
SIG HARRIS DIES
MINNKAPOLIS ( AP ) - Sigmund (SI R I Harri s , 81 , Minnesot a Gopher quarterback on
11102 1)4 teams and later an assistant grid coacli , died early
Sunday,

Officials Need
Not Worry Now

MILWAUKEE (AP) - Warren Giles, president of the National League, says Milwaukee
County officials do not need
anything in writing to insure
that the Braves will play ln
Milwaukee in 1965 as ordered by
the league.
"They
must trust us,"
said Giles Sunday night, "We
thought It was a clear cut decision."
At a meeting in Phoenix ,
Ariz., Saturday, the league gave
the Braves permission to move
to Atlanta in 1966 but instructed
the club to live up to Its contract
to play all 1965 home games in
County Stadium.

IT'S TIME FOR
WINTER SPORTS
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
La Crosse wound up in second place in the final football
standings of the Wisconsin State
Unive rsity Conference , thanks
to upset-minded Stevens Point.
The Pointers blanked River
Falls 17-0 Saturday night and
ruined the Falcons ' chances of
capturing runnerup honors, Stevens Point had handed Eau '
Claire, now champion for the
second straight year, its only
County corporation counsel
conference loss earlier in the i
Robert P. Russell said Sunday campaign.
>
night he would recommend that
the county board obtain a writ- In other weekend garnet
ten commitment from the Whitewater cinched third place
league that the Braves will play with a 23-19 conquest of Stout
in Milwaukee next season be- and Eau Claire , which claimed
fore dropping a suit instituted to the title a week ago, downed last
force compliance with the con- place Platteville 13-7.
tract.
La Crosse wrapped up its seaWhen the league decision was
son Friday night by edging Oshannounced, county board chairkosh 14-13 while Superior bowman Eugene Grobschmidt said
ed to Bemidji State of Minnethe county probably would drop
sota 51-20.
its injunction proceedings. But
he said later he had been cau- River Falls was not able to
tioned by attorneys against get closer than the Pointer 28
asking dismissal of the suit. The yard line in a game played in
next hearing is set for Tuesday. thick fog throughout the second
"Dismissal might affect our half. The winners counted a pair
future negotiations with the of touchdowns on passes from
Braves, " Grobschmidt said Larry Balousek to Ron Terwithout elaborating. Before the nouth and George Tigges to RogBraves said they wanted to er Eriekson.
move to Atlanta in 1965 the Jonas Ezerins scored twice for
county
offered
concessions Whitewater on short busts while
John Martinek made another
worth $125,000 a year.
"There are no tag ends of any on a plunge. Mike Dunford was
kind," Giles said , "I don't antic- on the throwing end of Stout's
ipate any further action on the three markers.
Milwaukee situation. "
Eau Claire trailed 7-0 In the
He nald the league 's unani- final period until Ray Chey,
'
mous decision was "the final ka the league s top scorer ,
plunged
over
from
the one-yard
action that certainly anyone* can
line. He had scored on a 57anticipate . "
Braves ' board chairman Wil- yard burst' in the second period.
liam Bartholomay said, "We Platteville s touchdown came in
are perfectl y satisfied with the the third period on a plunge by
Dan Ostrenga.
decision ."
We are going to do the best
we can to give the people of
Milwaukee the best brand of
baseball we are capable of giving. We think we have a club
capable of winning the National
League pennant. "
John McHale , the Braves '
president and general manager ,
said , "Milwaukee ls our team
and our city in 1965 and we are
not giving a thought to what
might happen in the future. "
CHICAGO iif) - Ohio State 's
Buckeyes,
despite their shockThe league action wai called
a "fine development" by Rich- ing 27-0 loss lo Penn Stale , reard Cutler, attorney for a grou{5* main solid favorites to win the
of Milwaukee businessmen who Big Ten title and grab the Rose
hnve offered to buy the Braves Bowl bid.
Losing non-conference games
from the current owners.
is, nothing new to Ohio Slate or
He said the Milwaukee group
would "continue its interest , " Head Coach Woody Hayes. Since
Hayes took over the reins at
but did not anticipate the BarOhio State , the Buckeyes have
tholomay group would want to
fashioned a so-so 22-10 record
sell. However , Cutler added ,
against
outside opponents while
"they might change their minds
turning
in a Sfl-lii mark in conafter they have a chance to do
ference
competition,
some figuring. "
All of whicli means nothing
except that Ohio State can win
the title by defeating NorthwestSouth Dakota Girl
ern and Michigan in the finnl
Named Miss Rodeo
two games of the season.
Ohio State holds the Big Ten
LAS VEGAS , Nov. f API-Pat load with a -4-0 mark , Purdue ,
a
Keren , a 20-year-old coed from 21-7 upset victim at the
hands
Rapid City, S.D .. was crowned of Michigan Stale, is in a secMiss Rodeo America of 19(55 ond place tie with Michigan , 21Sunday.
fi victor over Illinois
Miss Korcn , who alte-nds Colo- No mutter whnt Purdue
and
rado Women ' s College In Den- Michigan do the rest of the
ver , dofented girls representing Niui.Non, neither elm catch Hayes '
2.'! stntes. She'll reign over thr hoy s if the Buckeyes win their
mil ion 's rodeos in the coming lust two games. However , Ohio
yenr .
Slate could clinch Ihe title this
Saturday If the Buckeyes cun
UK. TI.N
whip Northwestern and both
W.
L
T.
Pel
Michigan and Purdue lose.
Ohio Slati
- t » 0
1 000

Bucks Still
Favored to
Caoture Title
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Florida Ihoroughbro-d racing
begins Nov, 2fi at Tropical Park
in Coral Gables , shift ;-* to llinIcah Park on Jan. Hi , then ends
with a (iulfstrcnm Park meeting, (iullhtream closes April 211
Sunshine Park near Tampa runs
from Jan. , 21 .through March 24.

The two city high schools
get their winter sports prac-,
tice seasons under way today.
At Winona High , John
Kenney will be drilling his
cagers for the first time,
new wrestling coach Dave
Moracco gives his charges
their initial tests and Lloyd
Luke will be working his
swimmers.
At Cotter , John Nett will
work wiih all non-footballers. The basketballers who
were out for football will report next Monday.
Winona High opens its
basketball schedule at home
against Mahtomedi Nov. 27,
Cotter against the same
team a night later.

\_ \w

Football Bruins Solve
Scores Problem:Meet,
Bea) Hawks
IAIT

Syracujt V, Army IS.
Maryland 17. Navy 32.
Dartmouth 11, Columbia 14.
Notre Dame 17, Plttiburgh II.
Yali 11, Plnniylvanla ».
Brown Jl, Cornell 31.
Colgate 14, tuck-tell i.
Princeton 14, Harvard I.
Boston Collifa I, Vlllanove 7.
SOOTH
Alabama 17, LSU ».
Auburn U. Mlllliilppl State ).
¦
North Carolina », Clemton t.
Georgia 14, Florida 7.
Kentucky 11, Vandarbllt 21.
South Carolina 17, Citadel 14.
Wake Poreit 20, Duke 7.
Virginia 14, William i, Miry 11.
Tennessee 21. Georgia Tech 1*4.
Mississippi 14, Tampa 0.
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 31, Rice 0.
Texas 30, Baylor 14.
Ariiona 14, Idaho 7.
Texas ASM 33, SMU t.
MIDWEST
Michigan Sla te 21, Purdue 7.
Michigan 21 , Illinois 4.
Nebraska 14, Kansas 7.
Minnesota 14 , Iowa 11.
Northwestern 17, Wisconsin 11.
Oklahoma 10, Iowa Statt •.
Missouri U, Colorado 7.
Miami (Olilo } 35, Toledo 14,
FAR WEST
Air Foro 74 , UCLA IS.
Southern California IS, Stanford 16.
Washington Slate 21, Oregon 21 (He).
Oragon Stele* 24, Indiana 14,
Washington -M^california It.
Wyoming ID, Utah State 20 die).
Utah 47 , Irigham Young 11.

Minnesota Colleges

Concordia i t , Augsburg tl.
St. John's 24, Macalester 0.
(tustavus Adolphus 21, Duluth 10.
Hamline 7, St. Thomas 0.
northern Michigan 51, Matlltsto I.
St. Cloud «, Minot Q.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 21 , Michigan Ted
I.
MCrmngsldt 34, Moorhead I.
Grinnell 20, Carleton I.
St . Olaf 37, Knox 4.
Valley Clly 14 , Morris 7 .

Wisconsin Colleges

Northwestern 17, Wisconsin 13.
Carthage 20, Carroll ie .
Beloit 30, Lawrenca t.
Northland 1*4, Bllendal* (N.D.)

».

Stall

Eau Claire 13, Platteville 7.
Cornell 30, Ripon 27.
Whitewater 23, Stout 1*.
Stevens Point 17, River Foils 0.
Northwestern (Wit.) 41, Eureka I,
Wisconsln-Milweukoi 11, Michigan Ticti
1.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Boston Bruins have found
the answer. Play once a week
and when you do, make sure it'l
against the Chicago Black
Hawks.
The National Hockey League
cellar dweller* were without a
win after nine games when they
first ran into Billy Reay 'a Black
Hawk s a week ago Sunday. The
result was a 5-2 victory and the
Bruins took a week off to recuperate.
Sunday night they took on the
Black
Hawks
again
and
stretched their modest winning
streak to two games with a 3-2
victory. The 13,381 Boston Garden fans saw the victory but
onlv
Bruin right wing Tommy
I
Williams felt it .
Williams was lying prone in
the Black Hawks ' nets, pushed
there hy Chicago defensemnn
Pierre Pilote. when Johnny
Bucyk' s winning goal came
whistling into the cords.
In Detroit , the league-leading
Red Wings ran their unbeaten
streak to eight games, beating
. Montreal 2-1.

I STRAMPE WINS
i* GARDEN CITY , N.Y. (AP)i Bob Strampe of Detroit won the
Professional Bowlers Association National Championship
[ Sunday by capping his two-day
j match play competition with 19
victories in the 25 games. He

won $7,500 and upped his earn*
ings for the year to $2-8,842.
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DENNIS THE MENACE

*HgYj IWON'T WrSSMY PIATB fOR CMR075/'
BIG GEORGE

VIKINGS

( Continued from Page 12)
with 1:02 elapsed. Cox added
the point.
The next time they got their
hands on the ball the thundering Viking offensive unit moved in, covering 74 yards in five
plays.
With a first-and-ten on their
26, Mason swept to the 29
and Brown rolled right end
for 11 and a first down on the
40.
Tarkenton 's pass to Hal
Bedsole. the brash rookie who
has been restored to starting
status, was good for 30 and
a first down on the 49er 30 .
On the next play, Tarkenton
faded and the stumpy Brown,
a bow-legged mass of determination on a pass play, slipped behind Matt Hazeltine for
the touchdown . Cox kicking
the point to make it 14-0 with
3:31 elapsed .
The quarter ended that way,
but the second period was just
over a minute old when a
Viking drive that began on the
Minnesota . 23, stalled on the
San Francisco- 13. Cox' field
goal attempt from the 22 was
good and the score 17-0.
It progressed by seven before intermission as the
Vikings scored again with
8:17 elapsed.
Beginning the push on their
20, Brown went for four and
then eight for the first down.
STATISTICS
Vikings
Flrat downs
14
Met yards gained
JM
Yards rustling
142
•Yards passing
154
Times thrown and yards
lest attempting to pass 3-17
Passes attempted
15
Passes completed
31
1
Passes Intercepted by .
. 5-161
Punta .
Punting average
55.4
Yards penalized
til
Fumbles and fumbles lost 3-1
Number of rushing plays 44
Average gain per rushing
l.Z
play
Total offensive plays
11
Average gain per offensive
4.1
play

"Remind you of your FOOTBALL career, George?"
APARTMENT 3-G

4'Jeri
11
537
»2
1SS

catch, obtained possession
again and sprinted to a first
down on the six.
Mason gained one to the
five and Brown two straight
ahead b e f o r e Tarkenton
scrambled to the outside and
Reichow fooled Ben Scotti as
he reversed direction in the
end zone and took the pass
completely in the **clear. Cox
added the point and it stood
24-fl.
Things would get no better.
Although the defensive unit
k e p t the shutout intact
throughout the third period,
Ron VanderKelen and the remainder of the second-string
backfield went in in the fourth
period.
The only thing that resulted
was the 79-yard touchdown
pass from Mira to Parks.
But VanderKelen was happy: "It's fun - to get in and
play when you 've got it won . "
For John Brodie, the eightyear veteran from Stanford,
there was little cause for rejoicing. "When you get kicked around like we did today,
you can't be very happy about
anything. Our offense isn't
worth a damn and our defense isn't much better!"

SCORING SUMMARY
7 —7
SAN FRANCISCO
0
0
0
10
0
0—24
MNNESOTA
. ' . . .. * .. 14
San Francisco scoring-. TO-rParks (Tt,
pass from Mira). PAT—Davis (kick).
Minnesota scoring: TD— Mason (14 , pass
Irom Tarkenton); Brawn (30, pass from
Tarkenton); Reichow (3, pass from Tarkenton). FG—Cox (21 yards). PAT—Cox
3 (kicks).

Christiansen Is
Hall of Famer
M U UH M KJ A U ,

:-54
3»
*
1
*-305
44.1
4-71
->!
11
4*
4*
4,i

Tarkenton's pass to Reichow
was complete for 15 yards
and the swing flip ton Mason
produced another 15 and a
first down on the 49er 38.
Brown cruised the middle
for five and then slipped for
a loss of two before Tarkenton's pass to Mason over the
middle was good for a 29yard gain.
Mason broke into the clear
at the 25, had the ball bobble
into the air after the original

Minn. \i\n —

Coach Jake Christiansen of the
undefeated Concordia College
football team has been elected
to the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA)
Hall of Fame.
Christiansen, who has coached
at Concordia since 1941, learned
of the honor Saturday after his
team defeated Augsburg 39-18 to
complete a 9-0 season and win
the Minnesota Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference championship.
The award will be presented
Dec. 12 at Augusta, Ga.
A letter from A. O. Duer of
Kansas City , secretary-treasurer
of the NAIA , noted that "selection for this honor is made on
both ethical and moral standards, as well as high skill in
coaching. "
By Alex Kotx ky

Want Ads
Start Here
NOTICI
Thli newspaper will be responsible
for only one Incorrect Insertion of
any classified advertisement
published In the Want Ad section. Check
your ai and call 1321 If a correction must be made.

Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily News
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

D-94 , »«, 91.
E*3, I, I, 10, II .

Loit and Found

4

MISSING — expensive emerald cut diamond ring. Liberal reward. Write P.O.
Box 165, Winona.
"
"
LOST—automatir~Brownlng giin. R«ward.
Harmony Hotel, Winona, Minn. Tel.
¦
_ UU.

Personal.

7

MEMO TO VIRS: Thanks a lot for the
outing Election Day- The ducks were
real good. I hope you 'll Invite me again.
Ray
Meyer,
Innkeper,
WILLIAMS
HOTEL.
"
WELL kept carpets show the results of
regular Blue Lustre spot cleaning* Rent
electric shatrtpooer, $1. R. D, Comet Co.
HAVE * YOUR Borgans shortened and
ready, when Old Man Winter wants to
go steady, W . Betslnger, 66V- W. 3rd.
BRING In your Lawn Boy mower for a
winter
overhauling.
ROBB
BROS.
STORE. 576 E. 4th.

By Dal Curtis

By Ernie Bushmiller

Dated October 29, 1964.
C. D LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Brehmer end McMahon,
Attorneys for Petitioner .
(First Pub. Mondey,

Nov. 2, 1944)

Business Services

14

WE'RE ON YOUR SIDE In the never-endIng battle agHnst dirt. Let us help you
preserve the beauty and prolong the life
of your carpeting with an at least once
a year prolesslonal cleaning ot rugs and
floor coverings. Tel. 3722 for free estimates.
WINONA
RUG
CLEANING
SERVICE, 116 W. 3rd.

State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
) In Probate Court
No. 15,915
Plumbing, Roofing
21
In Re Estate of
Thaddeus Czaplewski, Decedent.
KEN-WAY
electric
SEWER
CLEANING
Order for Hearing on Petition for AdminJERRV'S PLUMBING
istration, Limiting Time to File Claims
Tel- 9394
827 E. 4th
and for Hearing Thereon
Carl E. Czaplewski having filed herein
a petition for general administration statFor clogged sewers and drains
ing that said decedent died intestate
Tel. 9509 or 6436
1 year guarantee)
and praying that The Merchants National Bank of Winona be appointed administrator;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on November 25, 1964,
at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
in the probate court room in the court
Special truck, Sanitary & Odorless
house In Winona, Minnesota; that the
G. S. WOXLAND CO,
time within which creditors of said deTel. 864-924S
Rushtord, Minn.
cedent may file their claims be limited
to four months from the date hereof, ADD A SECOND BATH and end morning
line-ups and while you're at 11 Install a
and lhat the claims so filed be heard
LINDSAY waler conditioner. Soft waon March 12, 1965, at 10:30 o'clock
ter Is no longer a luxury, your laundry
A.M., before this Court in the probate
looks better, your dishes hav e new
court room In the court house In Wisparkle, you save on soap, bathing Is
nona, Minnesota, and that notice hereof
a joy. Inquire today at
be given by publication of this order
in the Winona Daily News and by mailed
Frank O'Laughlin
notice as provided by law .
PLUMBING & HEATING
Dated October 30, 1964.
Tel. 3703
207 E. 3rd.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
Help
Wanted—Female
26
(Probate Court Seal)
Harold J. Libera,
~
REGISTERED NU R S"^Licensed PractlAttorney for Petitioner.
cal Nurse, Practical Nurse. Apply at
Watkln 's Home. Tel. 8-2944 .
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 2, 1964)
DENTAL ASSISTANT, full time employState of Minnesota ) ss.
ment, must be neat , efficient, and must
County ot Winona
) In Probate Court
like to meet people. Write E-IO Dally
No. 15,91*
News.
In Re Estate ef
- "
YOUNG LADY for telephone soliciting
Helena B. Leicht, Decedent .
from her home, good pay, must have
Order lor Hearing on Petition for Adminprivate phone or willing to have one
istration, Limiting Time to File Claims
installed. Write to Mr. Larson, Store
and for Hearing Thereon
No. 14 .Miracle Mile, Rochester, Minn
Frederick E. Leicht having filed herein
a \pelitIon for general administration WAITRESS at downtown restaurant to
staring that said decedent died intestate
work full time days, experience helpand praying that Dorothy Leicht be apful, but not necessary. Good ¦wages.
pointed administratrix;
Tel. 7411.
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 4, 1964, at
27
10:30 o'clock KM., before this Court In Help Wanted—Male
the probate court room in the court
WANTED man for general farm work.
house In the City of Winona, MinneJohn Hlllig, Waumandee, Wis. Tel. Arsota; that the time within which creditors
cadia 57-F-22.
of said decedent may file their claims
be limited to four months from the WANTED union sheet metal worker for
ventilation work In Winona. Tel. 645-0451
date hereof, and that the claims so
Como Specialty Co., St. Paul.
filed be heard on March 12, 1965, at
10.* *K> o'clock A.M., before this Court
In- the probate court room In the court
house In the City of Winona, Minne- MARRIED, to assume established terrisota , and that notice hereof be given
tory. This route produced in excess of
by publication of this order in the
$6,400 net last yeSr. Send work record
Winona
Dally News and by mailed
and qualifications to E-12 Dally News.
notice ss provided by law.
Dated October 30, 1964.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probale Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Brehmer annd McMahon,
Attorneys tor Petitioner.

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
CALL SYL KUK OWSKI

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service

SALESMAN

Pub. Monday,

Nov . 2, 1964)

State of /Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
) in Probate Court
No. 15,919
In Re Estate ef
Mary Prudoehl, Decedent.
Order lor Hearing on Petition lor Administration, Limiting Time to File Claims
ana*- for Hearing Thereon
Clarence Prudoehl having tiled herein a
petition for general administration stating that said decedent died Intestate
and praying that Clarence Prudoehl be
appointed administrator;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 4 , 1964.
af II o 'clock A.M., belore this Court
In tht probate court room in the court
house In Winona, Minnesota; that the
time within which creditors ot said decedent may file their claims be limited
to (our months from the date hereof,
and lhat the claims so filed be heard
on March 5, 1965, at II o'clock A.M..
before this Court In the probate court
room In the court house In Winona .
Minnesota, and thai notice hereof be
given by publication of this order In the
Winona Dally News and by mailed notice as provided by law .
Dated November 3. 1964
E. D L I B E R A ,
Probate Judge.
(Probnte Court Seal)
Bergh a*. Kino ,
Attorneys for Petitioner,
SI
Charles. Minnesota.
(First Pub , Monday, Nov. 9, 1964)
PARK

R E C R E A T I O N BOARD
Winona, Minnesot a

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
FOR
FLOWER PLANTS

MARY WORTH

By Saundert and Ernst

Scaled Proposals marked "Flower Bid*
will be received In the Office of fhe
Secretary of lha Park Recreation Board
of Ihe Clly ol Winona, Minnesota, until
5 OO pm , November 33, 1964 , to furnish
flower pl'nlmgs In accordance with fhe
specifications prepared by Ihe City Engineer nl Winona, Minnesota.
Sperilir -tions and proposal form may
be obtained al the Park Recreation Of
tlce , Clly Hall- Winona , Minnesota. All
bids muni he submitted on the proposal
forms furnished
A rrrtlflert check or hldder ' i honrt
shell accompany each hid In an amount
equal to a| It.sst five pen ml (5* ? i ) of
the bid. made payahle to llm Park Pre
reatlon Boarrt . which ih/ill bi* forfeited fn
fhe Hoard In the even. Hi* successful
bidder fells
In enter
Into • contract
wiih lhe Board
Tha Boird reserves the righl to reltci
any and All hlrtv and lo waiv e tnlor
malitles.
Dated al Winona, Minnesota,
OcfObT Jl, 1964
*.**. J. BAMBFNEK . Secretar y,
P a r k Recreation Board
(Fi rst

MARK T RAIL

By Ed Dodd

Blackleg Bacterine
SO dote tlie

tS.Tt

M dost site

a-4.71

JO due tlie

**.n

Erysipelas Bacterine
"Lepto" Bacterine
Hemorrhagic
(Shipping Fever )
SO dose site

14,SO

.

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

Poultry, Eggs, Supplie» _ 44
~

DEKALB 20 week old pullets, fully vaccinated, light controlled, railed on ilat
floors. Available year around, SPELT2
CHICK HATCHERY, Rolllntjitone, Minn,
Tel, MW-2311,

46

Wanted—Livestock
_

~
HOLSTEI fTsPR! INGING COWS ai*d half*
art wanted, alio open and bred hell*
en. E. E. Gremelibach, Inc., Lewiston,
Minn. Tel 4161.

Pub . Monday,

Nov . J,

l»64)

) ss
Stale nf Minnesota
County of Winona
I In Pinnate Court
No U*. 171
In Rt Eitatt
el
Phillia s. Photky, Decedent,
Order far Hearing en Final Account
and petition lor Distribution.
Tht representative of tha ntinve named
• Matt * i«vi«g tlttd H«i tlnal account and
ptMlon for
settlement
and allowan ce
Ihrraof and fnr ni*>trlhullon to Ihe per
ions thereunto enlllled .
I t IS OFtnt R f c P , l hat Ihe hearing
thereof
he had nn December 3, ltA4 ,
al II o 'clock A. M . before this Courl
in tht probate court room in Ihe court
hnuit In Winona, Minnesota, end thai
nolict haieof be given tiy publication ol
ftu s order »n lh* Wlncna flatly Newem! hy mnilert nnlite »•, provided hy law
Daltd October ?» Itat
E D I I IU. RA
Prribale Judge .
(Pinnule Cnuil Stall
D'nnn A Challren
Allorney for Petitioner.

Well k n o w n nationwide
company wants 2 or 3 salesmen.

K
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

you are looking for:
Job with a future.
Job *vith advancement .
Above average earnings.
Salary plus commission .
Factory training,
Tel. La Crosse 2-7766
or write

E-9 Winona Daily News

for interview.

Help—Male or Female

28

NOW IS THE TIME
to get in on
the

FARM-OYL

All purpose 8-ender
socket wrench
or
Handy Dandy 3-ft.
step ladder with
the purchase of 30
gallons of oil.

40

Loans - Insurance Real Estate
FRANK WEST AGENCY
173 Lafnyelte St
Tel
(Nexl to Telephone Oillce)

M40

el
LOANS "ilnT„

PLAIN
NOTE-AUTO-PURNITtJRB
170 E 3rd
Tel, 1915
tt rs, t a m. to S p.m., Sat . ? a.m. 'o noor

Wanted to Borrow '
$3,000 at
News

J". Interest . Write

41
E-ij

Horses, Cattle, Stock

Dally

43

'
HEREFORD hellers ."'*** , and 1 sleerTtroin
artificial breedinu- M- lo 400 lbi , I
Hereford hull, arlltlnal breeding, IB
months old; i Hereford cows, with
calves al 'ide, 71 feeder plQu, I weeks
old led Slln-son, I mile In valley N E.
nl Wine Mou si, Hlutl Siding.
F E E D E R PIGS —
Cochrane, Wn

9« . Schwanke

Bros ,

P U R E B R E D Yorkshire hoar» , excellent
type , veC'Inn 'ed lor Cholera and Fry
ilpelas
licit nroi , Caledonia, Minn
Tel. IH l l i l
HOI S T U N K I I I I S se iv kcahlr afle, 100
Ih huller 'at her rt avornfl e wllh r ecords .
Ru)seli Pri so ns. M charltt. Minn Tal
*>H '4 t 6V
"
HOI S 1 FIN purebred bulli, serviceabl e
age. Stephen Kronebutch, V . rn Hei E
ol Allure, Minn
FEEDER PIGS* -i6 Mrs fhrul *iieber*
alar tounlain Clly , /Vis Tel. Heir 43M.
lOP QUAI I T Y Hereford rows. JO bred
fo rail April I, pregnancy tested . 14
rowi with calvei at title
fop Shel'
Cattle Co r,«lesv,|l», W U. Tel, Center
vllle 5Jt-;i)l.

- ..

BURKE'S

FURNITURE MART
East 3rd and Franklin Sta.
Free Parking Behind Store
Good Thing* to Eat

65

POTATOES, Russet Burbank, 50 lbs.
12.35 ; black walnuts, hickory nuts, S
lbs. 4?c. Winona Potato Mkt„ HB Mkt.

Gum, Sporting Gooda

66

Win che ster

& Rem ington
deer slugs
also German deer slugs.
Trade in your present
gun on a new one.
Liberal allowance on
your gun.
We can save you money.
NEUMANN'S
121 E. 2nd

USED FLUTE
926-4916.

Article!

67

"BREEZY ACRES"

49

"
CULTURED SOO
1 roll er 1,000
72a E. 'th
'
Tel 62M or M132
_
" ~
GUARANTEED top quallty black dirt
HALVERSON BROS.
Tal. .4402 or 4S73

Hay, Grain, Feed

69

70

and case, Tel, Mondovi
¦

We Service and Stock
Needles for All
RECORD PLAYERS

South on New Hwy. 14-+31
Open Saturday Afternoons

Hardt's
Music Store
"
1W E. 3rd St.

ANYTIME IS
MUSIC TIME
When You Own A

&¦;'GIBSON
or

& EPIPHONE

SO

HAY FOR SALE—In semi lets. Raasorv
able. Tel. 7483.

Guitar or Banjo

EAR CORN from^icker, approximately
20l,i moisture. Tel. Houston 894-3427
after 7 p.m.
^_

Tops in their field.

Articles for Sale
DUO-THERM space
tank . 472 W. 4th .

heater

57

with * f-gaI.

BOY'S GREEN alpaca lined coat, size 1*9,
$12; boy's black trousers, size 34, S3;
boy's black zipper overshoes, size 11, 12.
5o7 E. iih. Tel 958-3, (after 5:30).
SECTIONAL davenport, excellent condition, total length 108 in., upholstered In
nylon covering. Tel. 9195 after 5 p.m.
HAVE YOU SEEN Ctterl, the Poodle;
Kitty, the Kitten; JoJo, the Clown;
Pandy, the Panda; Kate, the Caterpll.
lar; or Tillle, the Turtle? These adorable novelty kits are available now al
THE PAINT DEPOT, *,67 Center Sf.
COCA COLA dispenser, Burroughs cash
register, Defiance and Globe Stimpson
scale, Hussmann milk and vegetable
case, Tyler meat case, National meal
grinder, meat block, U.S. Berkel meal
slicer, 2 gondolas, fruit rack, counter,
etc. Also gracerles al reduced prices.
Curtis Grocery, 427 6. 3rd, Winona.
COMPLETE set of household furniture,
very reasonable. 1065 Marlon. Tel.
8-2180.
_
~
TTMBERS^6x8V 8 ftrto 27 ftTlong. TeT.
4616.
_
_
"
"

USED TVs, portables and consoles;
also
used
refrigerators .
B
4
8
ELECTRIC CO., 155 E. Jird.
~
~
"
BAR B¥LL plates forVlaleTsV'
/TibsVrBSsorted weights. Tel. 8-3409 after 6:30
p.m.
FREEZER SALE now going on, buy
for less. FRANK LILLA & SONS, 7el
E. Sth. Opening evenings.
"
FEEDERS

GREEN FEEDERS, S145; hay feeders.
S35 and up. On display at our yard
Aho native lumber. BRUNKOW'S SAW
MILL «¦ LUMBER VARD, Trempealeau, Wis. Tel . 534-6316.
'
'
SNE SELL WINDOV\fGLASS
ROBB. BROS. STORE
576 E. 4th
Tel. 40O7

373 E. 3rd SI
We Buy
We Sell
Furniture—Antiques—Tools
and other Items
Tel. 8-370 1

Money to Loan

WT

Musical Merchandise

F. A. KRAUSE CO

~~
~
PART-TIME O F F I C E ' work, lonfl and
varied experience Tel. SH7 .

WE ARE seeking men with Income needs
ol -m.OOO to 1iO,00O. Investment of 17, .
SOO will provide ornanl/atlon, training,
equipment and initial Inventory with retall value of 1)8,000. II you can qualify
wiile: Century Brick Corp. ol America,
"Century UNO Bldg., Erie , Pa.

$85

LOGGING CAT-A-1 condition. Arnold
Vollmer, Rt: 2. Alma, Wis. (On Hwy.
37)

Situations Wanted—Fern. 29 OK USED FURNITURE SfORE
37

With extra soft seat and
Sleepyhollow back, reversible zippered T-cushion, cover in genuine Naugahyde.
Brown, beige or green.

Machinery and fools

WATCH FOR
B A M B E N E K'S
Grand Opening Ad
Coming Soon l

CAPITAL Bar tmd Bowling at Shell Lake,
Wis. 4 bowllno lanes, New Brunswick
pin-setter*., 28 league tentm. On «nd olt
sale liquor bar . I Ivlng quarte rs up
stairs. Good terms, low monthly payments on unpaid balance , 4'"r Interest .
Tel . 468-2JM.
"
PARTNER IN PROFIT

Big, comfortable

IF carpets look dull and drear , remova
the spots as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shapober , Sl. H.
Choate & Co.

FREE

_
~
EXPE RHE!N CED 8I OO KK EE PE R - wan ted
lor grain elevator and feed mill. Tel.
Lewiston 3301 .

Business Opportunities

KROEHLER WEEK
SPECIAL
$99.95

Household

Frozen Ground Oil
Special

Fertilizer, Sod

64

SWIVEL ROCKER

GOLTZ PHARMACY

(First

NANCY

ANIMAL
HEALTH BACTERINES

ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?Man or woman your drinking creates
LEWISTON SALES BARN
numerous problems. If you need and
(First PubA- . Monday, Nov. 2, 1?44)
' want help, contact Alcoholics AnonyA- real * good auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
State tit /Minnesota ) ss.
mous. Pioneer Group c/o General De) In Probate Court
week, hogs bought every day. TruckCounty of Winona
livery, Winona, Minn.
"
No. 15.MJ
available. Sale Thuri^ .Tel JM?.
ZYMURGY may belheTast word Ih the
^
In Re Estate ef
dictionary but RUTH'S Is the last word
48
Farm
Imp lements
Anna Benke, else known as Ann Binke
on dining. Tasty meals like Mom used
and Anna A. lenke, Decedent.
to make, served in a homey restfu l
Surge
mllklno
and
CLINTOM
chain
saw
Order for Hearing on Petition
atmosphere, al a convenient downtown
machine. Both reasonable. Tel. Foun*
to
Sell Real Estate
location. The door at 136 E. 3rd Is
tain City 6o«7-4S23.
.
The representatives
of
said estate
open 24 hours a day, except Mon.
having flled herein a petition to sell
~
FORD 2-bottom plow, H", notched coulBEirfj
TRUSSES^ABOOMINAL
S
certain real estate described in said
ters with razor blade shares. Tel. W lSACROILIAC SUPPORTS
petition;
*
toka M-2924,
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
See the new 12 Ib model XL12.
thereol bt had on December ?. 1964, at
HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
274 E. 3rd
Tel. 2S47
11:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
in tht probate court room in the court
2nd
a.
Johnson
Tel. S43J
8
house In Winona, Minnesota, and lhat Transportation
notice hereof be given by publication
of this order In the Winona Dally News ONE OR TWO riders wanted to share
driving and expenses to Washington,
and by mailed notice as provided by
D.C. Leaving Ihls weekend. Tel. 3846.
law.

ROUTE MAN

REX MORGAN, Nl. D.

43 Furt.^ Rugt , llnoltum

Horiet, Catt.lt, Stock

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR-

If you 're a beginner
See us about instructions.

HAL^^^ARD
*iMammlJI f " .'"*|
G u it a r C e n t e r
Telephone 8-2921

Radios, Television

Transistor Radio

We have 40 different model* on hand
al our store We icrvlce all we sell.
Come in or call WINONA FIRE a,
POWER CO.. it E . 2nd
Tel . 506S.
(Across trom the new parking lot.)

Sewing Machines

73

WHITE Zigzag portable electric . Mai-ei
buttonholes, etc. Like now. Only 150.
WINONA SEWING CO., 551 Huff St.
Tel. 9348.

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

T ypewriters

77

~
GTS STOVE—apt . si.-e, 3 years old, used
only 1 year. 460. 379Vs E. 5th., Apt . 1.
~
FAMOUS ALADDIN kerosem heaters.
Low cost neal lor many usci, no
smok e, no smell, li hours on one gallon. A perfect flsh house henter See
a demonstration at our display room.
Also gas or oil healers, r/ingn, water heaters, service and parts. RANGE
Oil BURNER CO., 90? E. Bth St.
Tel. /479. Adolph Mlcruilowskl.
PHOTORAPID automatic copylnrj", copies
everything, r.drlrldge loading, no mixInp or pourlno, electric, plugs Into an|r
wall socket . Now lust i99.50 . WINONA
TYPEWRITER S t r R V I C E , 1(1 E. 3rd.
Tel. 8-3300.
TYPEWRITERS
and adding machlnei
lor salt or
ren;
Reasonable rates,
tree delivery Se« ¦,*¦. toi i»U yosn ultlce supplle-i, dri'.ks, tiles or ottice
chairs, i.una lypuwrlter Co. Tel. H2J.

Washing, Ironing Wach.

W A RFA R IN
Ready-Mix Bail
:i-lb, hag . . , , *5I.R9

DRUGS_
JTED MAIER
"

71

79

RAINY MONDAY
BRIGHTENERS

PLUMBING FIXTURES TO SUIT
Al 1 BUDGETS

Westinghouse
Dryers

SANITARY

PI UMBING 8. HliAf lNG
lei . 3737
HI E , 3rd St.

Ono Compact Mode l
Jtj .st 25" wide.

Two Crawford

$114 .95

OVERHEAD DOORS

Two-cycle Dryer
3 Temps. '

10x10. Including
all hardware .

$169.95

Mny be seen at

TOP LOADING WASHKR
MAT CHIN C ;

West End Service
1070 W. Sth

niiYi< ; n

Floor mmtelis, s-ilinhtly rnitikert

~~
~
~"
$339.95
DAILY NEWS
Complete
MAIL
WINONA ELECTRIC
SUBSCRIPTIONS
CONSTRUCTION CO.
U» W. .li ft
May Be Paid Af
Tel. RROZ
TED MAIER DRUGS Wanted to Buy
81
Baby Marchandi**

5*9

FOLDING hlghcholn, regular lists, no*
»U. *¦?"* . nylon meih playpens. 111 ?i
BORZyiKOWSKI
f- t/RNITUR B,
JOJ
Menkato Ave Open evenings.

Co»l , Wood, Otf-m Fual7 63
~
FIREPl.ACr woort 'iind oak hlock
Tel Fount a In Cily mil i l l ;

wocxl

BURN V-OBIl FUEI Oil and anloy ine
comfort ol automail* personal car t
Keep
full service—complete
burner
care
Hudgel
iilan and guaranteed
price. Order loday Irom JOSWICK'I
E A S T F.ND COAL a. Oil CO., Ml B
Ith Tel. J389,

Furn., Rugs, Linofaum

64

COCK TAII tables, U 9Si 3 table groups
Including 1 tttfi imd I cocktail lahle,
SIV.95 kd. BORZYSKOWSKI
PURMI
TURE, 301 Mankato Ave. Open eve
ningi.

F R A P P C R S , «p will pny tnp prlres lnr
muskrat, t win «nc| henyn c a r c a *i-,e> .
Musi he III lor mini- ipwt
Rohert
Taylnr, / miles w nl u < ' r rv.rpnl on
Pine Creek Rmtt

" WANTED
COW

SCRAP

IRON

a,

M-HAL T"

MIOLi "A/OCtl
B <Wl C\1RV
H I G H h S l PRICbb PAID
M 1 »V IRON ANfJ M I ? t A I CO.
701 W ,' nci across Spur l.ni M-ttlnn
u ni
rnui innvrnie nce
W« A r e No* ' rvg aiu ope n on !>«!»,
WM MIUER *.C RAP IRON K Mfc TA L
CO
pays
nighest prlcs» tor
scrap
Iron. muMli. hides, wool and raw lur
12J W ?nd
Closed Saturdays
MICHES! PRICES PAID '
lnr scrap iron melnlv raai. mdei,
r«* lur, «r><t «vonli

Sam Weisman & Sons
INCORPORATBO
450 W. Jrd

|*|. JM?

Roomi Without Meal*.

%B Hom-M for Sato

Apartments, Flets

90

~
THUS! ROOMS, private bithT ha*t end
light* furnished. , mil* W. ot citv
IImll*. Toi. S-iata after 4 p.m.
ElOHTH 6. 301—S-room upitelre unfurnlihed apt., private entrance, Hail and
water (urnlihecl. Ho children.
CENTRALLY LOCATE D-3 ro0m upitalTi
apt. Heel •nd water turnlihe-d. Tel.
Ml.
FRANKLIN 1«H—4 roomi. Inquire 253
B. 3rd.
FOUNTAIN ClTV-4 room apt. Available al one*. Tal Uti iim.
FIFTH W. MJVi-5 rooms and bath. Tel.
4741 altar t p.m.
MODERN 4-room upstairs apt., heat and
water furnished, »75. Available Nov . 15.
In E. city limits on old Hwy. ell. Tel.
all J.

Houses for Rent

95

IS YOUR HOME
TOO BIG
OR TOO SMALL?

A Free Appraisal
and allow you homes to
meet your presentneeds
without obligation.
AFTER HOURS CALL;
W. L. (Wlb) Helzer 8-2181
Laura Fisk 2118
Leo Koll 4581
Bob Selover 7827

99

~
AfTRACtTvE 5-room unfurnished duplex/ ground floor, fully carpeted living
and dining area, 2 bedrooms, kitchen
and bath. Suitable for couple or
couple with older child. Garage goes
with duuplex . Available Dec. 1. Tel.
**-20*>l for appointment,
• Y BUILDERS—S- bedroom and 3-bedroom
houses, family rooms, bullt-lns, ceramic
baths, double garages. Tel. W0.39.
~
~
~
IF yov WANT ~io bvY, ie|l or"tridt
be sure to see Shank, HOMEMAKER'S
EXCHANGE, 552 E. 3rd.

-

fHREE BEDRO0MSr lIvlngToomTdining

room, new kitchen, wall-lo-wall carpeting, combination windows and doors,
oil hot water heat, good location, Tal.
B-16S3.
D. BUILT IN WO. Spacious 2-bedroom
ranch style home. Oversized garage,
breezeway with barbecue grill built-in.
Full basement wltti recreation room. All
oak flooring. Oil forced air heat. Located In Goodvlew. See Ihls fine home today. ABTS AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 159
Walnut St. Tel. MM5 or after hours: E.
R . Clay 8-2737, B III Ziebell 4654, E. A.
Abfs 3164/
BEAUTIFUL modem home, east central,
extra large lot, $12,000. Modern 2-fam*
Uy home, eait central, large garage
suitable for business. Fountain Clly, No.
Shore Drive, beaullful view ot the river, 12-room, 2-famlly house, 150' frontage, 14,500, rent terms. Cwy S-room
cottage, east 9th, only 55,350, easy
terms. C. Shank, HOMEMAKER'S EX
CHANGE, 552 E. 3rd St.
NEW—3 bedroom, large double garage,
built-in stove end oven, large cabinet, dining area, gas forced air heat,
full basement, laundry tubs. Tel. 9745
or 8-2592 lor appointment.
.
E 2-STORY brick house. 3 bedrooms.
New gas heaters. Lots of room. Large
family kitchen. Can be financed wllh
S15O0 down payment, balance en contract. Madison or St. Casmlr 'e School
district , Full price jr,«X>. ABTS AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut St. Tel.
S-4365 or alter hours: E. R. Clay 8-2737,
'Bill Ziebell 4854, E. A. Abts 3184.
FOURTH W. 719—Well butFtTi rooms,
full bath, full basement, new gas furnace, large lol and garage. Will finance
on easy terms,

Frank West Agency

175 Lafayette St.
Tel. 5240, or -440O aft er houra.
MANKATO AVE. 412-modern with 4
large rooms end bath, full basement,
new oil furnace, good garage, only
S5,70O. Will arrange loan with payments
like rent.

Frank West Agency
175 Lafayette St.
Tel. 5240, or 440O after houra,

Lincoln Agency, Inc.
Real Estate—Insurance

SCHWINTTTlCVCLBS-Atll ilzad. KOLTER BICYCLE ¦SHOP, 403 Mankato.
Tel. BUS.
TRADE UP MOW while close-out prices
ara In effect on new 1M4 modal*/ also
used machines at sacrifice prices.
ROBB BROS, Motorcycle Shop, 57a B.
4th.

"HANK"JEZEWSKI

(Winona 's Only Real Estate Buyer )
Tel. 63»8 and 7093
P.O. Box 345

*¦

Mabel, Minn.

UseoV Cars

109

P0NTIAC-f95« 4-door, very good' condltlon . See at 238 W. /th,

1 965
TRADE-IN'S

~

'63 CHRYSLER

'61 OLDSMOBILE

FM
4-door sadan, V-», standard transmission. Loci! oni owner.

NYSTROM'S
Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Monday <¦ Friday Nights

See the Terrif ic Buys

coming in on 1965 Pontiacs
and Cadillacs.
For an
601 Main St.
Tel. 2849
outstanding
buy shop
Accessories, Tlras, Parts 104 V
Venables
Used Car Lot now.

Bargain Center
GREAT BUYS ON:
-ft Passenger Tires
•ft Truck Tires
¦ft Tractor Tires
SHOP NOW AT
W. Sth & RR. Tracks

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings

Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Dally News

Old "Wagon Works" Bldg.

- if-—

'

Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

~J ^^
l
\ ft

%V^L

1Q9 Uitd Car*

Und Car*

Lovely new rambler In west
part of city. Ultra kitchen
with lovely cabinets , disposal, Formica counters,
coppertone stove and builtin oven and fan . Beautiful
living room, panelled wall, .
oak parquet floor. 2 spacious
bedrooms , lovely Marlite
bath . Excellent basement.
Attached garage. Owner will
finance . . . ONLY $9fl , 23
monthly ! Let us show you
this one today!
LIKE SURPRISES?
If you hnve $1,000 for a
down payment on a home of
your own we will help you
finance this completely remodeled 3 or 4* bedroom
I
'63 MERCURY V-8
home. 500 block ehst. Bi«
f
New car quality , used car price.
yard. Spacious rooms, nil
¦
Monterey 4-door with Mercoon one floor, Lovely bath.
1
matic, power steering, power
We have the key . . . give
brakes.
$2195. 36 or more months
\
,
us a call to see ft now!
¦
to pay. 2500 Gift House Stamps
ft
free with this car .
COMFY AND COZY

RKMKMBER . . . WE BUY
. . . SELL . . . OR TRADE
. . . GIVE US A CALL.
AFTEH HOURS
Pat Heise . . . 5709
Gordon Welshorn . . , 4W)4

f *_m
1 imm
I J fflr

\
• ¦- / WBlWw
**

LINCOLNTI
AGENCY

M w * ¦** "
Tel. cm

, f

V

'60 MERCURY V-8

Sedan , with Mercomatlc trans*
¦mission, radio, brand new Goodyear tires . This car is nice
•I
\.
enough to please the most dlsff
criminating buyer. $1295, 2500
W
Gift House stamps free with this
m
car.

I

f
I
f

M

1
Y\

ATTENTIO N"
EVERYONE
'64 CHEVROLET
Impolo

PLYMOUTH
Commando,
clean, runs
price J550.

\

'

4-door, power steering, power brakes, automatic transmission, V-fl, red in color. '
This is as'-sharp as they
come,

$1195

- 1959 2-door sedan, V-»,
ttra tght transmlsllon, very
perfect . Real economy. Low
Tal. J440.

4-door sedan, tu-tone blue,
standard transmission, 6
cylinder, with overdrive, one
owner. A steal at

$595

*¦<

WA LZ

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Monday & Friday Nights

NOV. 14—Sat., 12 noon. At the 'llltut
Shelter, 1 mllei N.W . of Houiton. Mr.
I, Mre. Palmer Halveraon, owner«,* 01tor I, Son*, auctioneer-*; Commercial
Stat* Bank, Hokah, clerk.

Everett J. Kohner
151 Walnut Tal, -s-3710 after hours 7114
NOV . 10—Tuea., 12730 p.m. 10 miles $.E. NOV. 14-Sat., 1 p.m. 1« mil** If. al
ot La Crossa, Wis. Clayton Stover, ownEau Claire, Wti, Arnold Laultrbath,
er; Russtll Schroeder, auctioneer ; Comowner; W. A. Zuck, auctioneer; Notftv
munlty Loan *¦ Fin. Co., clerk.
ern Inv. Co., clcrk
^
NOV. 10-Tue«„ to a.m. 1V4 miles W. of NOV. 14-Sat., 12 noon, 4 mile* t. ef
Lewiston, It miles W. of Winona. John Mondovi on Federal Hwy. 10, lha* 7
milts S. on Counly Trunk SB. LaVirn
J. Daley, owner; kohner a. Schroeder,
auctioneers) Minn. Land aV Auction Klopp, owner; Frsnclt Werleln, euclonServ., clerk.
e*r; Northern Inv. Co., clerk,
NOV. 11-Wed , 1 p.m. 7 miles S. of NOV. 12—Thure., 1 p.m. Furniture *ue>
Francis Werleln, owner; Werleln I, lion, 176 W. Mark, Winona. Alvin KohKohner, auctioneers; Northern Inv.
ner, auctioneer; Minn. Land t, Aucilon
Co., clerk.
S*rv., clerk.

'59 FORD

109

RAMBLER—19*1, Super, V-», 4-door,
standard shift, reclining seats, other
extras. Tel. 5706.

~S SXiVt(Jte Mrth i
JOHN L. HOFWEBER AUCTION
( Former Nash Rambler Dealer)
Located : At 101 Main St., in La Crosse, Wis.

Friday, November .13 I

|AUG TION , : •
j Saturday f November 14
^

•ft SALES ¦&

A *Wl_\

^"%#»

.^B^TO^-SkV

y

**¦

*< Due to other employment , owner is disposing of all per- f ;. Due to other employment, owner is disposing of all per- 1
-p : sonal property at public
I sonal property at public
1
I

I A U C T I O N ||| A U C T I O N
j-l
1
I
I

I

" ''60 FORD 6
Sedan with Fordomatic, radio,
tu-tone, Economical to run ,
easy to buy . Specially priced ,
$895, 2500 Gift House stamps
f ree with this car.

'58 PLYMOUTH V-8

Custom Suburb an Station Wagon, 9 passenger, driven only
28000 miles, 4000 on tires, by
local owner . $795. Automatic
transmission, power steering,
power brakes. 25O0 Gift House
stamps free with this car.

'59 STUDEBAKER 6

Lark model, 2-door. Real low
cost transportation at only $495.
Two to cnocse from . 2500 Gift
House stamps free with this car.
Buy With Confidence at Winona 's Automobile
Super Market—We Always Advertise Our Prices

Ford—Lincoln—Mercury—Comet
4th & Main

|
I
#
|

Time : 10:30 A.M.
1
I
2-door hardtop, V-8, autoi
1
GARAGE EQUIPMENT , PARTS & ACCESSORIES
matic transmission, radio,
Sun
distributor
tester
;
6-12V
tester;
port|
Sun
motor
1
heater, p o w e r steering, %P WJmfff mw4&wyf mmzmmm&w4wxzmmw7/M >y ^^^^
able fast or slow battery charger; 6V fast or slow portable §
I
power brakes, local one |
I battery charger; Graco overhead chassis lube system ; %
I am quitting dairy farming and will sell all the following |
owner car, 16,000 mile 100% - &~ ~ personal property at
Graco waste lube; 2 lube tanks and pumps ; Weaver head§
% '', lamp tester; Globe hydraulic auto hoist; large size air %
parts and labor warranty.
§
compressor ; 2 Hein-Werner hyd. floor jacks ; Auto Lite §
^y spark plug cleaner ; Champion spark plug tester ; 2 chain Vf
$2798
I¦ hoists ; 2 creepers; Harris acetylene welder , gauges, tips p
I Located 16 miles southeast of Eau Claire -OR- 7 miles 9 ;¦* and hose; metal acetylene welding cart; Rusco brake |
I northwest of Osseo on Highway 53 to Foster, then 1 mile
j riveter ; valve refacer ; Sioux emery and motor ; large %
^< t hand operated press; B&D '/4-inch drill press ; 4 metal f
I east of Foster on "HH," then 3A mile south.
/• -> ; mechanics work benches ; 2 bench vises; parts wash tank ;
I
f
air hose ; tap and die sets; IBM electric time clock ; scale; f|
good supply of mechanics hand tools; Rambler , special J|
105 Johnson
Tel. .2396 i
hand
tools; Hydra-Matic service counter ; shop foreman's g;
.
.
f
•
'
*
Open Monday and Friday
Lunch will be served, p'
service counter, like new ; 14 metal parts bins; 3 metal |
Sale starts at 1:00 P.M, Sharp.
I
Nights Until 9:00
;' parts shelves; wood parts shelf; several small metal
I
26 CHOICE HOLSTEINS - 2L LARGE TYPE HOME -f \$ cabinets "and files ; metal parts book holder*; counter order ^
|
OF
TRI-STATE
1 RAISED COWS. OUTSTANDING HERDspringers; 7 Hoi- p 'i writer ; a large and varied stock of new Nash and Ramb- a
f <', ler parts and accessories, to be sold by lot ; stock of f
BREEDING. 5 Holstein cows, closeup
Everybody Sells Cars |
I stein cows, just freshened 2 weeks ; 4 Holstein cows, just |
% Nash parts for old models, of possible value to antique i
WE DO TOO!
|
I freshened 3 weeks; 2 Holstein cows, fresh 5 weeks; 2 ',>
% car owners and dealers, and many other items.
I Holstein cows, due to freshen in Feb.; 1 Holstein cow, |;
"BUT FOR LESS"
13
USED
AUTOMOBILES
I
1 due to freshen in Dec ; 5 Holstein heifers , 2% years old , ' *
V-8, station wagon; 1958 1
1959
Rambler
Ambassador,
f
l
1 closeup springers. This is a Certified Bangs Clean Herd ,r '"- Rambler 4-door, 6 cylinder ; 1957 Rambler 4-door, V-8; f
'60 PLYMOUTH
|
and state laboratory tested for this.sale. Mr. L-auterbach 4- '" 1957 Ford V-8; 4-door ; 1956 Ford V-8, 4-door; 1957 Chrysler, f
. Station Wagon
$ has built up this herd through Tri-State arti ficial insemina- / ,
station wagon; 195*6 Chrysler, 2-door, hardtop; 1956 Mer- ;|
6 cylinder , automatic trans- I tion for the past 18 years. All cows are young, ranging ;-| A cury 2-door ; 2-1955 Plymouth 2-doors, 1 hardtop ; 1954 |
mission, radio , heater. Real I from 2\. years to 6 years old except one. All are heavy ,
Plymouth 2-door; 1954 Dodge 4-door, Custom Royal; 1950 §
sharp. This car is priced I milkers with a butterfat test of 3.6 to 4.1 through this K r Chevrolet, 2-door. These cars subject to prior sale.
|
right, come in and see it.
.
I last ' year.
OFFICE
EQUIPMENT
I £
f
Burroughs adding machine; Royal typewriter ; National |
n
DAIRY EQUIPMENT — 2 Surge seamless buckets , f P
'58 PLYMOUTH
<
complete
with
motor
-; '- cash register; Paymaster check writer ; '4 large knee hole |
I like new ; Riteway milking machine,
4-door Sedan
office desks; 3 swivel chairs; 2 chrome settees and 2 |
I and pipeline for 32 cows; can rack ; 2 strainers; shotgun
if
^ " chrome chairs; chrome table; 6 chrome chairs; wood 1
V-8, automatic
. &' can ; pails; etc.
1
transmission, radio.
I
FEED — 20 tons baled hay, top quality clear alfalfa *- s standup counter desk ; metal hall tree ; chrome smoking |
stand; lllustravox Junior movie projector and record 1
1 hay ; 400 bales straw.
player;
8 Rambler toy cars and other items.
^
|
- 32 steel stanchions; 16 drinking cups f A
IMR.
HOFWEBER IS DEFINITELY GOING OUT OF 1
W INON A uTO_ II withSTANCHIONS
'
,
all water pipeline.
p
RAMBLER
DODGE
THE GARAGE BUSINESS. EVERYTHING - MUST BE I
I
TERMS : Under $10.00 cash ; over that amount cash --*, |
t
SOLD. A REAL OPPORTUNITY TO BUY NASH-RAMB- I
I or V<i down and balance in monthly payments, 3% added l ; LER PARTS AND ACCESSORIES. PLUS THIS GOOD -.
I to balance for 6 months. Your credit is always good with •=
f - ; GARAGE AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT , AND THE AVAILI the Northern Investment Co.
ABLE STOCK OF USED CARS.
Open Mon. & Fri . Eve.
%
ARNOLD LAUTERBACH , OWNER
TERMS: $15.00 and under cash. Over that amount %
3rd & Mankato Tel. 8-3649 1
1
W. A. Zeck, Auctioneer, Rt. 22, Eau Claire , Wis.
% |; down and balance in monthly inst.
Russell Schroeder , Auctioneer
|- .¦i
' Northern Investment Co., Lester Senty, Clerk
I
Marvin
Miller , Repr. Community
i I
|
Rep. by Lyman Dutter , Strum , Wisconsin
Loan & Finance Co., Clerk
I*
?
ngy A
^_ _7^
"7_1
-nr
.'V" -^
*
*w<f» <wrm?
&K
"mmmtmtm&S
v^w****-* T ¦* A
V0LKSWAGEN-1W8 panel, good condition, new tires. S50O. Bernard Krlesel,
1 miles E. ol Marshland. Tel. Center- I
vllle 539-3145.

4 miles south of Mondovi , on State Highway 37, Uien Vz
mile east and 3 miles south —OR— 13 miles northeast
of Alma on "37" to Gilmanton road , then 1 mile east
and 2 miles north . Watch for arrows.

Winona

iy
;
|
f;
0;

: 4 miles east of Mondovi on Federal Highway 10, then 7
i|
miles south on County Trunk "BB" —OR- 7 miles east
% of Gilmanton on County Trunk "Z" to Julson 's Store, then
% V* -mile north. Watch for arrows .

1
I
§
I

:
November
13
|
Friday t
|
Saturday, Noventiber 14 . 1
Lunch will be served.
|
;
Sale starts at 12:30 P M.

.
13 HEAD OF HI-QUALITY HOLSTEIN COWS - 6
Holstein cows, springers; 2 Holstein cows, fresh and open ;
3 Holstein cows, fresh and bred back; 2 Holstein heifers ,
springers. Here is a chance to purchase some top quality
I
a cattle that really have the ability to produce . Many are
1 vaccinated.
I
FEED — 2000 bales hay; 400 bales straw; 100 bales
I shreds ; 250 bushels oats; 20 ft. corn silage , 16 ft, silo;
1 5 ft. corn silage, 22 ft. temporary silo .
/l
1 • CHICKENS — 100 Leghorn chickens; metal chicken
|
nest; waterers ; feeder.
JM
MILK EQUIPMENT - Surge SP-22 milker pump and
IB
^
j i motor , 1 year old; VanVetter 400 gal. bulk tank ; 1 Surge
IB
t: 50-lb. unit; 2 Surge seamless units ; Surge utensil holders .
IM
TRUCK — 1952 Chevrolet M* ton truck with tight grain
jf
I
LL
I rack, 26 ,000 actual miles.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS - Including a Siegler oil burn1
i er and General Electric R0 gal. electric water heater .
I^1
| DOGS — 2 pure bred collies ,
\ M
| HOGS — 14 mixed feeder pigs , average weight 50
A |M
|lbs. ; 2 metal hog feeders .
\m
%
MACHINERY - Farmall Super "M" tractor , just
\*\
1 overhauled, excellent rubber; Farmall "H" tractor ; Case
« h
I 3-14-inch plow for hydraulic lift ; 1964 Mnssey-Ferguson
¦
|
No. 10 hay baler with bale ejector , baled 3000 bales ;
|J.D. 10-inch RWA wheel disc , 1 year old ; Mussey-Ferguj ¦
|son 5-bar side rake, 1 year old ; Cunningham hny condip tioner , 2 years old; J.D. No . 45 manure loader ; snow
1 J
|scoop to be sold separate ; Owatonnn 44-ft. PTO elevator
1if
R with drag hopper , like new ; McD. fi '/^-ft. field cultivator
I mm
i on rubber for hydraulic; J.D . 10-ft . double disc grain
f £1
| drill on rubber for hydraulic; J.D . 200 corn planter with
WM
? corn gauges ; Fnrm-Eze 130 bushels PTO manure .spreader, 3 yeurs old; Colby heavy duty rubber tired wagon
I with new bale thrower rack ; Colby heavy duty rubber
I tired wagon with bale rack .
j 1
I
OTHER MACHINERY - 4-sectlon steel drag with
( \I
!| folding draw bar ; J.D , No . 5 power mower; heavy duty
|hydraulic cylinder; McD . 2-row tractor cultivator ; Airco
|1B0 amp. welder, 2 months old; two 7x12 ft. corn boxes;
II McCulloch Model 141 chain saw; act of disc shields for
lj cultivator; hont houser; 2 electric fencers ; J.D, PTO air
1; pump ; 2 gas barrels; 24-inch power lawn mower; Case
I 14-inch hiimmcrmill; 50 ft. 6-inch drive belt; some shop
it tools.
TERMS: Under $10.00 cash; over that amount cash
I
/
¦;• or Vi down and balance ln monthly payments, n added
« to balance for 6 months. Your credit is always good with
II
\ tho Northern Investment Company.
DALE BLOOM , OWNER
, Auctioneer , Mondovi . Wisconsin
Jim
Helke
I
Northern Investment Co., lister Senty, Clerk
|j
i\
Rep. by Chuck Accola , Mondovi , Wisconsin

I Owl Motor Co. I
M

*

CHEVROLET-1960 Corvette, 2 tops, red, •-ALCON—1942 Future, red, radio, FordoGood condition. Ray F. Anderson,
mallc, bucket saats, red all vinyl InterGalesvllle. Wis,
ior, 101 engine . Forced to sell, make
___
offer. Tel. 5430 or 8-J50I.

MOVE RIGHT IN I I

This 3-year-old 3-bedroom
rambler in west part of city.
Beautiful kitchen with coppertone stove , refrigerator ,
nood , disposal, tile behind
counters Lovoly tile bath
with colored fixtures. Attached R-nniRe. Delightful
basement with amusement
room , 1 bedroom , -ri bath
and complete laundry room
with colored twin washer
and dryer . . . plus large
upright freezer ! No yard
•work , . . small yard. Only
10",', down and $1)8,00 monthly! You 'll like it!

'

I

A Dally News Classified Ad Is e tiger when It cornea to stirring up
t tornado of giant advertising results. Call 3321.

Belvedere
4-door sedan, 6-eyllnder, autonnatlc
transmission, local one-owner.

Nelson Tire 's

n ..mn

$250

^PLYMOUTH

KESIDENCE PHONES :
E. J. Hartert . . . 3973
Mary Lauer . . . 4523
Jerry Berthe . . . 8-2377
Philip A. Baumann . . . 9540

MH
II

"What a day! I had a tiger in my tank, a tornado in my
kitchen and a giant in the washer!"

'62 FORD

We will either list it for.sale
or purchase it outright.

I

1950 FORD

Station wagon. V-J, automatic transmission. Prlctd fo sell.

CALL US
, FOR
FREE APPRAISAL
& CONSULTATIONS
on the sale.
of your home.

'59 CHEVROLET
Station Wagon

Long wheel base with St.
Paul Hoist and 14 ft. box .
Clean, just overhauled.

MABEL IMPL. CO.

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

Only $895

1956 GMC

N«w Yorker
a-passengsr station wagon, full power, manv extras, local ons-owner .
low milespe.

a*mma ^^—^m^at^m^. /

Convertible

Power s t e e r i n g , power
brakes, radio, heater, good
top, excellent tires , V-8, automatic transmission. This
is a good buy for

CHEVROLET—1«4 j-fon truclc, 14' flat
bed. Reasonable. Tel. 8-17M.
W6 ARE EXPERTS In our field. Truck
bodies built, repaired, painted, lettered. BERO'S, *»iQ W. 4th St. Tel, imr

% ton, V-8, long box, good
tires.

Auction Salt*

NOV. lJ-frl. |0:JO tj r*. Oarao* Auctim.
101 Main St., La Create, Wl*. JUlrt L.
or
AUCTION!) I Household, LtvaifedT'
Hofw*b*r, owntr; RuaHll Set*ro*air,
General. LYLE L. BOBO, RT. I, Hous¦uclloneer;
Community Loan ,t fin.
ton, Minn. Tal. Hokah tw-jioj . U
Co., clerk
consed * Bonded.
ALVIN KOHNIR
NOV, 14-Saf., 13:30 p.m. 4 mlltl I
. of
Dover, Minn., then V, mil* W, Dick
AUCTIONEER, City and state licensed
557
owner;
Kohner
1
Liberty St. (Corner
Chase,
Sdira*dlr«
and bonded,
«uclloneer») Thorp Selai Co., ClerK,
E. Sth and Liberty). Til, 4910.

'59 DODGE

Trucks, Trset's, Trtilors 108

Wanted—Rati Ejtata

^^^^i*^^

TRY
ONE OF THESE
BEFORE WINTER

107

$800

NOV. u-wtd. 11 i.m. V* mflTtril

WHY NOT?

1QQ

Motorcytlt, Bicyclat

102
174 ACRES, 100 tillable, fair buildings,
blacktop road, Fremont Township. Tel, WILL PAY HIGHEST CAS~
P RICES
jJM-7476between 9 and 5 p.m, or write
FOR VOUR CITY PROPERTY
Ella Paulson, Ruihford, Minn.

Houses for Sale *

mow riae OFFER

BEANS, BEER and a Warrior boat. Whit
mora could mv mtn ask terT
WARRIOR BOATS
Tal, t-itit

Wa will be glad
to make

lQf

CHEVROLET-1960 Bli Air 2-door, V-8,
with stick , mint condition, new tires ,
l
i
Auction Sslee
Mobile Horn-, Trill»rt l
and battery. Tel. 7732 atter t.
'
CHEVRCHET-1955 7-door hardtop, V-», COULEE Mobile Home Salts, Hwy. 1441, Nov. li-w«dtf 1 p.m. K mliH 1.1.
01 Ituimord. t miln S.l. el lral»next to Krause Imp), See the beaullful
automatic, new paint and motDr, clean,
btrg. Ollvtr Loktn, owntr * SdireMir
excellent condition. 733 W . 5th,
new 10' and 12' wide moeile homes.
Mon. thru
Bret., wetlenMrii MIMI, Land t KuaAlso used. Open til » ¦p.m.
¦
¦
•¦
•
lion jjUrv., cltrkj *
' sat.
_ __
|
^
RED TOP Hwy. 41 Mobil* Horn* Sales
Sea us before you buy. Wa tell qualDodo* Ctnltr on U.S, 14, 1 mil* H.
ity and prica tt yeara it trailer deal
ind Vb mil* E. Arnold Martlf litali,
l noar Ooodvlew Water
owner; Km L«ik«, auctlonMr- Tlwrp
Ing*. Hwy, i
Tower, Tal. t-UU.
Sll»» Co., cfTfc.
.
*
HUNT!RS, VACATIONER! - Heat*d NOV IJ—Prl., T2T30p.m. 4 rniu-i i;-at
pickup Csmpars and travel trailers tot
Mondovi on Stilt Hwy. », - tlwi >a
rant or Mia. LEAHY'! Buffalo City
mil* E. and 3 mll-n s. Dal* Sloom,
owntr; Jim Halki, auctlonMri North im
Tel. Codirana M-1SK.
¦
Inv. Co., Clark.

FIRCCTONB STORE
MO W, »rd, . _
Tal, Mm ^

Boats, Moors, Etc.

FOR RBNT by tha weak, i-btdroem turBOB
nlshad mnblle horn*. 127.50 per week,
Ttl. S-3630.
TWO-BEDROOM heuia, fireplace, large
St*~
living room, dining room, garage, prlTel. 2840
vate yard. Tel. S-3142 after };30,
130
Cenfrr
It,
MARION 1M5-2 bedrooms, oil heat,
no dogi, available Nov. 15. Shown by I
appointment. 1074 Marlon St.
FURNISHED HOME liTpickwIek. New
gas furnace, large pleasant rooms, gar- Sal* or Rant; Exchange 101
age, Couple or small family preferred.
Available after Dec. I, Tel. (-2671 after 1W ACRES, Grade A dairy farm or bee!
cattle farm, modern buildings, priced
ItM.
___ ^
right, small down payment, easy terms.
FOR SALB OR RENT. Vacant 3-txKlroom
Immediate . possession. Tel. Lewiston
4306,
modern home In Dakota. Rent 170.
Carpeted living room. Alio • good se- OWNER WILL trade house In Onelaeke,
lection of homis for sale In Hokah end
Wis., like new, double garage, good loLt Crsecent,
cation, for a house In Winona, or on a
COBNFORTH REALTY
farm or acreage. Possession. Write Mr.
Tel. WS-iitt
La Crescent, Minn.
Roberts, 1403 Hamilton St.. S.W., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
Farms, Land for Sale

98

~

¦'

'

let or 4
CAM FLOOR
MATS
¦
¦•Res
When you take advent-tat
of our
1 for 124

I| U»**J Cars

STRICTLY BUSINESS

09 Accessories, Tires, Farts 104

ROOM WITH home-like privileges, reaao-v C02V MMdroam noma; carpeting, drap.
¦bl*. claan. T«l. 6441 atter 3*30,
fries Included) J bathrooms, many builtRoomi for Housekeeping 87' : \\%t^m.%t!n b"'fl"fl,• Un<"r
MODERN ROOMS taTtimI with or with*
out hw-Mkwplrtg privilege-* , Tl, tu
*

M

il-KttlKOjj^^

Sale starts at 12:00 P.M.
|; I
East Bennett Valley Ladies Aid will serve lunch.
I
|ii
j:7 1
61 HEAD OF HI-QUALITY CATTLE (25 COWS) - 3
!
| Ij-l Holstein cows, springers ; 1 Holstein cow , fresh and
LL !I open; 6 Guernsey cows, springers; 7 Guernsey cows,
p '[
fresh and open; 7 Guernsey cows, due winter and spring;
y :I 1 Holstein cow , due spring ; 6 Guernsey heifers, springers ;
fy |
3 Guernsey heifers , pasture bred ; 9 Holstein heifers, 12-18
|; 7 mos . old; 5 crossed steers , 12-18 mos. old ; 2 Guernsey
heifer calves, 6 mos. old; 5 Guernsey heifer and bull
!-!
;7 I calves ; 2 Guernsey heifers , 10-12 mos , old ; 5 Holstein
t;
heifers , fi-10 mos. old, Here is a chance to purchase some
Li i top quality cattle many of which are vaccinated. Note the
large number of springers.
&
*? | DAIRY EQUIPMENT - Conde milker p«mp with Vt
?*
h.p, motor ; Surge 50-lb. unit , like new; 2 Conde units;
* double wash tank; can rack ; metal table.
FEED — 1200 square bales mixed hay ; 400 round
;. * ' 7
7 bales mixed hay; 200 bales straw; 500 bu , oats; 24 ft.
7 silnge (corn ) in 12 ft . silo; :i()0 shocks of corn ; 150 bu.
V
car corn; 100 bales shredding.
^
1982 FORD F1(X) TRUCK - With Custom Cab , 12,000
?
? ? actual miles , like new.
MACHINERY - Oliver 77 tractor with live power;
Ferguson 30 tractor , very good rubber ; Oliver "60" tractor
j
with wide front and cultivator; .1. 1) , "B" tractor ; M.M.
v
,1-bottom 14-inch plow on rubhor; Ferguson 2-bottom 14?
incli plow; McD. 2-bottom M-ineh plow; J.D. tractor
•
¦ V spreader; A.C. roto baler with soft center ; A.C. "60"
>:¦
V PTO combine; Owatonna 311-ft. elevator with hopper; A,C .
field chopper with corn head; Ford 7-ft. power mower;
?
McD . It-fi . grain drill , all steel ; Ferguson 10-ft. single
?
;. disc; M M , 1-row corn picker; J.D . corn planter with 3point hookup; Lindsey rubber tired wagon unci rack ; D.B.
6-ft. mower on rubber , homemade rubber tired wagon
and rack ; Ford fi-bor side rake , like now; J.D . 4-DHr
sido rake on rubber; J.D. .1-Kwtion drag; snw rig; Harvey
<
10-inch hummcrmill ; bale fork; 2tM) gal. gas barrel; some
.,
old Iron.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS -- Including mnhngimy dining
,i room tablo willi 4 chairs; waftiut buffet ; Gibson refrigerator, misc. other household articles .
7
TERMS: Under $10.00 cusli; over tlml amount cash
V j or ' i down and balance in monthly payment*. 3'*:* added
I
to balnncc for 6 months . Your credit is nlwnys good with
V |
the Northern Investment Company.
5
LA VKKN KLOl'P , OWNER
¦¦
Francis Werlein , A(!(Ctloneer, Mondovi , W iHConsln
Northern Investment (!o., Lester Senty, Clerk
i
IlL'p. by Chuck Areola , Mondovi , Wisconsin
¦
.. ¦•-.'-4 . 1 , ",." ..'.. :L - .:.,.. - ^yy -y -. ..;, :.: ,¦. •. ¦
. •a' :,,-iy.'-i.:r::'t^.:a'txm '.:.kvmm
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BUZZ SAWYER
By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY
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By Mort Walkor

BEETL E BAILEY
By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

By Don ¦ Shtrwood

DAN FLAGG
By Chic Young

BLONDIE
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STEVE CANYON
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By Al Capp

LIT ABNER

fc

a

By Milton Canniff
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MOW MORE THAN tVER... ^11 (^jFB lJjT
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BEAUTIFUL HOME

KROEHLEJt-J-flWEEK j

FcM FeSM, ofr Vofluea,! I

$219.95 Kroehler Early American Sofa — 3-cushion
style with flounce and wing back in green or brow n Cl OC
w.t. v *0*•*
nylon tweed

$79.95 Recliner —
Nylon and plasti c combination in beige

V

*\

Special - Your choice - 4 Deluxe Dinette Sols in
chrome or bronze finish with 4 or fi chairs. Hog. price tTQQ
w.t. T*'*'
as high as $139. NOW

¦

j

$269.95 Deluxe Kroehler Bedroom Set — In cherry
Wlth r i astlc * opS i M - lrip * e ri ressor i vertical framed C010
{ hprl
mj n .0r ,)JR R .rirawc r chcst nnd
w<|> ^ClU

,

|

"J-f

"

~"~"

'
SOFA. SPECIALS —- 3 Sizes

w.t. 4>l--!>

w ,t 1^3*3

Better
Buy s at
Mar-idly Low Tatrma

I

^l-W-aW

with matching chair

¦

—
„ ¦
.¦
,
,
,
.rv *
• 2-Pc.
Special — r ive Deluxe
KroWiler
Living Room
Sets — Choice of wide arm or narrow arm style in fflQQ
brown , beige oc green
w t. *?A*li#

|

2 Pc Bedroom Set — In sol id hardwood wiih Salem
maple finish , ft drawer double dresser w ith tilting C f k A CA
-^JtaJU
mil ror and 4 li-size cannon ball bed

—.
*1'~>!V!,r' ^'i' 1*0 H'K-> B *'< -< I-o«nRe Chairs - By Kroehler tTQQ
w.t. 9**
"<" Valentine Sraver - Vour Choice

OUT OF THE HIGH RENT DISTRICT— OPEN 8 A. M. TO 6 P.M. DAILY
AT EAST THIRD AND FRANKLIN
Fra. Cuitomar Parking in R«ar

'
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BLANKETS
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BLANKETS
10% N ylon

R ...
V -'*J«

$ il 88
™f

^^sH_lll§^^
W__?0 ^^J/ti^r

OPEN MONDAYS AND FRIDAYS 'TIL 9:00 P.M.

T) 17 T^> O Furniture
T>
J J
Marl
JLJ KJ X YX V - J__ y O
'

' t ^

!

w.t. .plbj

Features: Nylon ewers , foam cushions, smart slim line style ,
nr
aqua.
choico of gold , bei-^e

'' "^ ^

TOP 0|m dmW^^^ifct ^fiJ^^

fi -Ornwer Kneehole Desk - With lockirj ? center
drawer and deep file drawer , mahogany finish CAQ QC

trr AA
k.d. *r «*™VU

^

^^^^^^~MrMB
* ^^^^^^Tr7Il NoHonolly F-amoui ni AMlf'CTC
___
bLAIMKt \ b

$69.95 Hi gh Bock Earl y American Swivel Rocker — with (P r r
w.t. "r
maple arms.

3 Bullet Pole Lam p
in bronze finish

i_ ^_____________ w "

^ ^

'

I
i

$149 95 ,1Pc " Walnut Bedroo m Set — Double dresser . CI -f Q
w.t , r *'**
chest and panel bed with plastic finish

^ _ ^B *B
mBBmm.

GENUINE 100% WOOL

i

Special riose Out — 2 Kroehler !Ios| Chairs in CJQ QC
^J-HaJW
bright red. Vour choice

_

*, *> ',^VB S

S

BLANKET SALE H

$229 95 Big 3-Pc . Kroehler Sectional — Nylon cover in C1QQ
beige with zippere d foam cushions
w.t. T*1'*'*'

.

't ^ _____Lr

CCC
w.t. -yvD

*49 fts Rncker ~ W *lnut arms - W ] ™ frieze ™ver MQ Qr
m s°ld or ftran 8p
w.t. •?<**'•'>*''

———

'
•

F?> K^f eX
^ y ^^

$199 95 Sofa Bed — Flat riylon brown tweed cover , Cl 7Q
$85.95 High Back Rocker — With matching foot stool in (TJ 'T foam cushions , opens to full size bed
w.t. ^*» *•*
w.t. ?¦
*
orange tweed.
$139 90 Walnut Dining Room Set - 41" round
table with plastic top. -Tside chairs with beige C1AQ QC
w.t, *r •*"*'a«7J
seat

__*$*"'

j

'

^

